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Abstract 

The study presents a numerical analysis of series of unanticipated events that took place 

upon the excavation of a landfill in a deep deposit of clayey soil in southwestern Ontario, 

Canada. During the excavation of a landfill cell to be used for waste disposal, unexpected 

lateral slope movements were observed followed by gas and water venting in several 

locations (while the excavation in low permeability clayey till was about 14m above the 

underlying aquifer). The clayey till is known to be underlain by permeable, natural gas 

bearing rock, and gas has been diffusing through the clayey deposit over about the last 

13,000-15,000 years.   

   Preliminary 2D and 3D elasto-plastic effective stress analyses using conventional soil 

mechanics –similar to what was used in design- are used to capture the general behaviour 

of the excavation. However, the analyses revealed the need for model modification to 

account for other governing factors (gassy soil and hydrofracturing) to be able to explain 

the mechanism that might have lead to the evolution of gas vents and upward water flow 

through the thick shale aquitard.  

   The clayey deposit contains silty sand lenses at different elevations. The upward 

diffusion of methane and chloride from the bedrock aquifer through the clay till is 

modelled and the potential for chloride migration contributing to the exsolution of 

methane due to reduction in methane solubility is discussed. Two approaches to 

modelling the lenses are examined where gas exsolution either occurs prior to or during 

the excavation. 
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   The FE model is modified to account for hydrofacturing and gassy soil behaviour (for 

sand lenses). 2D and 3D forensic modelling studies are presented examining the potential 

causes for the unanticipated movements and the gas and water venting observed during 

the excavation. The model investigates the role of presence of gassy sand lenses and of 

the presence of a discontinuous weak sandy clayey silt layer between the bedrock and the 

low permeability till on the hydrofracturing path and gas venting.  

   Finally, a parametric study is conducted to examine the effect of different parameters 

on the soil behaviour when excavated. Recommendations regarding further excavations 

within the same soil deposit are presented.  
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Glossary 

Biogenic        Originated due to bacterial activity 

Petrogenic  Originated by thermal alternation, volcanic or hydrothermal processes 

(Grozic et al., 2005) 

Putrescible     Solid waste that contains organic matter 

Liquid/gas pressure (ul/g)    is the maximum pressure the liquid/gas system experienced 

where the available gas volume was fully dissolved in the liquid (gas solubility in the 

pore fluid is proportional to the applied pressure). 

Air entry pressure   Matric suction where air starts to enter the largest pores in the soil 

Gas fractionation   Process where gas mixture is separated to its different components  

Capillary displacement pressure The pressure necessary for the exsolution into a 

gaseous phase of a molecule such as methane (CH4) that is migrating in a dissolved phase 

through the pores of a soil 

Salting out   Exsolution of a dissolved gas/or salt from fluid due to increase of salt 

concentration  

Exsolution    Process where dissolved gas in a solvent transforms to its gaseous phase 

forming bubbles 

Stoichiometric ionic strength   A measure of the concentration of ions in that solution 

Fugacity         Tendency of the gas to escape from a fluid mixture 

Tortuosity    Phenomena of pore space influence the transport of water, solutes, and 

gases in soil
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction  

Constructions over gas bearing soil units are frequently subjected to unanticipated soil 

responses. Many incidents were recorded around the world where the soil behaviour was 

influenced by the presence of a gas source close to the soil formation (e.g. Alto Lazio 

Nuclear power plant, Italy (D’Appolonia, 1981; Sobkowicz, 1982) and soft marine clays 

of Mississippi river delta (Coleman et al., 1974; Whelan et al., 1975, 1977; Esrig and 

Kirby, 1977). Gas in soils is produced mainly due to biogenic process (bacterial activity), 

petrogenic process (organic precursors at high temperatures and pressures) or 

destabilization of gas hydrates (Floodgate and Judd, 1992; Grozic et al., 1999; 2005). Gas 

can be present either dissolved in the pore fluid or in its gaseous state depending on many 

factors (e.g. temperature and pressure) according to the gas laws (e.g. Boyle’s law, 

Henry’s law and ideal gas law). For soil problems, the volume of dissolved gas is directly 

proportional to the applied absolute pressure (Boyle’s law). Hence in soil, gas dissolved 

concentration in pore fluid would be expected to be higher in deeper depths under higher 

pore pressures. Reduction of applied stresses (usually during unloading) causes the gas to 

exsolute from its dissolved phase to its free gaseous phase and is called “Gassy Soil”.  

This transformation from a two phase structure (solid and liquid) to a three phase material 

(solid, liquid and gas) can significantly alter the soil expected behaviour (as will be 

explained later) and subsequently unanticipated incidents may occur during construction.  
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   Gassy soil is different from unsaturated soil in that the gas phase is under positive 

pressure and accordingly gassy soil doesn’t follow unsaturated soil mechanics laws 

(Pietruszczak and Pande, 1996). Gassy soil is divided based on the gas bubble size 

relative to soil particle size into large bubbles in fine grained soil and small bubbles in 

coarse grained soil. Small bubbles in coarse grained soil are in the form of occluded gas 

bubbles within the pore fluid and hence significantly increase pore fluid compressibility 

(Sobkowicz and Morgenstern, 1984; Brandes, 1999). Increasing pore fluid 

compressibility may result in the soil behaving in a partly drained manner even under 

what otherwise could be considered undrained conditions. While alternatively in fine 

grained soil, gas bubbles are larger than soil particle and form cavities within the 

saturated soil structure (Wheeler, 1988). Modelling fine gassy soil has been a challenging 

problem as it is a function of many variables and there isn’t a single formula that can 

represent its behaviour (Wheeler, 1986).  

   The significance of increasing pore fluid compressibility on soil behaviour is explained 

by Sobkowicz and Morgenstern (1984) which presents a conceptual model of short term 

gassy soil (soil with dissolved gas within its pore fluid) behaviour during undrained 

unloading and compared that to “degassed” soil behaviour. Liquid/gas pressure (ul/g) is 

the maximum pressure the liquid/gas system experienced where the available gas volume 

was fully dissolved in the liquid (gas solubility in the pore fluid is proportional to the 

applied pressure). During gassy soil unloading, as the pore pressure is above ul/g value, 

gas would be dissolved in the pore fluid and hence pore fluid is incompressible. 
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Accordingly, soil behaves in an undrained manner during unloading (i.e. reduction in 

total stress results in an equal reduction in pore pressure, while effective stress remains 

constant). As pore pressure is reduced under the ul/g value, gas exsolves from the fluid to 

its gaseous form, causing significant increase in soil compressibility. Pore pressure 

remains constant or slightly decreases under ul/g value during any further unloading (total 

stress reduction), accompanied by equal reduction in the effective stress. Partly drained 

soil behaviour in spite of being subjected to undrained conditions is what distinguishes 

gassy soil behaviour from conventional (degassed) soil as the soil experiences volume 

change (due to the presence of compressible gas bubbles) where the drainage is into the 

gas bubbles during loading. Eventually, after effective stress reaches a small value, pore 

water pressure starts decreasing with total stress reduction.  

   In Canada, oil sand (which is a form of small bubbles gassy soil) is a common deposit 

particularly in Alberta. Many cases of oil sand deposits were recorded (e.g. Athabasca oil 

sand in Alberta) and were the subject of many studies of their behavior (e.g. Dusseault 

and Morgenstern (1978); Sobkowicz and Morgenstern (1984)).  Fraser delta in British 

Columbia is another example of gassy soil in Canada where the delta experienced 

liquefaction flow slides that were attributed to gas generation within the Frasier delta 

sediments (Chillarige et al., 1997). Unanticipated deep seated deformations have been 

recorded in Sarnia (dating back to the 1890s) (Dittrich et al., 2000), south western 

Ontario during the excavation of the approaches to a railway tunnel (St. Clair). This area 

in southwestern Ontario was a subject of oil and gas exploration and production with the 
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first recorded oil well in North America in the 19th century (Dittrich et al., 2010). The 

deformations were the subject of many studies (Dittrich et al., 1997, 2000, 2002, 2010; 

Dittrich, 2000) and was attributed to the presence of a gas bearing shale bedrock which is 

a part of the upper Devonian formation and is an aquifer known in Ontario as The Kettle 

Point Formation (Martini et al., 1998) underlying a ≈ 40 m thick clayey deposit. Gas 

diffusion from bedrock up through the clayey layer over its deposition period (≈13,500 

years (Quigley and Ogunbadejo, 1976) is believed to have affected its behaviour and 

hence resulted in the unanticipated incidents of slope deformations (Dittrich et al., 2010).  

   Thirty km from the railway tunnel and within the same geological deposit, a hazardous 

waste landfill was being constructed on 121 hectares not far from residential areas. The 

landfill was constructed using a progressive trenching and filling technique where regions 

were excavated and backfilled with waste successively. Construction and waste 

placement works were taking place, when excessive lateral deformations were noted in 

one of the slopes predominantly within certain elevations (173 and 179 mASL). When 

the excavation was nearing its maximum designed depth in one of the landfill trenches, 

venting of gas (predominantly methane as indicated by analysis of the venting water) and 

water was observed at three locations (denoted as Seeps A, B and C herein in the study) 

in and around the trenches before any waste was placed in this area.  With the occurrence 

of the seeps, excavation was halted in this area. Ultimately the area was backfilled 

(including construction of a thick compacted clay liner) without any waste being placed 

in this area.  All future excavations were to a shallower depth (182 mASL where the 
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original designed excavation elevation was to 176 mASL).  There were no records of 

contaminant escape to the aquifer.  

   The unanticipated incidents that took place in the landfill site, south western Ontario, 

initiated the idea of studying the gassy soil behaviour and its potential influence on the 

site studied herein. Hydrofracturing is another concept to be discussed in the study as a 

potential reason for the observed gas venting. The common reason for hydrofracturing in 

soil (which is the case this study deals with) is due to an increase in pore pressure 

accompanied by reduction in the effective stress in the minor principal stress direction 

until it exceeds the soil’s tensile strength. Hydrofracturing is commonly used as a 

technique to enhance environmental remediation of polluted sites with layers of relatively 

low hydraulic conductivity ((Murdoch, 1988, 1989; Murdoch et al., 1995, Murdoch, 

2000; Murdoch and Slack, 2002) and to increase the productivity of oil, gas and water 

wells.   

   The primary objective of this study is to develop a finite element model that can 

represent the behaviour of gassy soils and hydrofracturing while accounting for the 

geometrical three-dimensional complexity of the excavation sequence in the landfill site. 

Different variables that might have led to the reported soil behaviour of gas venting and 

slope movements are investigated. The developed finite element model is to be used to 

examine the most probable scenario that occurred in the landfill site. The objective is to 

implement a model that can quantify the soil behaviour while accounting for 
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hydrofracturing, gassy soil and 3D effects using measurable soil parameters and the 

provided field information. 

   The study includes 2D and 3D effective stress analysis of the excavation using 

conventional soil mechanics modelling to assess the effect of the 3-D geometry of the 

excavation and to investigate the conventional modelling limitations. A diffusion analysis 

is conducted to calculate the expected gas concentration within the soil profile and to 

examine the potential of gas migration from bedrock and accumulation within specific 

soil units. The study postulates different logical scenarios of soil behaviour during 

excavation works and the modified finite element model tests the validity of the different 

scenarios. The study aims to give an interpretation to the incidents of gas venting and soil 

movements as a case study representing different failures that have occurred in the 

region.  

 

1.2 Thesis outline 

The thesis is formed of seven chapters including introduction (Chapter 1) and conclusions 

and recommendations (Chapter 7). Chapters 2-6 are written in manuscript format where 

each chapter is independent of the other chapters with separate introductions, results and 

conclusions for separate publication. Each chapter is supported with its own background 

information and literature relevant to its topic and addresses a specific part of the over-all 

study. Additional information is provided in the Appendices. 
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   Chapter 2 presents a preliminary study of modelling of excavation within the studied 

soil profile.  2D and 3D analyses using conventional soil models are adopted and a 

comparison between the two models is presented. The likelihood of the continuous 

presence of a weak layer (Basal Till) separating the clayey deposit from bedrock is 

examined. The paper has been published in 60th Canadian Geotechnical Conference 

(CGS), Ottawa as “Three dimensional effects of excavation on stress distribution” by 

Rowe and Mabrouk (2007).   

  Chapter 3 studies the effect of the inclusion of sand lenses within the clayey deposit on 

the general soil behaviour.  The upward diffusion of methane and chloride from the 

bedrock aquifer through the clayey layer is modelled and the potential for chloride 

migration contributing to the exsolution of methane due to reduction in methane 

solubility (salting out) is examined. Two approaches to modelling the lenses are 

presented where gas exsolution either occurs prior to the excavation, or during the 

excavation.   This chapter has been published in Engineering Geology journal as “Effect 

of gassy sand lenses on a deep excavation in a clayey soil” by Mabrouk and Rowe 

(2011).  

   Chapter 4 presents a 2D forensic modelling study, examining the potential causes of 

gas and water venting. Attention is focused on 2D modelling of hydrofracturing as well 

as gassy soil behaviour. The model examines the predicted location of venting with and 

without the presence of gassy sand lenses within the clayey deposit and a discontinuous 

layer of sandy clayey silt (Basal Till) between the bedrock and the low permeability till. 
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This chapter has been submitted to Engineering Geology journal as “Forensic numerical 

analysis of gas venting in southwestern Ontario” by Rowe and Mabrouk. 

   Chapter 5 presents a 3D effective stress finite element analysis for the excavation in the 

landfill site that is modified to account for hydrofracturing and gassy soil effect. The 

developed model is used to explore the 3D effects with the changing of bedrock 

topography on the recorded events and to examine the potential reasons of unanticipated 

soil movements and gas and water venting incidents. The paper presents the probable 

scenarios that might have lead to the recorded unanticipated site events of gas venting 

and soil movements. This chapter has been submitted to Soils and Foundations journal as 

“Three dimensional analysis of unanticipated behaviour of a deep excavation” by Rowe 

and Mabrouk.  

   Chapter 6 examines the effect of key design factors that should be accounted for to 

secure the integrity of the landfill and prevent future venting incidents from occurring 

during excavations within the same soil deposit. The factors considered are the 

excavation dimensions, depth, the factor of safety against hydrostatic uplift pressure and 

the gaseous expected effect during unloading on soil layers of high dissolved gas content 

(due to gas diffusion).  This chapter has been submitted to the journal of South East 

Asian Geotechnical Society (SEAGS) as a manuscript titled “Some factors affecting deep 

excavation in clay over gassy bedrock” by Mabrouk and Rowe. 

   Recommendations regarding further excavations within the same soil deposit are 

presented in chapter 7. 
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1.3  Original Contributions 

The original contributions in this thesis are summarized as follows: 

1. The study of the factors that may lead to gas exsolution within sand lenses due to 

change of methane solubility in the pore fluid and change of stresses. Moreover, the 

thesis explores the potential of gas exsolution within sand lenses prior to and during 

excavation and examines the expected effect of gassy sand lenses on the deep excavation. 

2. Modification of the finite element code (Abaqus software) to account for gassy soil 

effect and hydrofracturing. 

3. Implementation of the modified finite element code to present a numerical forensic 

analysis of the landfill site, exploring the potential reasons for the observed gas venting in 

the studied landfill.  

4. Development of a complex three-dimensional finite element model of the excavation 

(using the modified code accounting for hydrofracturing and gassy soil behaviour) 

explaining the most likely scenarios (reasons/causes) of the recorded unanticipated soil 

movements and the gas venting incidents in the site. 

5. Evaluation of the factors that could affect the development of hydrofracturing during 

excavations in thick clayey deposits.  

6. The examination of key design factors that should be considered when excavation in 

deep deposits of gassy soil. 

7. The presentation of a parametric evaluation of factors that could initiate a potential 

problem when excavating in gassy soils. 
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Chapter 2 

Three dimensional effects of excavation on stress distribution 

 

2.1 Introduction  

Ontario’s only hazardous waste landfill is located on a 121 hectare site in Moore 

Township in south western Ontario. The landfill design is based on a progressive 

trenching and filling technique using conventional excavation and earth moving 

equipments. During construction of Sub-Cell 3 of Cell 18, unexpected slope movements 

accompanied by evolutions of gas and water from vents in the base of the cell were 

observed. Construction work was halted in Sub-Cell 3 and immediate action was taken to 

prevent leachate from flowing to the affected area. The venting gas was found to be 95% 

methane. Extensive studies and site investigations were conducted to explain the 

observed phenomena (Safety Kleen Ltd, 2000) and the area was repaired by the 

construction of a massive compacted clay liner over the affected area and no waste was 

placed in the affected area. There was no escape of contaminants associated with these 

events.  

   A similar problem involving unanticipated deep seated deformations had previously 

been observed at the nearby site of the St Clair river railway tunnel (Dittrich et al., 2002). 

The study showed that the water in the bed-rock and overlying soil has high 

concentrations of dissolved methane. Dittrich (2000) presented a 2D effective stress finite 
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element (FE) analysis to study the St Clair tunnel problem utilizing an elliptical cap soil 

model coupled with Biot consolidation theory.  

   Although both sites share similar soil properties, the St Clair tunnel case could be 

reasonably approximated by 2D conditions. However it can be hypothesized that 3D 

effects may have been significant at the hazardous waste landfill. Thus the objective of 

this chapter is to examine the differences between the predicted behaviour based on 2D 

and 3D FE analyses.  A subsequent chapter will address the issues of gassy soil 

behaviour.  

 

2.2 Site description   

Cell 18 was divided into sub-cells to facilitate sequential excavation and waste 

placement.  Excavation in Cell 18 was permitted to a maximum depth of 24.4 m below 

original ground surface (i.e. to an elevation of 176 mASL). Construction involved 

excavation of the whole sub-cell from elevation of about 200 mASL to 194 mASL then 

to elevation of 186 mASL to create an initial plateau. A second plateau was formed at 

elevation of 182 mASL. Then 6 m deep trenches were excavated with limited length and 

width to ensure slope and base stability.  

2.2.1 Geologic conditions  

The site is characterized by four main overburden units. The upper most portion of the St 

Joseph Till is weathered, fractured and hydraulically active to a depth of about 6 m. The 
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lower portion of the unit is unweathered, clay rich till aquitard extending to a depth of 

about 14 m below ground surface. The St Joseph Till is underlined by 24-26 m of Black 

shale till (known as the Black Till) which is predominantly a clayey silt of low hydraulic 

conductivity.  However the Black Till is characterized by inclusions of pockets of sand 

and silty sand in a zone about 24.6 m to 28 m below ground surface. These sand lenses 

have an average thickness of about 1.1 m. A thin weak discontinuous layer of sandy 

clayey silt, known as the Basal Till, separates the Black Till and the bedrock at some 

locations. The shale bedrock, known as Kettle Point Formation, is encountered at a depth 

below the ground surface ranging between 37 to 45.2 m. The bed rock layer has a 

relatively high hydraulic conductivity and is an aquifer. The Kettle Point Formation is 

known elsewhere as the Antrim Shale (in Michigan) and the Ohio Shale (in Ohio). It is 

believed to be “both a source and reservoir of methane that is generated dominantly by 

microbial activity” (Martini et al., 1998). The bedrock elevation reaches its peak under 

Sub-Cell 3. The water table is close to ground surface and initial pore pressure 

distribution was hydrostatic.   

 

2.2.2  Problem statement  

During excavation of Sub-cell 3 to an approved elevation of 176 mASL, unanticipated 

deep seated movements were observed and as a counter measure, the south end of the 

excavation was filled with excavated clay up to elevation 186 mASL and trench 

dimensions were limited. Two months later, as construction and substantial filling 
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procedure progressed, gas and water vents were observed at different points in Sub-Cell 

3. Excavation and waste placement were halted until further investigations were 

conducted.  Remediation measures were then initiated of covering the problematic zone 

with 5 m of compacted clayey liner. No contaminants escaped from the site.   

 

2.3 Finite element model  

The finite element program Abaqus was used to asses the stability of the site. The soil 

was modelled using an elasto-plastic constitutive model following Mohr-Coulomb failure 

criterion. The constitutive model followed is an extension of the classical Mohr-Coulomb 

with linear elastic behaviour. 

   For an effective stress analysis, Abaqus considers the medium as a multiphase material. 

In case of saturated soil, the porous medium modelling considers the presence of a single 

fluid “wetting liquid” which is of very low compressibility -or entirely incompressible in 

the system (ABAQUS, 2003).  

2.3.1 Numerical model and parameters  

A sensitivity analysis was conducted using a 2D mesh, full 3D mesh, and a 1m thick 3D 

mesh (to approximate 2D conditions) to define the acceptable mesh refinement 

(Appendix A). The analysis recommended the use of 6 m tetrahedron elements for 3D 

model. Another analysis was conducted to identify the distance to the lateral boundaries 

required so as to not to affect the results. The analysis suggested that the distance 
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between the excavation edge and the far field lateral boundaries should be more than 5 

times the depth of the excavation (Appendix A).    

   The excavation was modelled using a symmetrical cross section. The base boundary 

was taken to be rough and rigid and the lateral boundaries to be smooth and rigid. 

Hydrostatic pore pressure was specified at the far field lateral boundaries while a zero 

flux boundary was specified along the base and along the excavation center line. The soil 

surface and the exposed surfaces of the excavation were prescribed to be free flow, zero 

pore pressure boundaries. Figure 2.1 shows the soil profile used in the model.  

   Soil effective shear strength parameters were collected from field and laboratory data 

(Safety Kleen Ltd., 2000). The properties adopted in the analyses are summarized in 

Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 

   The excavation was modelled using Abaqus through series of steps. An initial geostatic 

step was used to achieve equilibrium under the initial conditions. Through the second and 

third step, soil layers from 200 mASL to 186 mASL were removed to form the first 

plateau.  Step four was a consolidation step where the model simulates soil consolidation 

and stresses redistribution for 3 months period. During fifth and sixth steps, the soil 

regions from 186 mASL to 182 mASL were removed to form the secondary plateau and 

left to consolidate for 1 month. Trench excavation was conducted using shorter and 

smaller steps to monitor the system behaviour. Finally, a consolidation step was applied. 

This step was used to provide a sense of side slope stability with time if the excavation 
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had remained open for a long period of time. The rates of excavation were selected to be 

similar to that adopted at the site (Table 2.3).   

   Since the Basal Till was discontinuous but its distribution was not well defined, 

analyses were performed for the base case where the Basal Till was assumed to be 

present everywhere.  A number of analyses were also performed where it was assumed to 

be absent everywhere as will be discussed later.  

2.3.2 2D model  

For the 2D model, 8-noded elements with biquadratic displacement, bilinear pore 

pressure and reduced integration were used (Appendix A). The element has three degrees 

of freedom (ux, uy, and pore pressure at corners). The average element size was 2 m.  

2.3.3 3D model  

Ten-noded modified quadratic tetrahedron elements with pore pressures and hourglass 

control were used (Appendix A). These elements had 4 degrees of freedom (ux, uy, uz and 

pore pressure at the corner nodes). Element size ranged from about 6 m near the 

excavation, to 24 m at the boundaries as shown in Figure 2.3 to optimize the number of 

elements used for the analysis.  

   As the weak Basal Till layer is discontinuous, the same analysis was repeated for two 

cases – one with and one without the weak Basal Till layer.  In the latter case the 

elements that correspond to the Basal Till were assigned the properties of Black Till 2.  
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2.4 Results and discussions 

2.4.1 Pore pressure response 

The bedrock is weathered and has a relatively high hydraulic conductivity.  Thus the 

reduction in overburden stress due to excavation combined with constant pore pressures 

exerted by the aquifer would be expected to create a potential of hydrofracturing of the 

overlying clayey till and a potential for liquefaction of any granular units.  

   In the low permeability Black Till using conventional soil mechanics as used in the 

design of the excavation plan, the reduction in total stress would be accommodated by a 

decrease in pore pressure. With time, excess pore pressure would gradually dissipate 

leading to reduction of soil shear strength and this eventually may lead to failure. Thus 

the rate of pore pressure dissipation might be expected to control the maximum time that 

trench can be left open before being filled with waste. Figure 2.4 showed total pore water 

pressure response directly below the midpoint of the excavation for points at depth 38 m 

(in the bedrock layer) and a depth 36 m (in Shale Till (Black Till)) during excavation. At 

the point in the bedrock, the pore pressure rapidly returned to its hydrostatic value after 

each excavation step and this caused a rapid reduction in effective stress and strength in 

adjacent granular units. However for the point in the Black Till, the pore pressure 

dropped significantly with the reduction of total stress, followed by gradual dissipation of 

excess pore pressure during the consolidation step.  
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2.4.2 Shear zone  

The 2D model resulted in deep seated failure when soil was being excavated from 177 to 

176 mASL.  The plastic zone extended to as far as 100 m from the excavation edge. The 

plastic zone at the time step before development of contiguous plasticity and failure was 

shown in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5 showed two types of plastic zones, a zone under the 

excavation, and an overall slope failure.  

   The 3D model was stable during excavation to elevation 176 mASL. However, the 

spreading of plastic shear zones suggested that the model was on the verge of shear 

failure. Figure 2.6 showed the plastic zones in the 3D model.  Trow Ltd (Geotechnical 

consultant company) prepared a geotechnical report calculating the expected time for the 

slope to reach its drained (long term) conditions in excavated cells (Tricil, 1988, 1989 

and 1990). Trow Ltd installed piezometers around the excavation and monitored pore 

pressure changed during and after sub-cells excavation. They concluded that undrained 

(short term) conditions would prevail within the slope for about four months after 

excavation. It was reported that the key pore pressure dissipation occurred between four 

and eight months after which drained conditions prevail and the potential for slope failure 

was the greatest due to the dissipation of excess pore water pressure. On this basis, it was 

recommended that the trenches to be filled in a period less than eight months after 

excavation (Jagger Hims Ltd, 1996). 
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   In the 3D model, plastic failure occurred in the consolidation step 10 months after 

excavation. This was reasonably consistent with the predictions made by Trow based on 

their field monitoring. 

2.4.3 Basal Till  

The Basal Till (weak layer) separating the Black Till from the bedrock at some locations 

is discontinuous. The presence of this layer could affect the model in two ways. First, its 

low shear strength would increase the potential of shear failure. Second, its intermediate 

hydraulic conductivity value between the extremes of very low permeability Black Till 

and the permeable bedrock might affect pore pressures.  To asses the effect of this layer, 

2D and 3D analyses were performed where this layer was given the properties of the 

Black Till rather than the Basal Till  

   The analyses without the weak Basal Till layer were more stable than those with the 

weak layer. In the 2D analysis, the soil was stable during excavation but failed after one 

month of pore pressure dissipation.  

   Figure 2.7 showed the plastic zones one time step before failure from the 2D analysis. It 

could be inferred that the plastic zone was directed towards the excavation perimeter and 

the development of a potential deep failure mechanism was evident. Figure 2.8 showed 

the plastic zones calculated from the 3D model four months after the excavation. The 

shear zone could be seen to be progressing towards the excavation perimeter but the 

excavation is stable 
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2.4.4 Heave  

The maximum observed heave in Sub-Cell 3 was 100 mm (at monitor HG9923 located at 

mid span of Trench 307) when the excavation reached 176 mASL level (Safety Kleen 

Ltd, 2000). This was of similar magnitude to that measured elsewhere in the site during 

excavation of other sub-cells.  

   Figures 2.9 and 2.10 showed the calculated heave progression at mid span of 

excavation base in the FE model when excavation reached 176 mASL. The 2D and 3D 

models with the weak Basal Till layer predicted a heave exceeding 200 mm before failure 

(the 2D model failed at 177 mASL).  

   The 2D and 3D analyses without the weak layer predicted heaves of 146 mm and 116 

mm respectively at the end of excavation and are much closer to the observed value. This 

suggested that the presence of the weak layer has major effect on results and potentially 

on the stability of the excavation.  

2.4.5 Lateral movement  

A relatively large lateral movement (about 270 mm) was monitored (at inclinometer 

SI9925) at the crest of excavation (Safety Kleen Ltd, 2000). The inclinometer recorded 

consistently moderate movements. However, unusual large lateral movements were 

monitored between elevations of 171 mASL and 179 mASL. The maximum lateral 

movement occurred at a depth of 22 m.  

   Figure 2.11 showed the calculated lateral displacements along a vertical line starting 

from excavation crest; down to 50 m depth (same location as SI9925 inclinometer). The 
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maximum calculated lateral displacement ranged from 150-200 mm at 18 m depth. 

Lateral movement was in the range of what was monitored on site. However, the model 

didn’t capture the excessive lateral movements that were recorded at 22 m and 28 m 

depth at SI9925.  

   The heave and lateral displacement results (Figures 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11) highlighted the 

potential significance of the presence or absence of the thin Basal Till layer. The 

predictions closest to the field observations were those of the 3D model with no weak 

Basal Till layer. There were no deep bore holes in the critical area so it was not known 

whether the Basal Till is present or not. Other deep bore holes clearly showed the 

discontinuity of the Basal Till layer. However, it could be concluded that the presence of 

the Basal Till reduced the system stiffness significantly, and greatly affected the failure 

mechanism.  

 

2.5 Summary and conclusions 

Unanticipated slope movements and the evolution of gas and water vents were observed 

at a deep excavation near Sarnia. Both 2D and 3D FE analyses of the excavation were 

performed using Abaqus. Coupled effective stress analysis simulated both excavation and 

post excavation pore pressure dissipation. The analyses adopted a conventional soil 

model (without modifications to account for gassy soil). It was concluded that 2D 

analyses over-predicted the deformations and under-predicted the stability of the 

excavation both compared to physical observations and the results of the 3D analysis. 
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The presence or absence of the Basal Till layer was shown to have a significant effect on 

the predicted response and it was inferred that this unit is likely absent as a significant 

continuous layer beneath Sub-Cell 3. This chapter’s findings were consistent with Trow 

Ltd recommendation of filling trenches with wastes within the span of 8 months (Jagger 

Hims Ltd., 1996). This analysis used conventional soil mechanics similar to what was 

assumed in the design. This approach appeared to predict gross behaviour in terms of 

stability and deformations. However it did not capture the mechanism that led to gas 

venting and the upward flow of water from the aquifer through about 14 m of Black Till 

and into the base of Sub-Cell 3 (location of venting incidents). Additional ongoing 

studies are needed to address this issue.  
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Table 2.1 Shear strength parameters 

Depth (m ASL) Layer γ (kN/m
3
) c' (kPa) Φ'(

o
) 

200-194 St Joseph Till 1 21.5 24 25 

194-186 St Joseph Till 2 21 16 27 

186-184 Black Till 1 20.5 24 24 

184-158 Black Till 2 19.6 24 24 

160-158 Basal Till  18.2 9 18 

<158 Bedrock 23 40 40 

 Sand lenses 19 0 30 

 

Table 2.2 Additional soil properties (Ko’ = 0.67) 
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Table 2.3 Analysis steps. 

 

 

Figure 2.1Soil profile examined. 
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Figure 2.2 2D mesh showing excavation and plateaus. 

 

Figure 2.3 3D mesh. 
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Figure 2.4 Pore pressure response in bedrock and Black Till: 2D model. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Plastic zone in 2D model one time step before failure. 
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Figure 2.6 Plastic zone in 3D model. 

 

Figure 2.7 Plastic zone of 2D model without Basal Till (one time step before failure). 

 

Figure 2.8 Plastic zone of 3D model without Basal Till. 
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Figure 2.9 Predicted heave at the base of the excavation (elevation 176 mASL) based on 2D 

and 3D analyses with the presence of weak Basal Till layer. 

 

Figure 2.10 Predicted heave at the base of the excavation (elevation 176 mASL) based on 2D 

and 3D analyses with the absence of weak Basal Till layer. 
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Figure 2.11 Lateral displacements in FE models. 
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Chapter 3 

Effect of gassy sand lenses on deep excavation in a clayey soil 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The performance of a deep excavation in a gassy soil found near Sarnia in south western 

Ontario, Canada is examined. The excavation was in a 35-40 m thick stiff silty clay layer 

of generally low hydraulic conductivity but containing silty sand lenses as a result of its 

glacial deposition. The excavation was conducted in a sequential process whereby 

regions were excavated and backfilled with waste as other regions were being excavated.  

The construction procedure in the region of particular interest included gradually 

excavating selected areas to form an overall initial plateau (14 m below ground surface) 

followed by a secondary plateau (18 m below ground surface). The secondary plateau 

was further excavated into trenches 6 m deep (i.e. to a total depth of about 24m below 

ground surface) that were to be filled with waste shortly after being excavated.  At the 

section of interest in this chapter, when the excavation was nearing its maximum design 

depth in one of the trenches, venting of methane and water was observed at three 

locations (denoted as Seeps A, B and C herein) in and around the trenches before any 

waste was placed in this area.  In addition to notable (1-10 L/min) gas and water, at one 

location sand was carried to the surface with the gas and water.  With the occurrence of 

the seeps, excavation was halted in this area. Ultimately the area was backfilled 
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(including construction of a thick compacted clay liner) without any waste being placed 

in this area.  All future excavations were to a shallower depth.  The excavation discussed 

herein was in the same geological deposit and close (30 km) to where a problem had 

occurred with the excavation of the approaches to a railway tunnel a few years earlier.  

The problem with the excavation of the railway tunnel was attributed to gassy soil 

behaviour (Dittrich et al., 1997, 2002, 2010; Dittrich, 2000).   

   For the site under discussion in this chapter, many scenarios were suggested to explain 

the unexpected venting. The objective of this chapter is to examine the potential role that 

sand lenses may have played in causing venting due to gassy soil behaviour at this site.  

 

3.2 Site stratigraphy 

From the ground surface down, the site stratigraphy (Figure 3.1) is comprised of a silty 

clay layer known as St Joseph till.  Extending to a depth of about 20 m, this unit is 

comprised of a 6 m thick weathered and hydraulically active zone underlain by an intact 

clay rich aquitard with low hydraulic conductivity (~8x10
-10

 m/s).  The St Joseph Till is 

underlined by a 24-26 m thick clayey silt till of low hydraulic conductivity (~2x10
-10

 m/s) 

known as the Black Till.  Sand and silty sand pockets of 1.1m average thickness are 

encountered at different elevations within the Black Till particularly in a zone about 24.6 

m to 28 m below ground surface. Shale bedrock is encountered at a depth ranging 

between 37 to 45.2 m below ground surface. The bedrock, known as the Kettle Point 

Formation in southwestern Ontario, has a relatively high hydraulic conductivity (~1x10
-5
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m/s) and acts as an aquifer. The Kettle Point Formation is known elsewhere as the 

Antrium Shale (in Michigan) and the Ohio Shale (in Ohio) and is believed to be “both a 

source and reservoir of methane that is generated dominantly by microbial activity” 

(Martini, 1998). The Black Till and the bedrock are sometimes separated by a thin weak 

discontinuous layer of sandy clayey silt, known as the Basal Till.  Rowe and Mabrouk 

(2007) suggested that this unit is absent under the affected zone.  

    This part of southwestern Ontario has been subjected to oil and gas exploration and 

production since 1800’s with the first recorded oil well in North America –Oil springs- 

located 30 km from Sarnia (Dittrich et al., 2000). The bedrock elevation varies beneath 

the site with its peak elevation occurring below where the seeps were observed. The 

water table is close to ground surface and the initial pore pressure distribution was 

hydrostatic.  Based on a nearby investigation (Dittrich, 2000; Dittrich et al., 2010), the 

presence of methane gas is expected in the Kettle Point Formation and this gas may be 

expected to have diffused in a dissolved state through the till in the about 13,500 years 

since it was deposited (Quigley and Ogunbadejo, 1976). 

 

3.3 Gassy soil behaviour 

Gassy soil is a special case of an unsaturated soil where the gas is in the form of bubbles 

under positive pressure. For coarse grained soil, the bubbles are smaller than grain size, 

and hence form an occluded bubble within the pore fluid (Figure 3.2a).  

                                                                                     (3.1) 
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where,  ug= gas pressure,  uw= water pressure, T= surface tension, a= bubble radius.     

Typically surface tension is small enough to be ignored (Wheeler, 1986) and hence gas 

pressure can reasonably be assumed to be equal to the pore pressure. Modelling fine 

grained soil with large bubbles is a challenging problem controlled by many variables 

(Figure 3.2b). However, generally for bubbles to form and expand within a fine grained 

soil, gas pressure should exceed the mean applied total stress (assuming isotropic 

conditions) (Wheeler and Sham, 1990). Hence, it can be concluded that gas bubble 

formation in fine grained soil requires more energy than in coarse grained soil.  

    The presence of gas bubbles in the pore fluid significantly increases its compressibility 

and, due to this, the soil may behave in a partly drained manner (the soil experiences 

volumetric change (due to the presence of compressible gas bubbles) and the drainage is 

into the gas bubbles during loading) even under what would otherwise be considered 

undrained conditions (Sobkowicz and Morgenstern, 1984).  

    The hypothesis to be examined in this chapter is that gas has diffused through the till 

from the aquifer and is present in the silty sand lenses. Under these conditions, the 

decrease in total stress due to excavation in the overlying soil may be expected to lead to 

exsolution of methane gas in sand lenses.  With gas exsolution, volume change can occur 

in a saturated soil under what would normally be considered “undrained” (i.e. no volume 

change) conditions and hence unloading due to excavation would cause a reduction in 

effective stress that could cause liquefaction in the lens and may initiate hydrofractures in 
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the soil. Different factors that may lead to methane exsolution within sand lenses and the 

potential of lens liquefaction will be discussed. 

     The “undrained” behaviour of gassy oil sands (a coarse grained soil) has been 

discussed by numerous investigators (Harris and Sobkowicz 1977; Dusseault 1979; 

Byrne and Jenzen 1984; Cheung, 1985; Vaziri 1986 and Grozic et al., 2005) and the 

conventional conceptual model can be described as follows. With a two phase soil where 

the soil grains (structure) have a compressibility βs and the pore fluid has a 

compressibility βw , strain compatibility between the components will dictate the relative 

change in pore pressure and effective stress corresponding to a given change in total 

stress under conditions where there is no drainage of pore water. When the soil is fully 

saturated, the pore fluid compressibility is significantly greater than that of soil structure 

(βw >> βs) and hence, in the absence of volume change, any decrease in total stress is 

manifest as a decrease in pore water pressure. However, if gas is dissolved in the pore 

water, the reduction in pore pressure results in the exsolution of gas, which can increases 

the pore fluid compressibility by many orders of magnitude, thereby limiting the decrease 

in pore pressure and causing much of the reduction in total stress to be transferred to the 

soil skeleton.  

    A similar approach is adopted in this chapter to introduce gassy soil behaviour during 

“undrained” unloading to Abaqus finite element software. The soil is modelled having 

incompressible solid grains and a relatively compressible phase representing the pore 

fluid imbued with soluble gas. The model assumes the gas to be present in the form of 
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occluded bubbles within the pore fluid. Surface tension of the bubble is ignored and 

hence gas bubble pressure is assumed to equal fluid pore pressure. The change in volume 

of the soil skeleton is governed by the change in effective stress. Classic gas laws are 

used to describe the partly miscible gas/liquid mixture behaviour. Based on Henry’s and 

Boyle’s laws, and assuming that Henry’s solubility constant is independent of pressure 

over the range of interest here, the compressibility relationships for a partly miscible 

gas/liquid mixture, βf, can be expressed as: 

   
/(1 ) g w

f w

S H S
S

P
 

 
                                                              (3.2)              

where, S= degree of saturation, Hg/w= Henry’s solubility constant, P= absolute pore water 

pressure, and βw= liquid compressibility.   

To account for volume change, the model uses the equation: 

   S * e = const.                                                                                      (3.3) 

Hence 

ef=Si*ei /Sf .                                                                                            (3.4) 

where e= void ratio, ew= is the liquid void ratio, eg= is the gas void ratio where e= eg + ew 

and the subscripts i and f denote initial and final states, respectively. This model was 

implemented in the finite element (FE) analysis program Abaqus. 
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3.4 Model verification  

Sobkowicz (1982) presented a gassy soil model for coarse grained soil and reported the 

results of a triaxial unloading test on dense Ottawa sand supercharged with carbon 

dioxide. The numerical and experimental results reported by Sobkowicz (1982) are used 

below to verify a numerical model developed to simulate the behaviour described in the 

previous section and implemented in the finite element program Abaqus.  

   The gassy soil model implemented in an axi-symmetric finite element analysis was 

used, together with the soil parameters given by Sobkowicz (1982) and Henry’s constant 

H=0.86,  to model a dense gassy soil triaxial sample subjected to a decrease in total stress 

along its boundaries (Appendix B).  A comparison of the observed and calculated fluid 

pore pressure responses is shown in Figure 3.3. The pore pressure response obtained from 

the current FE analysis of the gassy soil was generally in acceptable agreement with the 

actual soil response as compared to Sobkowicz’s (1982) numerical model or conventional 

undrained response of soil with an incompressible pore fluid. The stress range examined 

in the experiment includes those encountered under actual site conditions for the site 

under consideration, adding some confidence to the use of the FE model to be adopted.  

 

3.5 Hydro-fracturing modeling  

Generally, it is agreed that soil tensile strength is very low and in many investigations it 

is totally neglected (Bjerrum et al., 1972; Massarsch, 1978). A similar approach is 

adopted herein and in this chapter it is assumed that cracks (hydrofractures) are initiated 
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when the minimum effective stress drops to zero (imminent tension).  The Abaqus code 

was modified to account for hydrofracture propagation by increasing hydraulic 

conductivity by three orders of magnitude in regions where the effective stress drops to 

zero.  This creates a path for pore pressures to develop along planes of weakness where 

hydrofracturing is considered to occur.  

 

3.6 Potential of gas exsolution in sand lens 

Sand pockets are encountered within the Black Till, particularly in a zone between about 

24.6 m and 28 m below ground surface. The potential for saturation of these lenses with 

methane gas due to diffusion is discussed in this section.  

3.6.1 Geological origin of gas 

The upper Devonian Kettle Point is an organic rich black shale bedrock formation of the 

paleozoic sequence (Pianosi, 1991). This layer, which extends over more than 4,000 

square km both onshore and beneath Lake Erie and the southern tip of Lake Huron, is 

overlain by glacial drift (Hamblin et al., 2008). Frequent seepage of natural gas from the 

thick sand and gravel deposits that overlie the Kettle Point Formation were reported in 

early geological surveys (Hamblin et al., 2008). The gas was found to be predominantly 

methane with modest amounts of CO2. The high methane concentration suggests that the 

gas is of biogenic origin (Rowe and Muehlenbachs, 1999). The gas is reported to have 

been generated in the shallow ground water environment during the last 22,000 years by 
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bacterial consumption of the organic matter contained in the shale (Hamblin et al., 2008) 

in a similar way to that also reported for the adjacent Antrium shale (Martini et al., 2003). 

The reservoir is believed to be actively producing natural gas which is entrapped in the 

“contact aquifer” at the interface between the Kettle point formation and underlying drift 

throughout southwestern Ontario (Carter et al., 2009).  

    The Black Till is about 40 m of fairly homogeneous clayey soil of late Wisconsin-age 

(Quigley and Ogunbadejo, 1976).The thick clay till deposits around Sarnia, Ontario, is 

characterized by relatively low shear strength at depth overlain by stiffer layers; an 

uncommon feature among deposits that have been subjected to glacier loading (Quigley 

and Ogunbadejo, 1976). Moreover, these clayey till deposits range from being normally 

to slightly over consolidated implying that the effects of glacial unloading were 

negligible (Hanna, 1966; Quigley and Ogunbadejo, 1976). Sand lenses ranging in 

thickness up to 4 m thick are encountered at various locations. Sand pockets, which are 

believed to be of frozen lump origin, were noted in 13 m deep excavations just south of 

Sarnia and in 18m deep excavations in Corruna region (Quigley and Ogunbadejo, 1976). 

3.6.2 Hydrogeology 

The deep ground water present in the vicinity of Sarnia and Lambton County has a 

minimum age of 9840-14800 years. Currently groundwater flow is predominantly 

downwards. However, till formation as a result of deposition during continental glacial 

melt 13,500 years before present raises the possibility that there was upward hydraulic 

gradient from the aquifer at earlier times (Desaulniers et al., 1981). The deposit has been 
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subjected to glacial unloading; hence soil has experienced a significant reduction in the 

pore pressure throughout its history (Desaulniers et al., 1981). Research suggests that the 

shallow groundwater below the upper weathered portion of the St Joseph Till is 

representative of water that originated under present day conditions, whereas the deep 

ground water originated under the cold climatic conditions, probably of the early 

Holocene or late Pleistocene period (Desaulniers et al., 1981). Unpublished reports in 

Lambton County reported that ground water samples collected from the interface aquifer 

were enriched in bicarbonate, chloride and sodium. Desaulniers et al. (1981) recorded an 

increase in sodium and chloride concentration with depth in the till consistent with the 

upward diffusion of sodium chloride from the aquifer. The existence of a brown oxidized 

clay below the gray surface clay layer suggested that groundwater was lowered to 

approximately 3-6 m at some time in the history of the deposit (Soderman and Kim, 

1970). 

3.6.3 Gas formation 

Dittrich (2000) concluded that the majority of gas emanating from the Kettle Point 

Formation accumulates below the highest elevations (peaks) at the contact of the bedrock 

with the intact Black till. However, the fact that gas is encountered in different locations 

at different elevations raises the possibility that gas might have existed in the form of 

localized gas pockets. Dittrich (2000) suggested that the presence of pockets of coarse 

grained soil surrounded by finer material might lead to gas entrapment during its 

migration from the aquifer towards higher elevations.  
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    The capillary displacement pressure is the pressure necessary for the exsolution into a 

gaseous phase of a molecule such as methane (CH4) that is migrating in a dissolved phase 

through the pores of a soil deposit (Brown, 2001). The capillary displacement pressure is 

constant at all depths for a homogeneous soil. Thus, if the till layer is intact at the 

bedrock interface this implies that it will be impossible to form bubbles at higher 

elevations as the pressure gradient decreases (Brown, 2001). For the soil profile 

examined here, due to gas buoyancy it is expected that gas accumulates at the interface 

between the relatively permeable bedrock with the low permeable till forming gas 

pockets (Dittrich, 2000). A gas pocket will be stable at the till interface as long as gas 

pressure is less than the air entry pressure of the till.  

   However, if the gas pressure exceeds air entry pressure of the till, gas solubilization is 

increased. Hence, dissolved gas can diffuse within the liquid network. As dissolved CH4 

(or CO2) diffuses upwards, pore pressure decreases with elevation until a point is reached 

where the concentration of dissolved CH4 (or CO2) reaches the solubility limit (which 

decreases with decreasing pressure). Thus, gas fractionation and exsolution may occur 

under the right circumstances (Prinzhofer et al., 2000).  A sand lens could provide a 

suitable medium/trigger for the exsolution of CH4 under the circumstance identified 

above. Brown (2001) who examined mass balance during diffusion of CH4 suggested that 

for gas diffusing upwards through a liquid network, there is potential of gas exsolution in 

a high permeability layer overlying a less permeable layer when soil is subjected to high 
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variations in temperature or a change of ground water levels (Cramer et al., 1999), with 

the latter being more probable in the present case. 

    For constant temperature, pressure and fugacity (tendency of the gas to escape from a 

fluid mixture), the solubility of methane in water is affected by a change in its salinity 

(Stoessell and Byrne, 1982). For NaCl solutions, methane solubility is inversely 

proportional to the salt concentration. Within the till in the area of interest, there is a 

variation in sodium chloride concentration in the pore water due to upward diffusion of 

sodium chloride from higher concentrations in the bedrock aquifer (chloride 103-508 

mg/L, sodium 145-429 mg/L) to lower concentrations in the upper weathered till near the 

ground surface (chloride 4.3-23.9 mg/L, sodium 29.9-61.8 mg/L). There is also 

downward sulphate enrichment due to flow and diffusion from the weathered and 

fractured zone at the ground surface. This variation of pore water salinity can 

significantly affect soil behaviour (Torrance, 1979), contribute to salting out of methane 

and hence gas exsolution within a coarse grained media (i.e., sand lens) (Appendix B). 

 

3.7 Diffusion Analysis  

 Unpublished reports indicate that methane concentrations of 200-250 ppm were typically 

detected during drilling of the till between elevations 170-180 m (30-20m below ground 

surface), however higher methane concentrations of 500-1100 ppm have been observed at 

some locations within the same depth range. This suggests that gas accumulation may 

occur at certain locations; this could potentially be due to the presence of scattered sand 
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lenses within the till. To help understand the potential for methane migration in the till, a 

diffusion analysis was conducted to study the effect of sand lenses on the methane 

diffusion profile. 

    Antrium shale produces gas that is primarily methane with minor amount of carbon 

dioxide (Hamblin et al., 2008). Dittrich (2000) reported that about 30 km from the site 

under discussion, the gas in the aquifer was 85% methane.  At the site understudy herein, 

unpublished reports indicated that the gas vents were 95-100% methane (Safety Kleen 

Ltd., 2000). However, the methane content in boreholes at different depths ranged as low 

as 41%.  The balance of the gas was carbon dioxide.  

   Groundwater conditions at the site are presently essentially hydrostatic and hence no 

significant advective flow is expected through this very low hydraulic conductivity till 

(1x 10
-10

 m/s < k < 8x10
-10

 m/s). The average ground water temperature in southwestern 

Ontario area is around 10
o
C (Collins, 1925). For methane at 10

o
C, Do =1.15x10

-9
 m

2
/s 

(Yaws, 1995) and 

De=Do τ                                                                                                                  (3.4) 

where De = effective diffusion coefficient, Do = diffusion coefficient in dilute aqueous 

solution, and τ= tortuosity. The till tortuosity factor is taken as 0.2 based on Barone et al. 

(1992). Hence, De (till) ≈ 2x10
-5

 m
2
/day (2.3x10

-10
 m

2
/s).  For a sandy soil,  

   τ=                                                                                                        (3.5) 

where c=3 for sandy soil and n=0.3. (Iverson and Jørgensen, 1993)              
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For silty sand lenses, n=0.3, τ=0.32, De(sand) ≈ 3.2x10
-5

 m2/day (3.7x10
-10

 m
2
/s). For 

chloride, De(till) ≈ 1.3x10
-5

 m
2
/day (1.5x10

-10
 m

2
/s) (Barone et al., 1992). Solubility 

follows Henry’s equation for idle gases. Assuming constant temperature, methane 

solubility in water at 10C° and relatively low pressures (0-50 bar) usually ranges between 

about 0.04 g/L and 0.05 g/L (Duan and Mao, 2006). Sander (1999) presented a summary 

of different values of methane solubility in fresh water as indicated in literature and based 

on which an approximate value of 0.034 g/L was used in the current chapter.  

    A diffusion analysis was conducted to study the potential diffusive distribution of 

methane and chloride. The problem considered involved an axisymmetric analysis of a 38 

m thick Black Till layer overlying bedrock (methane source) with a 2 m thick sand lens 

(5 m radius to centerline) located at a depth of 22.5 m from soil surface (Figure 3.4). 

Diffusion is modelled for 13,500 years (estimated time since deposition of the Black Till 

- Desaulniers et al., 1981) assuming a unit normalized methane concentration at bedrock 

and zero value at soil surface.  Figure 3.5 shows that the inclusion of sand in the diffusion 

path would reduce the concentration gradient across and above the sand. The diffusion 

profile suggests high gas concentrations in sediments within the few meters of the 

aquifer/aquitard interface and is consistent with Dittrich’s (2000) observation that the 

lowest 6 m of the till were supersaturated with gas. The diffusion coefficient for methane 

in sand is higher than in till and is also higher than for chloride.  Thus, relative to the 

concentrations in the aquifer, the methane concentration in the sand is expected to 

increase faster than that for sodium and chloride (Figure 3.6).  However, when the salt 
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reaches the sand, the methane solubility in water will be reduced which may contribute to 

gas exsolution (Appendix B).  

 

3.8 Sand lens behaviour during unloading 

 An effective stress analysis was conducted to examine the behaviour of a sand lens 

during unloading.  The soil properties adopted in a plane strain analyses were based on 

field and laboratory data (Dittrich, 2000) and are summarized in Table 3.1. No flow was 

allowed through bottom and lateral boundaries, while soil and excavation exposed 

surfaces were bounded to zero pore water pressure throughout the excavation steps. The 

diffusion analysis presented in the previous section introduced the potential for “salting 

out” of methane gas within sand lenses. This hypothesis is supported by previous studies 

that have suggested methane might have been in its gaseous form for different reasons 

even before excavation begun (e.g., Dittrich 2000; Prinzhofer et al., 2000). Accordingly, 

two unloading scenarios were modelled assuming gas exsolved either (a) due to and 

during unloading, or (b) prior to unloading. For the analyses, sand lenses were assumed 

to be located below the middle of the excavation unless otherwise noted (Figure 3.7).  

3.8.1 Gas exsolution due to and during unloading 

With gas exsolution due to unloading, the pore fluid compressibility will be variable 

(Equation 3.2). Accordingly, the variable compressibility of sand lenses was modelled 

using the gassy soil code verified in Section 3.4.  No gas exsolution is assumed to occur 
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in other soil units, hence the pore fluid is assumed incompressible in the other soil layers 

throughout the analysis. Different plane strain unloading analyses were performed 

assuming that a sand lens 1 m thick and 10 m wide was located at the different depths 

(Figure 3.7). 

    The minimum principal stress calculated during excavation above a sand lens for sand 

lenses at four different depths (10 m, 17 m, 27 m, and 33m) is shown in Figure 3.8.   

Since total stress is distributed between the two phases (soil grains and pore fluid) based 

on their relative compressibility, for sand lenses where gas is exsolving and changing the 

compressibility during unloading, the rate of change in pore pressure is lower than that of 

the effective stress (i.e., most of the change in total stress is transferred to the soil 

skeleton rather than the pore fluid in the lens).  Due to the changing compressibility with 

excavation (Equation 3.2) the change in minor principal effective stress was initially low 

but accelerated as the excavation came closer to the lens and the compressibility of the 

pore fluid increased as more gas exsolved with reduced stress (Figure 3.8). Except for the 

deepest lens, effective stress is reduced until the lenses eventually liquefy. For different 

lens depths, the effective stress did not go to zero until excavation was few meters above 

the sand lens (1-3 m) (Figures 3.8 and 3.9). 

    For the 33 m deep lens, there was very little change in the minor principal stress until 

the excavation reached about 15m because there had been very little gas exsolution until 

then and the change in total stress was transferred to the pore fluid rather than the soil 

skeleton as is normal in an undrained analysis.  However, after this point sufficient gas 
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exsolved for the compressibility of the pore fluid to result in transfer of the change in 

total stress to the soil skeleton with a consequent significant decrease in minor principal 

stress for further excavation.  

   Based on the forgoing, the potential of initiation of hydrofractures and gas venting from 

sand lenses is only expected if excavation surface is close (1-3m) to sand lens and the 

lens behaviour could range between undrained with essentially all the total stress being 

carried by the pore water and “gassy” (where much of the change in total stress is 

transferred to the soil skeleton) during unloading depending on its location. However, 

regardless of the depth, lens behaviour will eventually tend to gassy behaviour with 

further excavation.  Gassy behaviour causes a significant reduction in effective stress that 

subsequently might lead to lens liquefaction and hydrofracture initiation in the overlying 

till due to the high pore pressures in the sand lens (Figure 3.9). For the full excavation 

depth of 24 m, lenses as deep as 27 m might be subjected to liquefaction. However, for 

lenses deeper than about 27 m, progressive reduction in minimum principal stress is not 

expected to result in liquefaction in the sand lens.    

   The analyses reported above (e.g., Figure 3.9) suggest that sand lens liquefaction is 

only expected for the relatively extreme condition where the excavation extends to only a 

few meters above sand lens.  Even though gas solubility (Henry’s coefficient of 

solubility) is assumed constant during the analysis, its value has a direct effect on the 

pore fluid compressibility (Equation 3.2). Thus, the low potential of lens liquefaction 

during unloading may be attributed to the fact that methane solubility in water is low, and 
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hence exsolution during unloading produces only a limited volume of gas. These results 

suggest that while liquefaction of a sand lens near the base of the excavation may have 

contributed to the formation of the seeps and vents (to the one where sand was observed 

in particular), the gassy response of sand lenses due to the exsolution of gas during 

unloading cannot explain the level of venting that was observed in the field where 

amount of gas released in site was significant (1-10 L/min) and continuous for a period of 

time that could not be explained by gas exsolved from a sand lens of realistic size.  

3.8.2 Gas exsolution prior to unloading  

The previous section concluded that the gradual change in pore fluid compressibility as 

gas was slowly exsolved from the pore fluid in the sand lens during excavation, could not 

on its own explain the venting observed on site.  However, there is another way that sand 

lenses could have contributed, if the methane was in its gaseous state prior to excavation, 

since this would result in essentially constant fluid compressibility throughout the 

analysis.   

3.8.2.1 Gas modelled in terms of a compressible pore fluid  

 If a sand lens is modelled as a material with a relatively compressible pore fluid, the 

compressibility is highly dependent on the volume of gas within the pores. To examine 

the effect of different compressibilities, analyses were performed for a lens at constant 

depth for different values of bulk modulus in the sand lens. As a crude guide to the 

expected bulk modulus’ values, for a gas mixture with 85% methane and  15% CO2 and  
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a sand lens at a depth of 23 m under initial hydrostatic conditions, the bulk moduls, K, 

would be about 2000 kPa for a degree of saturation S=85% , and it would be about 1000 

kPa for S=70%.  

    Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the calculated effective stress and pore pressure at a point 

in the sand lens at 23m depth during excavation to a depth of 16 m. For rapid unloading 

and undrained conditions, one would expect the reduction in total stress to be equal to the 

reduction in pore pressure and constant effective stress in the short term. However, 

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show that as the pore fluid becomes more compressible, more load 

is transferred to the sand grains and the decrease in pore pressure is reduced. For a 

compressible pore fluid, pore pressure tends to remain nearly constant at the initial value 

prior to excavation while the effective stress drops significantly until eventually the sand 

in the lens liquefies (Figures 3.10 and 3.11). For a bulk modulus less than 2500 kPa, the 

sand lens is likely to liquefy early during unloading (i.e. for a 15 m excavation) and at 

this point the high pore pressures can induce cracking in the adjacent/overlying clayey 

till. 

   Figure 3.12 shows the calculated tensile zone where cracks may form near the sand lens 

for a sand lens with a bulk modulus of 1000 kPa at 23 m depth after excavation to a depth 

of 16 m. As the lens liquefies, the high pore pressure in the pore fluid of the sand lens 

causes hydrofractures to propagate upwards to soil surface and hence gas venting would 

be expected. 
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3.8.2.2 Gas modelled as a separate compressible phase 

If the gas was exsolved due to factors occurring well before the excavation then, once 

formed within a sand lens, the gas bubbles will migrate upwards with time as a result of 

buoyancy. Lens geometry and the presence of a high point in the lens may be expected to 

direct bubbles to collect in that area forming a separate gas pocket. Under these 

circumstances, the gas pressure will be essentially equal to the surrounding pore pressure. 

To illustrate what may happen under this scenario, consideration was given to a 1x1 m 

gas pocket of high compressibility (bulk modulus of 100 kPa), above an  incompressible 

sand lens. A gas pocket at 23 m depth was modelled for similar unloading steps as 

examined in the previous subsection.  

    Similar to the previous case, the sand in the sand lens liquefied when the excavation 

reached 16 m depth. At this point, hydrofracturing was initiated in the till adjacent to the 

lens and propagated upwards towards the base of the excavation (Figure 3.13).  

   For sand lenses containing gas bubbles exsoluted prior to the excavation, both 

approaches for modelling the sand lens discussed in the subsections above produced 

similar results and thus the details of exactly how it was modelled are not critical to 

assessing the effect of this gas.  

3.8.2.3 Lens deformation 

Gas exsolution (prior or during excavation) increases fluid compressibility within the 

sand lens. Sand lens stiffness is significantly reduced relative to the surrounding soil and 

hence it behaves as a flexible unit. Total stress reduction causes expansion of the pore 
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fluid and an increase in lens volume. Sand lens elongates in the direction of the minimum 

principal stress (i.e. laterally for the problem considered herein). Lens deformation 

mechanism depends on the lens and problem geometry. However, for the problem herein, 

lateral elongation caused the lens to bend upwards and subsequently created a lower 

tensile zone along its bottom surface. As the tensile stresses exceeds the soil tensile 

strength (assumed zero in this case), cracking is initiated under and at the lower corners 

of the lens (Figure 3.14a) but then with further excavation it propagates around the lens 

(Figure 3.14b) and then upward in the direction of lower pressure gradient toward the 

base of the excavation (Figure 3.14c).  

3.8.2.4 Effect of Lens arrangement 

At the site, sand lenses were most commonly encountered within an elevation range 

between 24.6 m to 28 m below ground surface. It may be postulated that the presence of 

more than one lens within close proximity might magnify gassy soil effect on soil 

behaviour. To examine this hypothesis, an analysis was conducted for two sand lenses 

arranged in a staggered formation, at depths 23, 25 m (see inset to Figure 3.15).  Once 

again, analyses were performed for the two cases where it was assumed that the gas in the 

sand lenses: (a) only exsolves during excavation, and (b) had exsolved before the 

excavation. 

   For the first case where it was assumed that the gas exsolution occurred during 

excavation (i.e., not prior to excavation), three key points: inside and between the two 

lenses (#1, #3 and #2), are studied. Figure 3.15 shows the depth of the excavation at 
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which the minimum principal stress is predicted to go to zero for the three points 

examined: Point #2 (between the lenses) is the first to reach zero minimum principal 

stress followed by Point #3 (upper lens) and then Point#1 (lower lens). Hence, on 

excavation to 20 m, a crack is initiated between the sand lenses. The upper and lower 

lenses then liquefy on subsequent steps when the excavation reaches depths of 21 & 22 

m. The results show that configuration of two lenses close to each other causes 

hydrofractures initiation to occur between the lenses. This suggests that the presence of a 

dense region of sand lenses may accelerate hydrofracturing towards the soil surface. 

   For the second case where it was assumed that gas exsolution had occurred prior to 

excavation, a compressibility of 1000 kPa was assigned to both lenses. Considering the 

predicted pore pressure and effective stress at the same three points, it was found that all 

three points behaved in the same manner during excavation (Figure 3.16). Figure 3.17 

shows that cracking was first induced between the lenses, connecting them (Figure 3.17a) 

before propagating upwards towards the base of the excavation (Figure 3.17b).  

Thus both modelling approaches suggest that if there are sand lenses in close proximity 

they may be expected to behave as one continuous unit spreading cracks over a larger 

region than a single lens. The sizes of the lenses, the density and 3D arrangement would 

likely dictate if they act as discrete separate lenses or interact together to increase the area 

influenced. However, while multiple lenses would increase the effect and the potential for 

limited venting, a very large number of close sand lenses would be needed to explain the 

level of gas and water venting observed at the site.  Thus, it appears that irrespective of 
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whether gas exsolved during excavation or had accumulated prior to excavation, sand 

lenses at most contributed to the observed venting and are not alone responsible for the 

venting.  

 

3.9 Summary and Conclusion 

Gas venting (mainly methane) was encountered during a deep excavation in southwestern 

Ontario, Canada. A shale layer (Kettle Point formation) is believed to be the source of 

biogenic gas. A 40 m thick layer of clay enriched glacial till (Black Till) with silty sand 

lenses overlies the shale layer.  The formation of gas bubbles within coarse grained soil 

requires less energy than that required to form bubbles within fine grained soil. Hence, 

the sand lenses are suspected of acting as gas trap for methane migrating upwards from 

the gas source (bedrock) to soil surface. The chapter studied the possibility of gas 

exsolution within the sand lenses and the potential for the initiation of cracks due to gassy 

soil behaviour during the excavation.  

   The diffusion of methane from the bedrock aquifer through the clay till upwards was 

modelled. These results suggested that chloride would arrive in the sand lenses after 

methane.  This has the potential to contribute to exsolution of methane due to a reduction 

in methane solubility with increasing salt concentration.  

   A coarse grained gassy soil model based on relative compressibility between pore fluid 

and soil grains was adopted to study the behaviour of sand lenses within the relatively 

low permeability clayey till during soil unloading.  Two approaches to modelling the 
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lenses were adopted: gas exsolution (a) prior to the excavation, and (b) during the 

excavation. These analyses both suggested that gas exsolution in the sand lenses could 

have contributed to soil fracturing and the formation of vents that were observed.  The 

method of modelling did not affect this conclusion although it was found that the sand 

lenses were more prone to liquefaction if the methane was present in its gaseous state 

prior to unloading. However, the results also suggest that while liquefaction of a sand 

lens near the base of the excavation may have contributed to the formation of the seeps 

and vents, the gassy response of sand lenses due to the exsolution of gas during unloading 

can not explain the level of venting that was observed in the field where the amount of 

gas released at the site was 1-10 L/min and continuous for a period of time that could not 

be explained by gas exsolved from a sand lens of realistic size. Thus, irrespective of 

whether gas exsolved during excavation or had accumulated prior to excavation, sand 

lenses at most contributed to the observed venting and are not alone responsible for the 

venting.  To explain the venting another explanation must be sought.  
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Table 3.1 Soil parameters used in modelling of the excavation 

Elevation 

(mAsl) 

Layer 

γ  

(kN/m
3
) 

c'  

(kPa) 

Φ' 

(
o
) 

k  

(m/s) 

200-194 Weathered St Joseph Till  21.5 24 25 8.3 x10
-8

 

194-186 Unweathered St Joseph Till 21 16 27 8.3 x10
-10 

186-184 Black Shale Till 1 20.5 24 24 2.4x10
-10 

 Sand lens 19 0 30 2.0x10
-5

 

184-162 Black Shale  Till 2 19.6 24 24 2.4x10
-10

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Soil profile. 
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Figure 3.2 Soil-bubble structure: (a) Large bubbles in fine grained soil (b) Small bubbles in 

coarse grained soil. 
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Figure 3.3 Comparison on the observed (Sobkowicz 1982) and calculated pore pressure 

response of a dense gassy sand triaxial sample under “undrained” unloading (i.e. no 

drainage).  Figure shows the numerical results obtained by Sobkowicz (1982) and those 

obtained from the FE analysis in this study as well as the expected response for a typical 

(non-gassy) soil with an incompressible pore fluid. 
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Figure 3.4 Soil profile examined in the diffusion analysis. 
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Figure 3.5 Normalized concentration profile through the soil due to diffusion after 900 

years and 13500 years. 
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Figure 3.6 Calculated variation in methane and chloride concentration with time within 

sand lens shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.7 Mesh and different locations of the 1m thick sand lenses’ modelled.  Only one 

sand lens was considered in each separate analysis and the effect of varying depths (D= 10, 

14, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33 m) were examined in a series of FE analyses. Effect of 

presence of more than one lens within nearby locations (2x2m horizontal x vertical spacing 

between lens edges). Several future figures will show results for the region inside the box 

denoted “Section A”. 
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Figure 3.8 Decrease in minimum principal stress in a sand lens during unloading as the 

depth of excavation is increased for sand lenses located at four different depths (only one 

lens was considered in each separate analysis). 
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Figure 3.9 Calculated excavation depth for different sand lens depths when the lens 

liquefies. 
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Figure 3.10 Variation in minimum principal effective stress with time and depth of 

excavation for a sand lens at 23 m depth assuming different fluid bulk moduli (in kPa) for 

the sand lens (NB. The plateaus in the curves are related to the construction sequence that 

was simulated which approximated as nearly as practical that adopted in the field). 
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Figure 3.11 Variation in pore pressure with time and depth of excavation for a sand lens at 

23 m depth assuming different fluid bulk moduli (in kPa) for the sand lens (NB. The 

plateaus in the curves are related to the construction sequence that was simulated which 

approximated as nearly as practical to that adopted in the field). 
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Figure 3.12 Crack propagation towards excavation surface for sand lens at 23 m depth 

(Section A, Figure 3.7). Crack initiated under and around bottom corners of the lens, before 

propagating upwards towards soil surface. 

 

Figure 3.13 Crack propagation towards excavation surface for gas pocket adjacent to sand 

lenses at 23 m depth (step before crack reaches surface) (Section A, Figure 3.7). Cracks are 

initiated around the surface area of sand lenses before propagating upwards towards soil 

surface. 
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Figure 3.14 Lens deformation, crack initiation and propagation mechanism for a sand lens 

at 23 m depth (Section A, Figure 3.7). (a) Crack initiation under and around lens corners. 

(b) Crack propagation around the lens. (c) Crack propagation towards soil surface. 
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Figure 3.15 Excavation depth at which the point liquefies for sand lenses 23 m and 25 m 

deep.  Horizontal centerline of the excavation passes through center of the top sand lens. 
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Figure 3.16 Effective stress (Stress in legend) and pore pressure (Pore in legend) response 

for nearby lenses 23 m and 25 m deep, Excavation horizontal centerline passes through 

center of top sand lens. 
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Figure 3.17 Crack’s initiation and propagation between nearby sand lenses 23 m and 25 m 

deep. (a) Crack initiated between sand lenses. (b) Crack propagates upwards towards soil 

surface. 
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Chapter 4 

Forensic numerical analysis of gas venting in Southwestern Ontario 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 A landfill was constructed in low permeability clayey till underlain by a bedrock aquifer 

(Figure 4.1) using a progressive excavation and filling technique. The landfill was 

divided into cells and smaller sub-cells. The construction procedure involved gradually 

excavating selected areas of a cell forming an overall initial plateau at about elevation 

186 mASL (i.e., 14 m below the original ground surface elevation of 200 mASL; Figure 

2) followed by excavation of a secondary plateau to 182 mASL. The secondary plateau 

was a platform from which 6 m deep trenches (35 m x 35 m) were excavated (to 176 

mASL) and then filled with waste not long after being excavated.  As the excavation in 

adjacent trenches (denoted as trenches 1 and 2 herein) approached its maximum design 

depth of 24 m, venting of gas (mainly methane) through the clayey till was observed at 

three locations denoted as Seeps A, B and C.  Work was halted around the affected zone 

and precautions were taken to keep that area isolated from waste.  No groundwater 

contamination resulted from this event. The previous chapter (Chapter 3) modelled the 

effect of sand lenses where gas exsolution occurred: (a) prior to the excavation, or (b) 

during the excavation. Both approaches lead to a similar conclusions that while 

liquefaction of a sand lens near the base of the excavation may have contributed to the 
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formation of the seeps and vents, the exsolution of gas in these sand lenses during 

unloading could not explain the level of venting that was observed in the field. Thus the 

objective of this present chapter is to examine other potential explanations for the venting 

of gas and water at this site.  

 

4.2 Geological conditions and stratigraphy 

A silty clay layer, known as St Joseph Till, extends for 14 m (200-186 mASL) from soil 

surface (Figure 4.1). This unit is weathered, fractured and hydraulically active for the top 

6 m below which it is an intact, clay rich, low hydraulic conductivity (typically less than 

~8x10
-10 

m/s) aquitard for the bottom 8 m. The St Joseph Till is underlined by a 22-26 m 

(down to 164-160 mASL) of clayey silt shale till of low hydraulic conductivity (typically 

less than ~2x10
-10 

m/s) known as the Black Till.  The Black Till is regarded as an unusual 

deposit as it is normally consolidated at depth (in contrast to most glacial originated tills) 

except for the top 2 m, denoted as Black Till 1, which is slightly over-consolidated due to 

presumed water table fluctuations post deposition (Quigley and Ogunbadejo, 1976). Sand 

and silty sand pockets of 1.1m average thickness are encountered at different elevations 

within the Black Till and particularly in a zone about 24-28 m below ground surface 

(172-176 mASL). The Black Till and the bedrock are sometimes separated by a thin, 

weak, discontinuous layer of sandy clayey silt, known as the Basal Till. However, it 

appears that this layer is missing below much of the affected zone (Rowe and Mabrouk 

2007). The shale bedrock, known as Kettle Point Formation, has a relatively high 
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hydraulic conductivity (typically ~1x10
-5

 m/s) and is an aquifer. The Kettle Point 

Formation is known elsewhere as the Antrium Shale (in Michigan) and the Ohio Shale (in 

Ohio) and is believed to be “both a source and reservoir of methane” (Martini et al., 

1998). The whole area of south west Ontario has been subjected to oil and gas 

explorations and production since 1800’s with the first recorded oil well in North 

America (Oil springs: Dittrich et al., 2010) located about 30 km from site. The bedrock is 

encountered at a depth of between 37 to 42 m below the ground surface (163-158 mASL) 

with the peak elevation (162.4-163 mASL) being located near/below, where the venting 

was observed. Hence, this zone would be a suitable location for gas accumulation at the 

interface of permeable bedrock and low permeability Black Till.  The water table is very 

close to ground surface and initial pore pressure distribution was hydrostatic.  

 

4.3 Problem description 

The following description is based on unpublished reports and the senior author’s 

personal observations at the site. During excavation of Trench 2 and concurrent filling of 

Trench 1 with waste (after it had been excavated to its lowest elevation of 176 mASL), 

gas and water venting was observed emanating from a narrow elongated pocket of sand 

containing minor gravel (Seep A) between the two trenches (Figure 4.2). The erosive 

action of gas and water formed a tube like structure about 0.1 m in diameter for a limited 

distance (< 1 m). Initial water flow was about 8 L/min (0.13 L/s) with continuous gas 

bubbling. The flow declined to less than 1 L/min (0.017 L/s) within 10 days. 
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   Two weeks later as the excavation proceeded in Trench 2, multiple vents (called Seep 

B) were observed at base of the trench (elevation 176 m ASL). Seep B was comprised of 

two prominent vent openings Seep B-NE and Seep B-SW each with flow between 5-10 

L/min (0.08-0.17 L/s) as well as some secondary openings which had flows of less than 1 

L/min (0.017 L/s). Gas flow could not be estimated but appeared to be continuous at all 

vent openings. The vents were interconnected. At Seep B-NE the gas and water were 

discharging from a rounded (caused by the erosive action of the gas/water) feature 

dipping to the south at about 45
o
. Dendritic cracks were observed parallel and close to the 

primary opening. Seep B-SW was located 5 m from the berm toe. Water and gas venting, 

while significantly reduced, was still evident 4 months later.  

   Four days after flow initiation from Seep B, venting of gas and water was observed at 

the edge of Trench 1(denoted as Seep C). Water flow was at a rate of less than 0.5 L/min 

(0.008 L/s) from the intersection of small scale cracks.  

   Minor bubbling was observed at other locations within trenches 1 and 2 where water 

had accumulated following a rain event. On closer inspection, bubbles appeared to be 

emanating from small openings (small tension cracks in the exposed clay). 

   Flow was stopped from all seep vent openings (A, B and C) by the construction of a 5m 

thick compacted clay liner over the area. 
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4.4 Site hydrogeology 

    Ground water collected from wells in the active aquitard was enriched in sulphate, 

calcium, and magnesium, and was depleted in potassium, sodium and chloride. However, 

ground water samples from the interface aquifer were enriched in chloride and sodium, 

and were depleted in calcium and sulphate. Water samples from Seeps A, B and C had 

high sodium and chloride concentrations suggesting water from the lower aquifer. The 

sulphate concentration in some samples from Seeps A and C was higher than the typical 

values for aquifer water, suggesting that the water source was a mix of aquitard and 

aquifer pore fluid.  

 

4.5 Numerical Model and Parameters 

     The finite element software, Abaqus, was used to examine the conditions that 

prevailed during excavation. An elasto-plastic model with a Mohr Coulomb failure 

criteria and a non- associated flow rule with zero dilatency angle was adopted to conduct 

an effective stress analysis for the site.  The elastic behaviour was taken to be linear and 

isotropic.  An 8-noded element with biquadratic displacement function, bilinear pore 

pressure and reduced integration was used for the 2D modelling. The element has three 

degrees of freedom (ux, uy, and pore pressure at the corners). The average element size 

was 2 m square.  

   The initial stress conditions in the key elevations in the Black Till corresponded to Ko 

conditions for a normally consolidated soil.  These stresses were established in the model 
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by subjecting to soil to gravity forces under conditions of zero lateral strain.  The 

subsequent excavation was modelled through a series of steps by deactivation and 

reactivation of elements to simulate the construction sequence on site. Accordingly, the 

model geometry changed with time to follow the variations in site contours.  The stresses 

at the end of any one step were the initial stresses for the next step in the analysis.  

The 2D modelling reported herein examined a cross section passing through Seeps A and 

B. Figure 4.2 represents the final excavated trenches geometry (without the fill). Seep C 

shown in Figure 4.2 is out of the plane of the section and is not modelled in this chapter.  

    The base boundary was taken to be rough and rigid (ux = uy = 0, where ux and uy are the 

displacement in x and y directions respectively), while the lateral boundaries were taken 

to be smooth and rigid (ux = 0).  The initial ground surface and the subsequent surfaces 

exposed by the excavation were assigned zero pore water pressure throughout the 

excavation. Hydrostatic pore water pressures were specified at the far field lateral 

boundaries. A zero flux boundary was specified at the model base at a depth of 6 m 

below the upper fractured bedrock aquifer (Figure 4.2).  

    The effective shear strength parameters were selected based on field and laboratory 

data (Safety Kleen Ltd., 2000). The properties adopted in the analyses are summarized in 

Table 4.1. The soil stiffness and hydraulic conductivity parameters (Table 4.2) were 

selected based on Dittrich (2000) who studied slope movement during excavation at a 

nearby railway cutting in the same geological units.  
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  An initial analysis was performed using the standard commercial FE code without 

consideration of hydrofracturing. Unloading was simulated until the design excavation 

elevation (176 mASL) of Trench 2 was reached. At this time tension (in terms of 

effective stress) had developed at some locations at the interface between the Black Till 

and the bedrock aquifer (Figure 4.3). Although these local tensile zones didn’t affect the 

overall stability of the excavation and were not extensive enough to explain the formation 

of seeps that were actually observed, they suggest the potential for initiation of 

hydrofracturing at the interface between the bedrock and till. As a consequence, the FE 

code was modified to approximately account for hydrofracturing as described below. 

 

4.6 Hydro-fracturing modelling  

   Fractures can be classified based on their cause, into tensile and shear mode cracks 

(Van der Pluijm and Marshak, 2004); this chapter deals with the former. Hydrofracturing 

is frequently used in water and oil wells as a technique to increase well productivity 

within layers of low hydraulic conductivity (e.g., clay). Furthermore, the hydrofracturing 

technique is used for enhancing the environmental remediation performance of polluted 

sites with fine grained soil layers (Murdoch, 1988, 1989; Murdoch et al., 1995, Murdoch, 

2000; Murdoch and Slack, 2002). In these cases, pore pressures are increased until the 

effective stress in the minor principal stress direction exceeds the soils strength. This will 

lead to the development of tension cracks which will propagate and in the case of oil 

recovery, increase the hydraulic conductivity to a point where there is improved oil 
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recovery.  If this occurs near the soil surface the tension crack may continue until it 

reaches that surface if the injected volume is sufficiently high. Hydrofracturing is divided 

into two stages: crack initiation and propagation. The pressure required to initiate a 

hydrofracture depends on many factors including the initial stresses (circumferential 

stress in case of a circular well geometry), Poison’s ratio (Bjerrum et al., 1972) and water 

content (Murdoch, 1993a). The pressure required to initiate hydrofracturing increases 

with increasing total minor principal stress (Lo and Kaniaru, 1990) and hence for clayey 

soil, the degree of consolidation has a significant effect on the onset of hydrofracturing. 

Crack initiation is independent of soil stiffness (Bjerrum et al., 1972) however stiffness 

affects crack propagation (Brenner and Gudmundsson, 2004). In soil, the hydrofracture 

propagation pressure has not been investigated to the same extent as the hydrofracture 

initiation pressure. This is likely because most studies have been concerned with 

preventing hydrofracturing which depends on limiting the pressure to below the initiation 

pressure (Murdoch, 1993a). The hydrofracture propagation pressure generally is less than 

initiation pressure (Lo and Kaniaru, 1990).  

   Murdoch (1993a, 1993b, 1993c) presents an explanation of the hydrofracturing 

formation mechanism in soil that can be summarized as follows.  The fracture is 

nucleated by high pore pressure when favorable conditions prevail at a specific location. 

Pore fluid either propagates through the fracture tip or infiltrates through the surrounding 

soil forming different hydrofracture surfaces (starter slot, parent fracture, lobes, leading 

edge). Distribution of fluid pressure through the fracture controls the propagation 
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mechanism (Murdoch, 1993a).  The presence of a local pre-existing discontinuity may 

stimulate fractures at a pressure less than the initiation pressure for the same reason due 

to what is known as the “wedging effect”.  In this case, the fluid pressure at the 

hydrofracture’s wedge-shaped tip generates high tensile stresses that help propagate the 

fracture through the soil at a pressure less than the crack initiation pressure (Brenner and 

Gudmundsson, 2004). 

   The crack propagation pressure and direction of propagation depend on many variables 

including soil anisotropy, heterogeneity, etc. (Brenner and Gudmundsson, 2004). 

However, for partially to fully saturated silty clay --which is the case studied herein--, the 

propagation of fractures is normal in the direction of the minimum principle compressive 

stress (Murdoch, 1993a; Chang, 2004). 

   Most of the theoretical formulae predicting the crack initiation pressure depend on 

empirical values (Bjerrum et al., 1972; Jaworski et al., 1981) or laboratory parameters 

(Murdoch, 1993a, 1993b, 1993c, 2002; Chang, 2004) or both (Panah and Yanagisawa, 

1989; Lo and Kaniaru, 1990). It was not practical to use these formulae in analyzing this 

problem due to the lack of the laboratory parameters. The theory of expansion of a 

cylindrical cavity states that for tensile failure, a crack is assumed to be initiated if the 

effective circumferential stress (σ’θ) exceeds soil tensile strength (σ’t) (Equation 1). Soil 

tensile strength is usually very low and is neglected in many studies (Bjerrum el at., 

1972; Massarsch, 1978; Panah and Yanagisawa, 1989).  Likewise in this chapter the 

tensile strength is assumed to be zero and hence it is assumed that cracks (hydrofractures) 
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are initiated when the minimum effective stress drops to zero (i.e., the fluid pressure is 

equal to the minor principal total stress and hence there is imminent tension).   

' '

t    
                                                                     (1)   

   Modeling crack propagation has been the subject of many papers (see Ingraffea 2008 

for a review). Some approaches use a geometrical representation to simulate crack 

propagation. In this approach, cracks are explicitly represented in the geometrical model 

such as constrained shape methods (e.g., prescribed methods (Ortiz and Pandolfi 1999) 

and analytical geometry methods (Wang et al., 1997)) and arbitrary shape methods (e.g., 

mesh free method (Belytshko et al., 1996) and adaptive FEM/BEM methods (Martha et 

al., 1992)). Another common approach to model crack propagation is by implicitly 

acknowledging the cracks in the numerical model (e.g. constitutive methods: Smeared 

crack (Weihe et al., 1998), element extinction (Beissel et al., 1998) and 

kinematic/enriched element methods (Belytshko and Black, 1999)).  

   Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) commonly used to approximate crack 

propagation in brittle and quasi-brittle materials have been successfully used within the 

past few decades to model fracture propagation in geotechnical problems (Sature et al., 

1999; Wang et al., 2007). LEFM uses critical stress intensity (KI) which is a function of 

loading, fracture size and structural geometry, as a criterion for fracture propagation.  A 

material property “toughness” is introduced to represent the material resistance to a mode 

I fracture (the most common fracture type with the crack plane normal to the direction of 
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largest tensile loading). If the hydrofracture length is known, soil toughness can be used 

as an indicator of the driving pressure required for the hydrofracture propagation 

(Murdoch, 1993b). For clay, soil toughness is influenced by many variables (water 

content, degree of consolidation, dry density and other factors - Murdoch, 1993b; Wang 

et al., 2007), and its value is obtained by soil testing (many testing methods have been 

proposed to measure soil toughness  - Zhu and Joyce, 2012). 

Commercial codes that do coupled fluid flow propagation of curving cracks, as 

considered here, are not available and existing research codes are not readily suitable to 

the analysis of the problem considered and, even if they were, they would be of little use 

to practitioners exploring practical problems such as that examined herein.  Thus a 

decision was made to modify existing commercial software (Abaqus) to both facilitate 

development and provide an approach that could be used by others familiar with the 

widely used program. 

This study adopted an effective media approach to simulate hydrofracture growth. The 

FE code was modified to approximately account for hydrofracture propagation by 

significantly increasing hydraulic conductivity (by three orders of magnitude) in regions 

where the effective stress dropped to zero. The adopted approach treated the problem in 

the spirit of an effective medium without treating the crack explicitly. This approach was 

inspired by element failure algorithm (element extinction) for modeling crack 

propagation where elements are deleted from the mesh when the cracking criterion is 

reached (Beissel et al., 1998). The adopted effective medium approach allowed the 
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simulation of important aspects of the problem --propagation criteria, increment of crack 

growth, recalculation of stresses, property change during crack extension and coupling to 

fluid flow, with reasonable development time (as needed to study different scenarios of 

the conditions surrounding the excavation). 

The approach adopted for the analysis presented in this paper creates a path for pore 

pressures to develop along planes of weakness where hydrofracturing is considered to 

occur. The approach does not require remeshing or modifying the element surface during 

hydrofracture propagation. The model is conservative in that it assumes that the 

propagation pressure is equal to the initiation pressure. 

 

4.7 Trench 1  

A 2D plane strain analysis was conducted for the section shown in Figure 4.2 using the 

version of the FE code modified to account for hydrofracturing as discussed above.  As 

the excavation of Trench 1 reached its maximum depth (176 mASL), tensile stresses were 

developed at the interface between the bedrock and Black Till (Figure 4.4a). These 

tensile stresses initiated a hydrofracture in the lower Black Till layer (Figure 4.4b). High 

pore pressures from the bedrock built up in hydrofractured zone and reduced the effective 

stress at the interface with unfractured area of the Black Till. When the effective stress 

reduced to zero, the hydrofractures propagated upwards normal to the minimum principal 

stress direction (Figure 4.4c). This model predicted that venting would occur near the 
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center of excavation base (Figure 4.4d) rather than at the location of Seep A which was 

closer to the edge of the excavation.  

   Excavation resulted in a reduction of the total and effective vertical stresses beneath the 

excavation (as would be expected) and some increase in horizontal total stress in the soil 

below the excavation because it was a plane strain analysis and the stresses need to find a 

part to redistribute when the excavation reaches depth.  However the effective stresses 

were also influenced by the high water pressures in the aquifer below the clay layer.  For 

example, the horizontal effective stresses after excavation of Trench 1 to an elevation of 

182 mASL (18m below OGL;  Figure 4.5a) shows high effective stresses in the middle of 

the layer and a high stress gradient towards the aquifer where stresses were reduced to 

zero due to high pore pressure exerted by the active aquifer.  At this point there is no 

hydrofracturing. With full excavation of the trench to 176 mASL (24m below OGL), 

hydrofractures were initiated at the interface with bedrock and then propagated 

horizontally and then upwards giving an effective stress distribution as shown in Figure 

4.5b.  

   This modelling approach appears to have captured the general hydrofracturing 

mechanism that resulted in the venting of gas and water that was observed but not the 

precise details, suggesting that there may be additional factors that influence the location 

at which the seep developed.  This will be explored in following sub-sections.  
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4.7.1 Predictions of venting considering hydrofracturing and the presence of sand 

lenses  

Sand traces were observed with the gas and water venting at Seep A suggesting that the 

water had passed through a sand lens before exiting at the surface of the excavation.  

Sand lenses are frequently encountered in the Black Till between elevations 172-176 

mASL. This section studies the potential effect that both hydrofracturing and sand lenses 

could have had on the prediction of venting at the location of Seep A.  

4.7.1.1 Sand lenses 

To investigate the possible effect of sand lenses on hydrofracture development, the 

modelling of the unloading sequence was repeated assuming 10 m long sand lenses at a 

number of different horizontal locations between elevations 174-175 mASL. In this 

section the presence of gas in the sand lenses was neglected; it will be considered later.  

   Since the sand lenses were surrounded by clay of low hydraulic conductivity, lenses 

initially behave in an undrained manner during the analysis. After the excavation depth 

reached 176 mASL, hydrofractures propagated through the Black Till as discussed above. 

If the hydrofracturing path intersected a sand lens on its way towards excavation surface, 

(Figure 4.6a), the fracture transmitted the high pore pressure from the bedrock aquifer to 

the sand lens, reducing the effective stresses within the lens and inducing liquefaction of 

the sand in the lens.  As the sand lens liquefied, the hydrofracture continued to propagate 

to the excavated surface (Figure 4.6b).  Hence, the analysis suggests that the intersection 
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of a hydrofracture path with a sand lens will accelerate its propagation towards soil 

surface and will spread cracks over a larger area of the Black Till.  

4.7.1.2 Gassy Sand Lenses    

Gassy soils are distinct from unsaturated soils by virtue of the fact that there are no matric 

suctions; the pore pressures are positive.   Gassy soils may be subdivided into two classes 

based on the gas bubble size relative to soil particle size “small” bubbles in coarse 

grained soil and “large” bubbles in fine grained soil. For coarse grained soil (such as sand 

lenses), the gas is in the form of bubbles that are smaller than the pores and hence are 

contained within the pore fluid in the pores. Thus the presence of even a small amount 

gas within the pore fluid (e.g., arising from exsolution of gas on unloading) can 

significantly increase pore fluid’s compressibility (Brandes, 1999; Sobkowicz and 

Morgenstern, 1984).    

    Mabrouk and Rowe (2011) studied the possible role that gassy sand lenses could play 

as in the absence of hydrofracturing and concluded that gas in the sand lenses may have 

contributed to the venting phenomenon but only as a secondary factor. This section 

examines how gassy sand lenses might have contributed to hydrofracturing and gas 

venting. 

   The 2D modelling with hydrofracturing was repeated taking account of the change in 

pore fluid compressibility due to the presence of small gas bubbles within sand lenses as 

described by Mabrouk and Rowe (2011).  Briefly, gassy sand lenses can be modelled as a 

two phase material: a solid phase and compressible pore fluid (Harris and Sobkowicz, 
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1977; Dusseault, 1979; Byrne and Jenzen, 1984; Cheung, 1985; Vaziri, 1986 and Grozic 

et al., 2005).  Total stress is distributed between the two phases based on their relative 

compressibility. Since the gassy pore fluid is much more compressible that soil particles, 

the reduction in total stress due to unloading is shifted to the soil particles causing 

reduction in the effective stress in the sand lens due to an almost constant pore pressure 

(Mabrouk and Rowe, 2011).  In the present case, during excavation, the gassy sand lenses 

behaved in a drained manner (where the lens experiences volume change (due to the 

presence of compressible gas bubbles) despite being surrounded by a layer of low 

hydraulic conductivity (Figure 4.7a). Eventually, as effective stresses are reduced to zero, 

the sand lens liquefied causing initiation of minor hydrofractures in the adjacent Black 

Till independent of hydrofracturing from the bedrock. At the same time, excavation of 

Trench 1 also caused hydrofracturing starting at the bedrock interface with the Black Till 

(Figure 4.7a).  These hydrofractures propagate towards more compliant zones and kept 

propagating along a path where the minimum principal stress became tensile (Figure 

4.7b). The hydrofractures propagated to zones of high pore pressures (lower effective 

stress) in sand lenses (Figure 4.7b). The hydrofractures from the bedrock and sand lenses 

then merge together towards the excavation surface (Figure 4.7c).  

   Regardless of their connection with the hydrofractures emerging from bedrock, sand 

lenses have the potential of causing minor secondary venting at some locations due to 

lens liquefaction during unloading (Mabrouk and Rowe, 2011) (Figures 4.7a,b,c). 

However, the expected level of venting of a realistic sand lens size would be insignificant 
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compared to gas volumes released at the site (Mabrouk and Rowe, 2011). Hence, it can 

be postulated that the presence of gassy sand lenses --within close proximity to 

hydrofracturing path -- might connect hydrofractures to sand lenses and hence spread 

cracks over a wider area of the Black Till. This is consistent with field observations of 

sand traces in some gas vents (Seep A). 

4.7.1.3  Seep A expected scenario 

Based on consideration of the effect of the different variables introduced earlier, a 

scenario is now developed that can explain the venting at the actual location of Seep A. 

The excavation of Trench 1 was modelled assuming the presence of two adjacent 10 m 

wide x 1 m thick sand lenses at elevations 180 and 174 mASL (Figure 4.8). The sand 

lenses were given gassy soil properties and were positioned towards the southern edge of 

the trench (close to location of Seep A).      

   Excavation of Trench 1 down to elevation 176 mASL initiated hydrofracturing at the 

interface of the Black Till with the bedrock (Figure 4.8a). Simultaneously, the gassy sand 

lenses (behaving in an essentially drained manner) sustained most of their high pore 

pressures as exsolution of gas allowed volume change in the lenses during unloading.  

This lead to a reduction in effective stress in the sand lenses which eventually caused the 

sand to liquefy, producing minor hydrofractures around their surfaces (Figure 4.8a). With 

time, hydrofractures initiated at the base of the Black Till propagated upwards towards 

zones of high pore pressure created by the liquefied sand lenses (Figure 4.8b). 

Meanwhile, hydrofractures produced by sand lenses spread around their surfaces, 
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connecting the lenses together forming a larger weak zone within the Black Till (Figure 

4.8c).  Eventually, the hydrofracturing path emerging from the Basal Till intersected with 

the gassy sand lens which then spread the hydrofractures around its surface, propagating 

to the soil surface around the location of Seep A (Figures 4.8d, 4.8e).   It can be 

concluded that excavation of Trench 1 down to elevation 176 mASL combined with the 

presence of gassy sand lenses lead to continuous seep emerging from bedrock and 

passing through sand lenses towards the soil surface at the location where Seep A was 

observed. 

   The scenario explains the venting location and appearance of sand traces in Seep A. 

The scenario emphasizes the role of the sand lens in creating a weak zone within Black 

Till and directing the path of hydrofracture propagation if located within close proximity. 

The scenario is supported by the hydrogeological reports that suggested that, based on 

dissolved minerals, the venting source of the water at Seep A was a mixture of aquifer 

water and water from the Black Till layer. 

4.8 Trench 2  

The results of the modeling (Figures 4.9 a-e) show that excavating Trench 2 to its full 

depth (24 m) caused a significant reduction in effective stress at the interface between 

bedrock and Black Till.  This gave rise to hydrofracturing (Figure 4.9a).  The 

hydrofractures were predicted to propagate through the Black Till upwards towards 

excavation base following the path of the minimum principal stress (Figures 4.9b, 4.9c). 

The analysis indicated that the hydrofractures would reach the excavated surface towards 
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the south toe of Trench 2 (close to the location of Seep B-SW - Figure 4.9d). Hence, the 

model suggests that excavation of Trench 2 to its full excavation depth (176 mASL) was 

sufficient to cause the venting observed at Seep B-SW (Figure 4.9d) without the presence 

of any sand lenses.  No sand was observed in the venting water at this location.  

Eventually, hydrofractures were predicted to spread along Trench 2 base (Figure 4.9e). 

This can be linked to the appearance of minor secondary venting in different locations in 

Trench 2.  High concentrations of sodium and chloride in the venting water support the 

prediction that the aquifer is the source of evolving water.  

   After full excavation of Trench 2, it was divided into two sections by placing a dividing 

berm of compacted clay up to 182 mASL elevation. Modelling of the loading due to the 

placement of the trench divider was found to direct the hydrofracture flow towards the 

north of Trench 2 base; this diversion of the hydrofracturing path explains the venting of 

Seep B-NE (Figure 4.10). 

4.8.1 Predictions of venting considering hydrofracturing and the presence of 

intermittent Basal Till 

Drilling indicated the presence of a discontinuous weak layer (Basal Till) separating the 

Black Till and the bedrock in some locations. Basal Till is characterized by its lower 

shear strength parameters, lower stiffness, and relatively high hydraulic conductivity 

compared to the Black Till (Tables 4.1, 4.2). Rowe and Mabrouk (2007) performed 

analyses which suggested that from considerations of stability, it is unlikely that this layer 

is continuous beneath the section of interest. However, while discontinuous, the local 
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presence of Basal Till in some areas may have affected the evolution of hydrofractures. 

To investigate the possible impact of the local presence of the Basal Till on 

hydrofracturing during excavation, a localized 15 m wide and 2 m thick layer of Basal 

Till was modelled for different locations.  

   An analysis was conducted with Basal Till layers of 15 m width, 2 m thickness under 

the edges of Trench 2.  During excavation, it was predicted that the hydrofractures would 

propagate diagonally from Basal Till unit (located under the northern edge of the 

excavation towards the southern edge of the Trench 2) through the Black Till layer 

(Figure 4.11). Hence it might be postulated that the observation of 45
o
 inclined cracks can 

be due to migration of hydrofractures from the point of initiation at the edge of the Basal 

Till towards the remote side of excavation toe following the path of the minimum 

principal stress. 3D modelling would be needed to validate this scenario and evaluate the 

effect of discrete Basal Till locations on the hydrofracturing angle and directions.  

 

4.9 Summary and Conclusion 

A gas and water venting incident was encountered during excavation in a deep clay silt 

layer. The chapter presents a forensic modelling study to explain how this venting may 

have developed. 

   The site stratigraphy involved of forty m clayey glacial deposits overlying weathered 

bedrock that acts as an aquifer and is believed to be the source of natural gas. 

Conventional 2D modelling of the problem showed local tensile stress concentration at 
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the interface of bedrock and the clayey till develop during excavation. This observation 

suggested the potential for the initiation of hydrofracturing originating at the interface 

between the bedrock and the till. A FE code was modified to account for hydrofracturing.  

   2D modelling of hydrofracturing showed that excavation of Trench 1 to its full depth 

would initiate hydrofractures at the interface between clayey till and bedrock. These 

hydrofractures would propagate upwards towards the excavated surface causing gas 

venting but not at the location where gas venting was observed for Trench 1 (Seep A). 

Since the water emanating from Seep A contained sand traces, it was suspected that the 

venting path passed through one or more sandy lenses in the clayey till. When 

appropriately placed sand lenses were included in the model, the hydrofractures 

emanating from bedrock and passing through the lenses merged at the location where 

Seep A was observed.  

   It is concluded that the venting that was observed at Seep A can be explained by 

hydrofracturing from bedrock caused by stress redistribution with the unloading 

associated with the excavation of Trench 1 combined with the presence of  gassy sand 

lenses near the location where venting was observed.  This scenario is consistent with the 

presence of sand traces in the seep water and the geochemistry of the seep water that 

implied a mixture of water for the bedrock and the clayey till sand lenses. 

It is also concluded that if these sand lenses had not been present, venting would have 

still occurred at the time of full excavation to elevation 176 mASL (24 m depth from the 

original ground surface), but at a different location. 
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   Modelling of the excavation of Trench 2 indicated the development of Seep B due to 

hydrofracturing initiated at the bedrock interface with the clayey till. The hydrofractures 

were directed towards the south-west location where venting was observed. Modelling 

the subsequent placement of a divider berm in Trench 2 predicted that the hydrofracture’s 

path would move towards the north end of the cell to where the north–east expression of 

Seep B was observed. Again the modelling of hydrofracturing gives results consistent 

with the field observations. 

   The effect of the presence of discontinuous/intermittent weak basal till layer between 

bedrock and clayey till was investigated. The analysis suggested that a discrete area of 

basal till below the edges of of Trench 2 may be responsible of the hydrofractures 

propagating diagonally (45
o
) throughout the clayey till layer although 3D modelling 

would be required to confirm this hypothesis.  
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4.1 Unit weight and shear strength parameters (based on unpublished reports ) 

Depth Layer γ (kN/m
3
) c' (kPa) Φ' (

o
) 

200-194 St Joseph Till 1 21.5 24 25 

194-186 St Joseph Till 2 21 16 27 

186-184 Black Till 1 20.5 24 24 

184-162 Black Till 2 19.6 24 24 

162-164 Basal Till (where present) 18.2 9 18 

<162 Bedrock 23 40 40 
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4.2 Additional soil properties 

Layer E'(kPa) ν(-) e0(-) K (m/s) Ko’ (-) 

St Joseph Till 1 55,000 0.4 0.47 8.3 x10
-8

 0.67 

St Joseph Till 2 55,000 0.4 0.49 8.3 x10
-10

 0.67 

Black Till 1 55,000 0.4 0.56 2.4x10
-10

 0.67 

Black  Till 2 30,000 0.4 0.74 2.4x10
-10

 0.67 

Basal Till (where present) 15,000 0.4 1.2 1.0x10
-8

 0.67 

Bedrock 200,000 0.4 0.25 1.0 x10
-5

 0.67 

 

 

4.1 Soil profile 
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4.2 Soil profile and cross section of the excavation without fill (the end of excavation). Cross 

section passes through Seeps A & B. Seep C is out of the plane of the cross-section. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 2D Finite Element mesh used of 2D plane strain analysis showing tensile zone 

after full excavation of Trench 2. Several future figures will show results for the region 

inside the boxes denoted “Section A” and “Section B”. 
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Figure 4.4 2D Finite element modelling of Trench 1 excavation using modified code to 

include hydrofracturing criteria (Section A, Figure 4.3): (a) Hydrofracture initiation at the 

interface between the bedrock and Black Till. (b) Hydrofractures spread along interface 

between bedrock and Black Till. (c) Hydrofractures propagate upwards within the Black 

Till. (d) Hydrofractures reach excavated surface. 
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Figure 4.5 Horizontal compressive effective stress field after excavation of Trench 1 down to 

a) 182 mASL b) 176 mASL (stresses in kPa).   
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Figure 4.6 2D modelling the effect of presence of sand lenses within the Black Till on 

hydrofracturing path (Section A, Figure 4.3):  (a) Sand lens intersecting the 

hydrofracturing path. (b) Hydrofractures spread across the sand lens.  
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Figure 4.7  2D modelling the effect of presence of gassy sand lenses within the Black Till on 

hydrofracturing path (Section A, Figure 4.3): (a) Hydrofracture initiation at interface 

between the bedrock and Black Till and around gassy sand lenses. (b) Hydrofractures 

attracted towards gassy sand lenses. (c) Hydrofractures propagate from sand lens towards 

excavated surface. 
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Figure 4.8 Hydrofracturing scenario for Seep A assuming the presence of gassy sand lenses 

around the southern edge of Trench 1. Hydrofracture formation and propagation after full 

excavation of Trench 1 is presented (Section A, Figure 4.3): (a) Hydrofracture initiation at 

the bedrock interface with Black Till and around gassy sand lenses. (b) Hydrofractures 

from bedrock propagate upwards through Black Till. (c) Hydrofractures from bedrock are 

attracted towards gassy sand lens. Hydrofractures produced around gassy sand lenses 

expand and connect between sand lenses. (d) Hydrofractures propagating from bedrock 

intersect with gassy sand lenses. (e) Hydrofractures from bedrock and gassy sand lenses 

connect, spread around gassy sand lens surface and propagate towards soil surface around 

expected location of Seep A.  
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Figure 4.9 Hydrofracture formation and propagation with after full excavation of Trench 

2(Section B, Figure 4.3): (a) Hydrofracture initiation at the interface between the bedrock 

and Black Till. (b) Hydrofractures spread across the interface between the bedrock with 

Black Till. (c)  Hydrofractures propagate upwards within the Black Till. (d) Hydrofractures 

reach excavated surface towards southern edge (Seep B SW location). (e) Hydrofractures 

spread along excavated base. 
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Figure 4.10 Trench 2 loading after adding a dividing berm causes a detour of the 

hydrofracturing path towards the excavation northern end (Seep B NE) (Section B, Figure 

4.3). 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Hydrofractures propagate diagonally through Black Till in Trench 2 due to the 

presence of discontinuous Basal Till layer under edge of excavation (Section B, Figure 4.3).  
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Chapter 5 

Three dimensional analysis of unanticipated behaviour of a deep 

excavation  

 

5.1 Introduction 

A landfill for non-putrescible waste was constructed in a deep clayey soil deposit using a 

progressive trenching and filling technique. To facilitate sequential excavation and waste 

placement, the landfill was divided into cells, then smaller sub-cells. Upon excavation of 

one of the sub-cells, unanticipated soil movements (lateral deformations) were recorded 

predominantly at two elevations. As the excavation and subsequent filling proceeded, gas 

(mainly methane) and water under pressure was observed venting through the clay at 

several locations (Figure 5.1). Measures were taken to isolate the areas where venting 

was observed and the area was remediated by construction of a thick compacted clay 

liner. No waste was placed in the affected area and there were no environmental impacts. 

Different hypotheses were proposed for the cause of the unanticipated soil behaviour; 

however the precise reasons for the venting were unknown.  

   The landfill, with a nominal excavation depth of approximately 24 m, was constructed 

in an approximately 40 m thick silty clay layer of generally low hydraulic conductivity. 

The clayey deposit overlies weathered shale bedrock (Kettle Point Formation) that is 

believed to be a source and reservoir of methane gas. A few years earlier, unanticipated 
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soil behaviour within the same soil deposit was observed at a nearby (30 km) location 

during the excavation of the approaches to St. Clair railway tunnel. Studies of the failure 

at St. Clair tunnel site  by Dittrich et al. (1997, 2000, 2002 and 2010) and Dittrich (2000) 

concluded that the unanticipated soil behaviour was due to the effect of exsolution (upon 

unloading) of dissolved methane that had diffused throughout the clayey layer over the 

past 13,500 years. Mabrouk and Rowe (2011) performed a 2D analysis of the present 

case to examine the effect of gassy sand lenses on the likely performance of the soil 

during excavation and concluded that exsolution of dissolved gas in sand lenses partially 

contributed to the occurrence of venting incidents but, alone, this was not sufficient to 

explain the incident. Chapter 4 used a 2D analysis enhanced to account for 

hydrofracturing and, based on that preliminary 2D plane strain analysis, indicated that the 

combination of hydrofracturing and exsolution of dissolved gases in sand lenses may 

have been responsible for the venting incidents. However given the problem geometry, 

the relevance of a 2D plane strain analysis may be questioned since only two of the 

incidents could be aligned on a cross-section and the stress distribution due to the 

construction of the trenches was three dimensional. To address this limitation of the 

earlier work, this chapter presents 3D modelling using a finite element code modified to 

consider both gassy soil behaviour and hydrofracturing.   
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5.2 Geological conditions and stratigraphy 

The soil stratigraphy is compromised of 4 geological units. From ground surface down 

they are:  

1.  St Joseph Till (200-186 mASL) - A silty clay layer which extends 14 m below 

the ground surface.  The top 6 m of St Joseph Till (denoted as St Joseph 1) is 

weathered and hydraulically active while the bottom 8 m (denoted as St Joseph 2) 

is an intact, clayey aquitard of relatively low hydraulic conductivity (typically less 

than 8x10
-10 

m/s).  

2. Black
 
Till (186 mASL to about 160 mASL) - A 24-26 m thick layer of low 

hydraulic conductivity (typically less than 2x10
-10 

m/s).  Despite being of glacial 

origin, the Black Till is normally consolidated except for the top 2 m (denoted as 

Black Till 1) which is slightly over consolidated likely due to changes in water 

levels following its deposition and prior to the deposition of the St Joseph Till.  

Sand lenses, 0.4-2.2 m thick with average thickness of 1.1 m are encountered 

within the Black Till layer particularly between elevations 172-176 mASL.  

3. Basal Till - At some locations, the Black Till is separated from the bedrock by a 

thin (where present, average thickness of 2 m) weak sandy clayey silt layer known 

as Basal Till.  

4. Kettle Point Formation - This unit is known elsewhere as Antrium Shale (in 

Michigan) and Ohio Shale (in Ohio) and is believed to be a source and reservoir 
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for methane gas (Martini et al., 1998). The upper zone on this bedrock formation 

is weathered and an aquifer (hydraulic conductivity typically ~1x10
-5

 m/s). 

   The water table at the site is very close to ground surface and the initial pore water 

pressure distribution is hydrostatic. The interface aquifer is enriched with sodium and 

chloride and depleted in calcium and sulphate. The aquitard pore fluid is enriched in 

sulphate, calcium, and magnesium, and is depleted in potassium, sodium, and chloride.  

These the geochemical fingerprints can be used to distinguish groundwater in the sand 

lenses from groundwater in the bedrock aquifer.  

 

5.3 Problem description 

The landfill under consideration was designed based on conventional limit equilibrium 

stability analysis following an extensive conventional geotechnical investigation.  The 

design calculations indicated a maximum excavation depth of 24 m (to 176 mASL) from 

ground surface (≅ 200 mASL) under specific conditions. These conditions included 

staged, frequently monitored, deep excavations with limited dimensions (to take 

advantage of three dimensional effects with respect to the undrained shear strength of the 

clay). The cells were divided into smaller sub-cells (Figure 5.2) which, in turn, were 

divided into smaller trenches (Figure 5.3) to minimize the risk of basal heave. The 

construction procedure involved initially excavating from elevation of 200 mASL to 194 

mASL. The excavation then proceeded in stages by constructing a series of plateaus at 

elevations 186 m and 182 mASL (Figure 5.3) and from the lower plateau the excavation 
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involved constructing 6 m deep trenches of limited dimensions (35 m x 35 m to 70 m) to 

maintain stability (Figure 5.3). To minimize pore pressure dissipation and potential 

stability problems due to a loss of shear strength, the filling process commenced as soon 

as possible after each trench reached its target bottom elevation of 176 mASL.  

   At the time of interest, Sub-Cell 1 and the northern end of Sub-Cell 2 had been fully 

excavated and filled to elevation 194 mASL.  While the excavation and filling at the 

south end Sub-Cell 2 (Figure 5.3) was in progress, the excavation of the northern end of 

Sub-Cell 3 began. When the excavation of Trench I of Sub-Cell 3 reached 182 mASL 

(Figure 5.3), slope indicators at the excavation crest recorded unanticipated excessive 

lateral soil movements predominantly at elevations 171 mASL and 179 mASL. As a 

counter measure, the northern end of Trench I was quickly filled with excavated clay up 

to elevation 186 mASL. This was the only occasion that such movements were observed 

and suggest some local “weaker zone” had affected the slope stability. 

   Work continued in Sub-Cell 3, and Trench I was excavated to its maximum design 

depth (176 mASL). Excavation had started at Trench II and Trench I was being filled 

with waste when venting of gas (predominantly methane) and water was observed 

emanating from a narrow elongated pocket of sand (containing minor gravel) between the 

two trenches (denoted as Seep A; Figure 5.4). The venting indicated the presence of a 

conduit of high hydraulic conductivity connecting the excavated surface to a source of 

gas and water. The water flow was about 8 L/min (0.13 L/s) with continuous gas 

bubbling. A geochemical analysis of the water venting from Seep A suggested it was a 
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mixture of groundwater from both the aquifer (predominant) and the sand lenses in the 

aquitard.  

   Excavation continued in Trench II and after the excavation reached the maximum 

designated depth (176 mASL), multiple vents (denoted as Seep B) emanated from 

different locations along the trench base. Seep B venting was predominantly at two 

locations; one close to the south edge of Trench II and the other at the north edge of 

Trench II (denoted as Seeps BS and BN respectively; Figure 5.4).  The groundwater flow 

from the two main vents was between 5-10 L/min (0.08-0.17 L/s).  There were also some 

secondary Seep B openings with flow less than 1 L/min (0.017 L/s). Gas flow was 

continuous at all vents and the Seep B vents were interconnected. Geochemical analysis 

of Seep B suggested that venting water had the same chemical composition as the 

bedrock aquifer.  

   A few days after the initiation of Seep B, and during the filling of Trench I, another 

venting incident occurred at the edge of Trench I (denoted as Seep C; Figure 5.4). Water 

and gas flow from this seep was approximately 0.5 L/min (0.008 L/s). No more 

significant venting incidents took place although there was minor gas bubbling observed 

in some other locations when water had accumulated after rain events.  This bubbling 

appeared to be related to the escape of exsolved gas along minor desiccation cracks in the 

exposed clay. As a measure to stop all flow from the seeps (A, B and C), the trenches 

were backfilled with clay and 5 m thick compacted clay liner was constructed over the 

area. 
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5.4 Numerical model and geometry 

The finite element software ABAQUS was used to examine the conditions that prevailed 

during the excavation of the landfill. An effective stress analysis was adopted using 

elasto-plastic model with a Mohr Coulomb failure criteria and a non- associated flow rule 

with zero dilatency angle.  The elastic behaviour was taken to be linear and isotropic.  A 

10-noded modified quadratic tetrahedron element and reduced integration was used for 

the 3D modelling. These elements had 4 degrees of freedom (ux, uy, uz and pore pressure 

at the corner nodes). The element size ranged from about 3 m near the excavation, to 24 

m at the boundaries (Figure 5.2). 

   The excavation was modelled through a series of steps simulating the onsite excavation 

and filling construction sequence. Gravity forces were applied in the initial step. 

Excavation and filling steps were conducted by means of deactivating and re-activating 

elements. The geometry was changed with time to follow the change in soil contours at 

the site during excavation and filling. Bedrock contours varied depending on the location 

in accordance with the geological evidence, with the highest point (162.4 mASL) below 

Sub-Cell 3. 

   The initial pore pressure conditions were hydrostatic. The boundary conditions included 

zero pore pressure along the soil surface and any surface exposed by the excavation.  

Hydrostatic boundary conditions were assigned at the remote lateral boundaries. The base 

displacement boundary was taken to be rough and rigid, while remote lateral boundaries 
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were smooth and rigid.  Prior to the excavation of Sub-Cell 3, the simulation considered 

the full excavation and filling of Sub-Cell 1 and full excavation and the time relevant 

filling of Sub-Cell 2 to establish the appropriate stress conditions at the time of 

excavation of Sub-Cell 3. 

   The effective strength parameters were assigned to the different soil units based on field 

and laboratory test results (Table 5.1) (from Safety Kleen Ltd. 2000) while soil stiffness 

and hydraulic conductivity parameters were selected based on data obtained by Dittrich 

(2000) at a nearby site in the same soil deposit (Table 5.2).  

 

5.5 Lateral deflections  

During excavation of Trench I (Sub-Cell 3), relatively large lateral movements (about 

270 mm) were monitored at the crest of the excavation (northern slope of Trench I; 

Figure 5.4). At most elevations, the inclinometer recorded modest movements; however 

between elevations of 171 mASL and 179 mASL, unexpected large lateral movements 

were observed. The maximum lateral movement occurred at a depth of 22 m (178 

mASL). Accordingly as a counter measure to buttress the slope, the northern end of 

Trench I was filled with clay to elevation of 186 mASL.   

   The slope indicators showed consistent deflection patterns except for two sudden 

slippages occurring at elevations of (177-179 mASL and 173-175 mASL) that caused the 

high lateral deflections. It could be postulated that these localized areas of lateral 

movement were due to the presence of weak layers at those elevations, but this is not 
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consistent with the information from the geotechnical investigation which showed no 

evidence of lower strength clay layers at these elevations. However, the geotechnical 

investigation did indicate the presence of sand lenses within the low permeability Black 

Till. Hence, the chapter explores a scenario wherein the local weak layers were related to 

the presence of gassy sand lenses at the two critical elevations as discussed below. 

Mabrouk and Rowe (2011) modelled the diffusion of dissolve methane gas from the 

Kettle Point Formation through the Black Till layer over the approximately 13500 years 

since its deposition. Diffusing through the saturated pores of the clayey silt and into sand 

lenses, this dissolved gas can accumulate within sand lenses (Mabrouk and Rowe 2011).  

Stress relief due to the excavation has the potential to cause the exsolution of gas in the 

sand lenses which are contained by the surrounding low permeability clay. The presence 

of gas bubbles within the pore fluid of the sand lens significantly increases its 

compressibility and hence the soil may behave in a partly drained manner even under 

what would otherwise be considered undrained conditions as the lens experiences 

volumetric change as a result of the compressible pore fluid, and the drainage is into the 

gas bubbles (Sobkowicz and Morgenstern, 1984). 

5.5.1 Gassy Sand behaviour during unloading 

Gassy soil is a sub-set of unsaturated soil where gas is in the form of bubbles under 

positive pressure. A review of the gassy soil literature has been presented by Mabrouk 

and Rowe (2011). Briefly, gassy sand lenses can be modelled as a two phase material: a 

solid phase (soil grains) and compressible pore fluid phase (Harris and Sobkowicz, 1977; 
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Dusseault, 1979; Byrne and Jenzen 1984; Cheung, 1985; Vaziri, 1986 and Amaratunga 

and Grozic, 2009).  Total stress is divided between the two phases based on their relative 

compressibility. Gassy pore fluid is much more compressible than the soil particles. 

Hence, in case of unloading, most of the reduction in total stress is shifted toward the soil 

particles causing significant reduction in the effective stress in the sand lens and almost 

constant pore pressure (Mabrouk and Rowe, 2011). These sand lenses may liquefy if the 

effective stress is reduced to zero.  

   To examine the possible effect of local gassy sand lenses, two lenses (30 m x 20 m x 2 

m) were placed at elevations 173 and 177 mASL (Figure 5.5). The excavation was 

modelled taking into account the change in pore fluid compressibility due to the presence 

of small gas bubbles within sand lenses as described by Mabrouk and Rowe (2011).    

   Based on a 3D analysis which incorporated the two gassy sand lenses, Figure 5 shows 

the calculated soil movements at Section 1 (Figure 5.4) when excavation depth reached 

182 mASL (i.e. the point when excessive movement was observed). When gassy soil 

behaviour was considered, the analysis predicted excessive soil movements at the 

location of the gassy sand lenses and the calculated deflections agree well with the field 

observations (Figure 5.6).  Under these conditions, the exsolution of gas bubbles in the 

sand lens during unloading increased the pore fluid compressibility relative to soil grains 

and consequently there was a reduction in effective stress until eventually the sand lens 

liquefied and acted as a sliding surface (Figure 5.6).  Calculations were also performed 

assuming no gassy soil behaviour and in this case the maximum calculated deflection was 
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only about 50 mm at an elevation of 185 mASL; this did not agree with the observed 

response (Figure 5.6). Thus, it appears that the presence of gassy sand lenses could 

locally affect the slope stability during excavation and their inclusion in the model 

resulted in similar lateral deflections to those observed.    

 

5.6 Gas venting 

An initial 3D effective stress analysis was conducted to investigate the potential reasons 

for gas venting. Excavation of Trenches I and II (Sub-Cell 3) was modelled for a series of 

time steps that followed the records of the actual field construction.  

   Upon reaching the maximum excavation depth (24 m) in Trench I, the effective stress 

in the bedrock below the Black Till dropped to zero due to the maintenance of high pore 

pressure (it is an aquifer) but a significant decrease in total stress due to the excavation 

(Figure 5.7). A similar stress pattern was predicted on excavation of Trench II to its 

maximum excavation depth. This only occurred under Sub-Cell 3 and this can be 

attributed to the relatively higher bedrock elevation below Sub-Cell 3 relative to that 

below the adjacent sub-cells. Although this zone of very low/ no effective stress was too 

deep to affect the general stability of the slope, the conditions at the interface between the 

bedrock and the Black Till had the potential to initiate hydrofracturing in the Black Till.  
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5.6.1 Modelling hydrofracturing  

Hydrofractures are commonly associated with tensile or shear failures (Van der Pluijm 

and Marshak, 2004). The chapter herein focuses on hydrofracturing due to tensile failure 

which may arise at a certain location due to an increase in pore pressure accompanied by 

reduction in effective stress to a value beyond tensile strength of the soil (or rock). 

Hydrofracturing is commonly used in water and oil wells so as to increase well 

productivity in layers of low hydraulic conductivity and in polluted sites to accelerate 

environmental remediation process in layers of relatively low hydraulic conductivity 

(Murdoch, 1988, 1989; Murdoch, 1995, Murdoch, 2000; Murdoch and Slack, 2002; 

Chang, 2004). The local tensile failure propagates in a layer normal to minimum 

principal stress direction due to high pore pressures within the crack/hydrofracture. Based 

on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), fractures propagate within a soil when the 

critical stress intensity (a function of loading, fracture size and structural geometry) 

exceeds the soil toughness.  

   Strictly speaking, modelling hydrofracturing in soil should include coupling the fluid 

flow with deformations while maintaining a hydrofracturing criterion. However this 

approach can be numerically expensive. For example, Ural et al. (2005) reported that a 

3D LEFM analysis which involved 1-3 millions DOFs needed approximately 4.5 hours 

per one crack step when run on a parallel computer with 128 processors (PC cluster 2.4 

GHz and 4 GB RAM).   The 3D problem studied herein models a complex geometry for 

an area of 670 m x 580 m x 44 m (Figure 5.2) with an average of over 1 million DOFs 
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over a 6 months period using limited number of parallel processors (maximum 8 

processors; SunFire E2900, 1.8 GHz and 8 GB RAM) and required 200-250 hours for a 

complete effective stress analysis without incorporating a hydrofracturing criterion.  

When compared to the analysis of Ural et al. (2005), the analysis would be expected to 

require a substantially longer time if a similar hydrofracturing criterion was incorporated. 

Furthermore the available date for the problem herein lacks essential experimental 

parameters required for modelling hydrofracturing following the LEFM approach (e.g., 

soil toughness). Accordingly, this chapter adopts an approximate practical engineering 

approach for simulating hydrofracturing growth that was inspired by element extinction 

method for modelling hydrofractures proposed by Beissel et al. (1998).  

    The model adopted herein neglects soil tensile strength, an approach adopted in many 

studies (Bjerrum el at., 1972; Massarsch, 1978; Panah and Yanagisawa, 1989), and 

approximately accounts for hydrofracturing by increasing hydraulic conductivity by 3 

orders of magnitude in regions where the effective stress has dropped to zero. This 

creates a path for pore pressure to propagate through weak zones and allows the 

extension of hydrofractures.  However, the technique adopted is approximate and will 

likely over predict the width of the hydrofracture zone since it does not allow localization 

along a narrow hydrofracture zone. The model assumes hydrofracturing initiation and 

propagation pressures are equal. This model will be used to examine hydrofracturing and 

its potential consequences below. 
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5.6.2 Seep A  

Seep A emerged from just outside the edge of Trench I after full excavation of the trench 

to its maximum depth. Seep A contained traces of sand and the analysis of the seep water 

suggested a mixture of groundwater from the aquifer (bedrock) and the sand lenses in the 

aquitard (Black Till).  As noted earlier, Mabrouk and Rowe (2011) considered the effect 

of gassy sand lenses without hydrofracturing and concluded that gas within sand lenses 

may have contributed to the venting incident at Seep A as a secondary factor but did not 

cause the venting. The current analysis considered three sand lenses (10 m x 10 m x 1 m) 

located between elevations 172-180 mASL and towards the southern end of Trench I 

(close to location of Seep A; Figure 5.8).  

  The 3D analysis indicated that the excavation of Trench I to a depth of 176 mASL 

initiated hydrofracturing of the Black Till starting at the interface of the Black Till with 

bedrock (Figure 5.8a). Simultaneously, the gassy sand lenses experienced exsolution of 

gas bubbles (due to reduction in total stress) that allowed for volume change. The 

exsolution of gas with the reduction in total stress due to the excavation caused the gassy 

sand lenses to behave in a partly drained manner with a reduction in effective stress while 

sustaining most of their high pore pressures. The reductions in effective stress eventually 

lead to liquefaction of the sand lens and there was initiation of hydrofracturing around the 

edges of the lens when the trench was excavated to 176 mASL.  The hydrofractures 

initiated from the bedrock interface propagated normal to the minimum principal stress 

direction and upwards through the Black Till towards excavated surface (Figure 5.8).  
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The path of the hydrofractures was attracted towards the high pore pressure zones created 

by the gassy sand lenses (Figure 5.8b). Shortly after initiation of hydrofracturing, 

hydrofractures emerged from the intersection of the hydrofracture with the gassy sand 

lenses (Figure 5.8c) and propagated upwards towards soil surface creating a continuous 

venting path connecting the soil surface to bedrock at the approximate location of Seep A 

(Figure 8d).  Thus it appears that Seep A was caused by hydrofracturing of the Black Till 

initiated by the high bedrock beneath Sub-Cell 3 combined with the excavation of Trench 

I to elevation 176 mASL. The hydrofractures formed a continuous conduit for the venting 

that was observed at Seep A. The presence of a sand lens was critical to the path of the 

venting to this location.  The field evidence supporting the presence of a sand lens on the 

path includes (a) sand was observed in the water coming from Seep A (and not seen 

elsewhere) and, (b) the geochemistry of the vented water indicated the presence of pore 

water from a sand lens or lenses. 

5.6.3 Seep B 

After full excavation of Trench II, gas and water were observed venting at the bottom of 

Trench II close to southern edge of the trench (denoted as Seep BS), followed by venting 

at another location towards northern edge of the bottom of the trench (denoted as Seep 

BN).   

   The excavation of Trench II was modelled in a similar manner as Trench I.  Again, 

when the excavation reached 176 mASL, hydrofractures were initiated at the interface 

between bedrock and the Black Till (Figure 5.9a). The hydrofractures propagated 
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upwards through the Black Till in a direction perpendicular to the minimum principal 

stress (Figure 5.9b) and eventually reaching the surface of the excavation around the 

center of Trench II (Figure 5.9c). This explains the occurrence of venting in the base of 

Trench II; however it doesn’t explain the final venting locations. As noted for Trench I, 

the path of the hydrofracturing could be influenced by the presence of gassy sand lenses, 

but since no sand or significant amount of sand lens pore water was observed in the seeps 

at Trench II, it appears unlikely that gassy sand lenses are the explanation for the location 

of Seeps BS and BN and another explanation is needed for the location of these two seeps 

and the sequence of their development for Trench II.  

  The geotechnical investigation indicated the presence of a discontinuous sandy clayey 

silt layer (Basal Till) which had a lower shear strength and stiffness and a higher 

hydraulic conductivity than the overlying Black Till (Tables 5.1 and 5.2) at some 

locations. Rowe and Mabrouk (2007) indicated that the Basal Till layer was unlikely to 

be continuous below Sub-Cell 3 based on the available evidence. However, the local 

presence of the Basal Till at different locations below Sub-Cell 3 may have contributed to 

the location of the hydrofracturing below Trench II. To explore this hypothesis, 

modelling was conducted assuming the presence of 15 m x 15 m x 2 m thick zones of the 

weak Basal Till at two different locations (Figure 5.10).  

      Assuming the presence of zones of Basal Till below the edges of Trench II, modelling 

indicated that the excavation of Trench II induced the initiation of hydrofractures at the 

location of the Basal Till before they were initiated along the interface of bedrock and 
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Black Till (Figure 5.10a).  The hydrofractures initiated at the Basal Till propagated 

upwards through the Black Till towards soil surface (Figure 5.10b). The hydrofractures 

first reached the base of the excavation base towards the southern edge (near but not at 

the location of Seep BS) (Figure 5.10c).  Subsequently it extended to the location of Seep 

BS and of Seep BN (Figure 5.10d). Thus it appears that the presence of discrete units of 

Basal Till affected the final location of the gas venting at Seep B; unfortunately there are 

no boreholes at the relevant locations to confirm its presence.  It is likely that slightly 

changing the dimensions, or by moving the location, of the Basal Till layer below the 

edge of the southern end of Trench II the hydrofracturing could be made to emerge at the 

location of Seep BS, however given the lack of data to support its location and size no 

attempt was made to do so. 

5.6.4 Seep C 

Venting at Seep C (at the edge of Trench I) was discovered after the detection of Seeps A 

and B and when Trench I was almost fully backfilled with clay. It had a smaller gas and 

water discharge than the other seeps. To examine this condition, the analysis described 

above that gave rise to the predicted venting at Seeps A and B was continued with the 

filling of Trench I.  This filling increased the compressive stresses at many locations 

where hydrofracturing had previously been predicted but the 3D analysis also showed 

that once the hydrofractures had propagating through the Black Till, reloading up to 186 

mASL elevation was not sufficient to terminate all hydrofractures; rather it redirected 

some. Figure 5.11 shows that after filling of Trench I, hydrofractures propagated around 
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the trench leading eventually to Seep C.  Once initiated, the hydrofractures reached 

higher soil elevations and sustained relatively high pore pressures than would have been 

present for the same total stresses in the absence of prior hydrofracturing due to the 

connection the hydrofractures had made with the aquifer. To stop the venting, the 

analysis indicated that the applied vertical load (due to the re-compacted clay liner) had 

to be high enough to equilibrate the pore pressure and close the hydrofractures.  The 

analysis indicated that when the affected area in Sub-Cell 3 was covered with the 5 m 

clay liner, the increase in stress was sufficient to close all seeps. 

 

5.7 Summary and conclusion 

During excavation of a landfill cell for non-putrescible waste, excessive soil movements 

were recorded and subsequently methane gas and water were observed venting from 

several different locations.  The deep excavation (to 24m) was in an approximately 40 m 

thick clayey deposit overlying a shale bedrock formation containing methane gas. Earlier 

studies conducted on the same deposit had suggested that the diffusion of gas though the 

soil creates an environment in which exsolution of gas can be expected on unloading 

(excavation) and that this can result in soil behaviour quite different from that expected of 

non-gassy soils.  

  The analyses reported in this chapter indicated that the unexpected observed excessive 

lateral movements at one location could be explained by the presence of local sand lenses 

saturated with gas that had diffused from bedrock. Unloading of the soil due to the 
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excavation is indicated to have resulted in the exsolution of gas bubbles within the lenses 

and this was responsible for the sand (confined by the clay) behaving in a partly drained 

manner during the excavation. The consequent reduction in effective stress is indicated to 

have caused liquefaction of the sand in the lens when the excavation reached the depth at 

which the large deformations were observed. The calculated lateral movements for the 

analysis that considered the presence of sand lenses were in encouraging agreement with 

the observed deformations. 

   The 3D analysis suggested that Seep A was caused by hydrofracturing of the Black Till 

initiated by the combination of high bedrock in this area and the excavation of Trench I to 

a critical depth at which hydrofracturing could propagate though the remaining (14 m) of 

clay. The analysis indicated that venting would not have occurred at this depth of 

excavation had there not been a bedrock high at this location. Given the unfortunate 

combination of circumstances, the hydrofractures formed a continuous conduit 

connecting the base of the excavation to the bedrock aquifer. The analysis indicated that 

hydrofracturing would have occurred in the absence of sand lenses but that the presence 

of a sand lens was likely critical to the path to the location where the venting was 

observed.  The presence of a sand lens is supported by the observed sand in the water 

emanating from Seep A (and not seen elsewhere) as well as the geochemistry of the 

vented water. 

   Similarly, excavation of Trench II to its maximum depth was sufficient to initiate 

hydrofracturing of the Black Till between the bedrock and the bottom of the excavation 
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in this trench.  However the analysis indicates that location where venting was observed 

at Seep B could be explained by the presence of thin discontinuous weak Basal Till layer 

between the bedrock and Black Till. Unfortunately, although discontinuous zones of 

Basal Till are known to exist at the site, there are no boreholes at the relevant locations to 

confirm its presence. 

    Finally, modelling suggests that even though filling of Trench I with clay after the 

detection of Seeps A and B was not sufficient to close all the hydrofractures, it caused a 

change in the path and the development of Seep C. Consistent with field observations, all 

seeps were predicted to be terminated after covering the problematic area with the 5 m 

thick clay liner. 

   Generally, it is concluded that the diffusion of dissolved gas through a clay layer can 

affect the stability of excavations in the clay.  However the water venting that was 

observed at this site would likely have been observed even in the absence of gas if the 

total stress was reduced sufficiently that it could not prevent hydrofracturing of the 

clayey silt remaining between the base of the excavation and the top of the bedrock 

aquifer.  The hydrofracturing occurred at this location and not elsewhere because of a 

local bedrock high.  
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Table 5.1 Unit weight and shear strength parameters (based on unpublished reports) 

Depth Layer 

γ  

(kN/m
3
) 

c'  

(kPa) 

Φ' 

(
o
) 

200-194 St Joseph Till 1 21.5 24 25 

194-186 St Joseph Till 2 21 16 27 

186-184 Black Till 1 20.5 24 24 

184-162 Black Till 2 19.6 24 24 

162-164 Basal Till (where present) 18.2 9 18 

<162 Bedrock 23 40 40 

 

Table 5.2 Additional soil properties adopted (ν = 0.4 and and Ko’ = 0.67 in all layers) 

Layer E'(kPa) e0(-) 

k 

(m/s) 

St Joseph Till 1 55,000 0.47 8.3 x10
-8

 

St Joseph Till 2 55,000 0.49 8.3 x10
-10

 

Black Till 1 55,000 0.56 2.4x10
-10

 

Black  Till 2 30,000 0.74 2.4x10
-10

 

Basal Till (where present) 15,000 1.2 1.0x10
-8

 

Bedrock 200,000 0.25 1.0 x10
-5
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Figure 5.1 Photograph of gas venting through clay.
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Figure 5.2 3D mesh of the excavation (without fill) after excavation.  
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Figure 5.3 Elevations of top of the soil or waste at the time when the unanticipated lateral 

movement took place at the northern end of Sub-Cell 3. 
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Figure 5.4 Plan view showing the location of Seeps A, B and C. Cross section 1 passes 

through Seeps A and B. Cross Section 2 passes through Seep C.   
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Figure 5.5 Displacement vectors during excavation of Trench I for the case with two gassy 

sand lenses (Section 1 on Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.6 Calculated lateral displacement with and without gassy sand lenses compared to 

the observed deformations at Location X shown on Figure 5.5.  
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Figure 5.7 Cross section showing zone of zero effective stress in the bedrock after full 

excavation of Trench I (Section 1 on Figure 5.4).  
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Figure 5.8 Development of hydrofracturing at Section 1-A (Figure 5.7) after full excavation 

of Trench I assuming the presence of gassy sand lenses shown around the southern edge of 

Sub-Cell 3: (a) Hydrofracture initiation at the Black Till interface with bedrock and around 

gassy sand lenses; (b) Hydrofracture propagates in the Black Till towards gassy sand lens; 

(c) Hydrofracture from the bedrock intersects with gassy sand lenses; (d) Venting at Seep 

A.  
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Figure 5.9 Development of hydrofracturing at Section 1-B (Figure 5.7) after full excavation 

of Trench II:  (a) Hydrofracture initiation at the Black Till interface with the bedrock; (b) 

Hydrofracture spreads at interface between the Black Till and bedrock and propagates 

upwards within the Black Till. (c) Predicted venting (hydrofracture reaches the base of 

excavation) towards center of Trench II. 
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Figure 5.10 Development of hydrofracturing at Section 1-B (Figure 5.7) for the case with a 

discontinuous Basal Till layer (below the edge of the Trench) after full excavation of Trench 

II:  (a) Hydrofracture initiation at Basal Till interface with the bedrock; (b) Hydrofractures 

spread at interface with bedrock and propagation upwards within the Black Till. (c) 

Predicted venting (hydrofractures reach base of excavation) near Seep BS; (d) Predicted 

venting extends to location of Seep BS and at Seep BN. 
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Figure 5.11 Hydrofractures around Trench I after re-loading the trench predicts venting at 

Seep C on Section 2 (Figure 5.5). 
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Chapter 6 

Some factors affecting deep excavation in clay over gassy bedrock 

 

6.1 Introduction 

While much has been written about excavations in deep soil deposits (e.g., Hashash and 

Whittle (1996), Jen (1998), Hashash et al. (2002) and Whittle and Davis (2006)), 

relatively little has been written regarding excavations in deep deposits of gassy soil.  

Gassy soils may range from very soft unconsolidated recent sentiments with significant 

organic matter, where the gas has a biogenic origin such as is found offshore in many 

parts of the world (Wheeler 1988a, 1988b; Sills et al. 1991; Chillarige et al., 1997;  

Grozic et al. 1999, 2000), to dense overconsolidated  hydrocarbon rich deposits such as 

oil sands of Alberta, Canada where the gas has a petrogenic origin (Dusseault and 

Morgenstern 1978; Sobkowicz and Morgenstern 1984), to normally to slightly 

overconsolidated clay deposits overlying bedrock with gas of petrogenic origin such as 

found in southern Ontario Canada (e.g. Rowe et al. 2002; Dittrich et al. 2002, 2010).  

   Between 1886 and 1892 problems were encountered when excavating an approach to a 

railway tunneling near Sarnia, Ontario Canada. These problems included (Rowe et al., 

2002) clay soils becoming soft to very soft and flowing upwards into excavation as fast 

as they were removed, natural gas discharge from a fissure that opened up, and several 

slope failures. A century later the excavation was being widened to accommodate the 
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approach to a second tunnel when an unanticipated deep-seated slope movement occurred 

on a slope that was not directly affected by the construction activities (Dittrich et al., 

2002).  Dittrich et al. (2010) found that the problems encountered during construction of 

both tunnels were related to the presence of dissolved gases in the local groundwater/pore 

water.   

   In the late 1990’s, the excavation of a 24 m deep cell in an approximately 40 m thick 

clayey deposit encountered unexpected slope movements on the sides of the excavation 

and venting of gas and water from the low permeability soils at the base of the excavation 

although there was no significant basal heave (Rowe et al., 2002; Mabrouk and Rowe, 

2011).  The potential reasons for this unanticipated soil behaviour have been examined by 

Rowe and Mabrouk, (2007), Mabrouk and Rowe (2011) and as presented in chapters 2, 3, 

4 and 5. These studies concluded that the unexpected slope movements were the result of 

gassy sand lenses contained by the low permeability clay losing their shear strength due 

to the exsolution of dissolved gas causing the maintenance of high pore pressures when 

the total stress was substantially reduced thereby causing liquefaction of the sand.  They 

also concluded that the gas venting resulted from the soil unloading (due to the 

excavation) that was enough to initiate hydrofracturing in the clayey soil between the 

bedrock aquifer and the base of the excavation. Hydrofractures created a path for gas and 

water movement from the bedrock to the base of the excavation.  

   The studies of excavations in gassy soft normally to slightly overconsolidated gassy 

soil cited above have focused on a forensic identification of the specific conditions that 
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could explain the observed behaviour.  In contrast, the objective of this chapter is to 

examine the effect of some key design factors that warrant consideration when 

excavating in these unusual soils. This chapter involves a parametric evaluation of factors 

that could affect the development of hydrofracturing during excavation in a thick clayey 

soil deposit such as that where problems were encountered as examined in Chapter 5.  

Thus while this chapter adopts the actual site stratigraphy, soil properties and landfill 

geometry for this specific site that has been examined previously, this chapter conducts a 

parametric study intended to evaluate  the potential significance of factors that could 

initiate potential problem when excavating in gassy soils rather than focusing on what 

actually happened at one particular site. 

 

6.2 Geological conditions and stratigraphy 

The site stratigraphy examined in 2D analyses by Mabrouk and Rowe (2011) is adopted 

as a starting point for this parametric study.  From the surface to depth the stratigraphy 

involved:  

• 6 m of weathered, fractured and hydraulically active overconsolidated massive 

clayey silt,  

• 8 m of unweathered overconsolidated massive clayey silt of low hydraulic 

conductivity (≈ 8 x10
-10

 m/s),  

• 24-26 m of predominantly normally consolidated clayey silt of low hydraulic 

conductivity (typically less than 2x10
-10

 m/s)  Infrequent, discontinuous silty sand lenses, 
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ranging in thickness between 0.5-2 m are encountered between depths of  24 and 29 m 

below ground surface.  

• A discontinuous weak, 1-2 m thick layer of sandy clayey silt directly above the 

bedrock.  

• An organic rich bedrock with a fractured upper portion of high hydraulic 

conductivity (≈1 x10
-5

 m/s) that is part of a regional aquifer and the source of the gas. 

  The initial pore water distribution in the soil prior to excavation is hydrostatic with a 

water table approximately at the soil surface.  

 

6.3 Problem description 

The landfill was divided into cells then to smaller waste disposal trenches to facilitate 

sequential construction and waste disposal operations planning. Construction involved 

excavation of selected area to create an initial plateau at a depth of 186 mASL (below 

ground level), and then downward to a second plateau at 182 mASL.  Subsequently, a 6 

m trench was excavated ahead of advancing placement of waste to a depth of 176 mASL. 

The trench length and width were limited to ensure slope and base stability.  

   A trench was being excavated in Cell 3 (Figure 6.1) when venting of gas 

(predominantly methane) and water under pressure was observed at several locations. 

Geochemical analyses of the vented water indicated that it mostly originated from the 

underlying confined bedrock aquifer (although mixing of water from the aquitard and 

aquifer was evident in one of the seeps).  The vented gas (which was at gas pressures in 
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excess of 70 kPa above atmospheric pressure) was primarily biogenic methane 

originating from the underlying bedrock.  

   Chapters 4 and 5 used 2D and 3D finite element analyses to perform a numerical 

forensic study of the potential reasons for the venting. The analyses indicated that the 

primary explanation for the venting was hydrofracturing initiated at the interface of 

clayey silt with the bedrock. Unloading due to the excavation caused a significant 

reduction in the total stress in the clayey silt till. However, at the interface between the 

clayey silt and bedrock aquifer relatively high pore pressures were maintained. When the 

effective stress in the clayey silt at the interface was reduced to less than the soil tensile 

strength, local hydrofractures were initiated. The hydrofractures propagated upwards 

from the interface aquifer until reaching soil surface resulting in gas and water venting.  

The concave bedrock formation below Cell 3 created a region for accumulation of gas 

migrating upwards through the fractured bedrock which was entrapped at the interface of 

the bedrock aquifer and clayey silt (Dittrich, 2000).  

   Hydrofracturing is of a local nature and, in the case of a landfill, can be expected to 

close up again on reloading.   However once formed, even a single hydrofracture could 

create a preferential path for leachate migration and hence an environmental hazard. 

Thus, precautions should be followed while excavating a landfill even in what may be 

considered an ideal containment environment – thick low permeability clay. The 

following sections present a study of some design considerations to avoid initiation of 

hydrofractures.  
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6.4 Numerical model and Geometry 

The following analyses were performed using a modified version of the finite element 

software ABAQUS. An effective stress analysis was adopted using an elasto-plastic 

model with a Mohr Coulomb failure criteria and a non-associated flow rule with zero 

dilatency angle.  The elastic behaviour was taken to be linear and isotropic. For the 2D 

analyses, an 8-noded element with a biquadratic displacement function, bilinear pore 

pressure and reduced integration was used. The element has three degrees of freedom (ux, 

uy, and pore pressure at the corners). The average element size was 2 m square.  For 3D 

analyses, a 10-noded modified quadratic tetrahedron element with reduced integration 

was used. These elements had 4 degrees of freedom (ux, uy, uz and pore pressure at the 

corner nodes). Element size ranged from about 3 m near the excavation, to 24 m at the 

boundaries (Figures 6.1 and 6.2). The effect of mesh refinements was examined in 

Appendix A and model had been validated against the observed field behaviour to the 

extent that field data is available. 

   The excavation was modelled by deactivating elements. Based on the geological 

evidence, the bedrock geometry had a concave shape with elevations varying from 160 

mASL at the east to 158 mASL at the west and with a peak elevation of 162.4 mASL 

below Cell 3.  

   The base boundary was rough and rigid; the lateral boundaries were smooth and rigid. 

The initial pore pressure distribution was hydrostatic and hydrostatic boundary conditions 
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were assigned along the lateral boundaries.  Zero pore pressure conditions were assigned 

along the original soil surface and any surface exposed by the excavation while exposed.   

   Effective shear strength soil parameters were assigned to the different soil units based 

on field and laboratory test data where available (from Safety Kleen Ltd., 2000) while 

soil stiffness and hydraulic conductivity parameters were selected based on Dittrich’s 

(2000) study of a nearby site in the same soil deposit (St Clair railway tunnel).  The key 

soil parameters are given in Table 6.1.  

   Hydrofracturing was accounted for in the model using an approach described Chapter 

4.  Due to the large size of the problem, the limited available computer power to solve a 

detailed hydrofracturing criterion in addition to the effective stress analysis and the lack 

of some experimental data needed to evaluate soil strength against hydrofracturing, the 

study used an effective media approach to simulate hydrofracturing growth. The 

modelling neglected the soil tensile strength (an approach conservatively adopted in 

many studies; Bjerrum el at., 1972; Massarsch, 1978, Panah, 1989) and assumed that the 

hydrofractures were initiated when the minor principle effective stress decreased to zero. 

Inspired by element extinction algorithm by Beissel et al., (1998); the model simulated 

hydrofracture growth by substantially increasing the hydraulic conductivity of elements 

under tension (Chapter 4). The approach allows the pore pressure to grow in weak 

regions where hydrofracturing is more likely to nucleate. The technique adopted is 

approximate and will over predict the width of the hydrofracture zone since it does not 

allow localization along a thin hydrofracture zone  
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6.5 Hydrofracturing 

6.5.1 Excavation geometry 

The landfill design included excavation of trenches of approximate size 35 m x 35 m x 6 

m deep, within the cells. Trenches were filled with waste soon after excavation with the 

objective of preventing drained conditions from prevailing in the clayey till (which might 

affect the slope stability - Rowe and Mabrouk, 2007) and a leachate collection sump was 

constructed in the trench. This section investigates the effect of trench geometry on the 

potential for initiation of hydrofracturing.  

6.5.2 Excavation depth 

A 3D analysis was performed, simulating the excavation of Trench I in Cell 3. Unloading 

steps were performed with 1 m vertical increment to investigate the critical depth at 

which hydrofracturing would be initiated at the clayey silt - bedrock interface.  The 

results suggest that in the critical Cell 3 area, hydrofractures were not initiated in the 

normally consolidated clayey silt layer until the excavation depth reached 176 mASL 

(Figures 6.3).  Thus, had the excavation depth been limited to 23 m (≈14.6 m clayey silt 

remaining to bedrock) in Cell 3, no hydrofracturing and venting would have occurred.   

   The 3D analysis showed that the adjacent Cell 2, where the top of bedrock was 161.8 

mASL compared to 162.4 mASL for Cell 3, could be (as indeed was) fully excavated to 

the maximum design depth of 176 mASL without the initiation of hydrofractures at the 
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clayey silt-bedrock interface. Thus it may be inferred that had the bedrock not risen an 

extra 0.6 m below Cell 3, no venting would have occurred. This highlights the 

importance of what might appear to be relatively minor changes in the geology when 

dealing with sensitive designs similar to that being considered in this chapter.  

6.5.3 Trench dimensions 

The 3D redistribution of horizontal stress arising from an excavation is typically directed 

into the soil around and at the base of the excavation. This 3D effect could be sufficient 

to prevent hydrofracturing if the trench dimensions were sufficient small. The actual 

typical trench dimensions were 35 m x 35 m. A 3D analysis was performed to examine 

the effect of trench dimensions for Trench I of Cell 3 excavated to its full depth (176 

mASL).  The trench was taken to have a constant length of 35 m and analyses were 

performed for a range of widths starting at 10m.  

   There was no hydrofracturing predicted in the normally consolidated clayey silt when a 

10 m wide trench was excavated (Figure 6.4a). However, increasing the excavation width 

to 20 m was sufficient to induce hydrofractures at the clayey silt-bedrock interface 

(Figure 6.4b).  It may be inferred that had the trench widths been limited to 

approximately 10 m in this particular case, no venting would have occurred. This 

highlights the importance of what might appear to be relatively minor changes in the 

excavation geometry when dealing with sensitive designs similar to that being considered 

in this chapter.  
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6.5.4 Hydrostatic uplift pressure 

The removal of the overburden soil by excavation while the interface aquifer was 

exerting an almost constant uplift pressure on the base of the normally consolidated 

clayey silt has the potential to induce basal heave and cracking (Figure 6.5). The site was 

monitored for basal heave and although the venting of gas and water was observed, as 

discussed earlier, there were no unusual vertical movements or evidence of basal heave.  

   The undrained shear strength of the normally consolidated clayey silt ranged between 

80-100 kPa with an average value of 84 kPa. Excavation of a trench to 176 mASL in Cell 

3 left 13.6 to 14 m of normally consolidated clayey silt between the base of excavation 

and the bedrock aquifer. There had been no records of stability calculations against uplift 

pressure in the site geotechnical reports available to the writer, and accordingly a simple 

design calculation based on basic stress equilibrium was conducted to calculate the 

overburden thickness between base of excavation and the interface aquifer required for a 

factor of safety of unity for different trench widths (length 35 m) and three undrained soil 

shear strengths (Figure 6.6). For the expected average undrained shear strength of 84 kPa, 

the design calculation indicates that a trench the size of that actually excavated (35 m x 

35 m) would be at the point of basal heave had the overburden thickness been 

consistently 13.6 m and marginally stable (but very close to failure) if overburden 

thickness had been consistently 14 m. Thus while no basal heave actually occurred, the 

factor of safety based on the average remaining overburden thickness was only about 1.0 

for Trench 1 (critical thickness 13.7 m) and 0.91 for Trench 2 (critical thickness 14.9 m) 
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which had almost double the width of Trench I (i.e. ≈70 m versus 35 m).  Thus while 

simple basal heave calculations are not a direct indicator of hydrofracturing, the very low 

factor of safety with respect to basal heave appeared to be an indicator of a potential 

problem and hydrofracturing and venting did in fact occur.  

   To maintain a factor of safety of 1.3 for a 35 m x 35 m dimension of Trench I, the depth 

of the excavation should have been limited to 180 mASL (leaving 17.6 m of overburden).  

Alternatively, to excavate to 176 mASL leaving an average of 13.6 m of overburden, it 

would be necessary to limit the width of Trench I to 12 m to have a factor of safety of 

1.3.  This is consistent with the absence of hydrofracturing in the 3D analysis for a trench 

of this width and thus it would appear that a factor of safety of 1.3 against basal heave 

would have been sufficient to have also prevented hydrofracturing and the venting that 

was observed at the site. Thus with a good definition of the bedrock elevation, the 

venting problem that did occur probably could have been prevented by use of a simple 

design calculation. 

 

6.6 Gassy soil model 

The modelling described above considered hydrofracturing which could have occurred in 

the absence of any gas.  Consideration will now be given to gassy soil behaviour. Gassy 

soils contain gas in the pore fluid in the form of dissolved gas, undissolved gas or gas 

hydrates (Grozic et al., 1999) under conditions of positive pressure.  This is in contrast to 

traditional unsaturated soils where gas (usually air) exists under negative pore pressures 
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(suctions - Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). The gas in a gassy soil can be formed as a 

result of biogenic process (bacterial activity), petrogenic process (organic precursors at 

high temperatures and pressures) or destabilization of gas hydrates (Grozic et al., 1999).  

A gassy soil may be initially saturated (i.e. all the gas is in the dissolved phase) but on 

unloading dissolved gas will exsolve generating a gaseous phase.  Generally, the gaseous 

phase is discontinuous, in the form of bubbles under neutral (atmospheric) or positive 

pressure (Pietruszczak and Pande, 1996; Rowe et al., 2002). For a degree of saturation 

above a critical value which is typically about 85% (Sparks, 1963), the gaseous phase in 

the gassy soil is likely to be discontinuous. Many failures have occurred during 

construction of offshore structures (Grozic et al., 1999) and to a lesser extent due to 

onshore excavations (Rowe et al., 2002) as a result of the presence of gas under positive 

pressure in the soil; hence the potential effect of gas on the clayey silt sediment should 

not be neglected. 

   Based on gas bubble size relative to soil particle size, gassy soil is divided into soils 

with “large” bubbles and “small” bubbles (Wheeler, 1988a, 1988b). For coarse grained 

soil, the occluded gas bubbles within the pore fluid are small relative the particle and pore 

size (Figure 6.7a).  For fine grained soil, the gas bubbles are large relative to the particle 

and pore size (Figure 6.7b).  

6.6.1 Pore fluid bulk modulus 

It is generally agreed that the formation of large cavities (gas bubbles) within fine soil 

structure significantly increases its compressibility and reduces its stiffness (Sobkowicz 
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and Morgenstern, 1984; Wheeler and Gardner, 1989; and Dittrich et al., 2010).  For fine 

grained soil, Brandes (1999) stated that small amounts of gas (gas bubble concentration 

of less than 1 %) can cause a 95% reduction in the undrained bulk modulus of the soil-

water system (Dittrich et al., 2010).  A simple and effective approach in modelling fine 

grained gassy soil was proposed by Grozic et al. (2005) where the gassy behaviour was 

introduced to the soil skeleton as a reduction in pore fluid bulk modulus. This section 

adopts a similar approach in modelling fine grained gassy soil behaviour by reducing 

pore fluid bulk modulus and exploring subsequent effects on soil excavation. 

    Analyses examining the diffusion of gas through the clayey silt at the site examined in 

this chapter over the approximately 13500 years since its deposition (Dittrich et al., 2010; 

Mabrouk and Rowe, 2011) suggest that the approximately 6 m closest to bedrock (gas 

source) would have concentrations of dissolved gas that might significantly alter its 

mechanical behaviour upon exsolution with unloading. These diffusion analysis results 

were consistent with observations of self-extrusion of soil from Shelby tubes collected 

from the deepest 6 m of the clayey silt layer (Dittrich et al. 2010). Accordingly the 

remainder of this section models a 6 m thick gassy zone in at the bottom of the clayey silt 

having a relatively low pore fluid bulk modulus of 1,000 kPa selected based on an 

estimate for gassy soil containing a mixture of 85% methane and 15% carbon dioxide 

(Mabrouk and Rowe, 2011).   

   A 2D simulation of the excavation using with this idealization of the gassy soil 

indicated that excavating Trench I down to 179 mASL would cause hydrofractures to 
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initiate and propagate until they reached the bottom of the excavation. The mechanism 

for gas venting formation can be briefly described as follows: when the excavation 

reached 179 mASL, hydrofractures were initiated from the bedrock and extended across 

the gassy layer (Figure 6.8a). The hydrofractured area expanded laterally within the gassy 

clayey silt (Figure 6.8b). The hydrofractures then began to migrate from the gassy layer 

up into the overlying clayey silt layer. Hydrofractures occasionally tended to close within 

the compressible gassy layer due to horizontal compressive stresses, and thus cease the 

continuous connection with the bedrock aquifer at sometimes (Figure 6.8c). However the 

high fluid pressure within fractures would be sustained because they are surrounded by 

relatively impervious clayey layer (Figure 6.8d). Subsequent stress redistribution re-

initiated the hydrofracturing from bedrock through the gassy layer until it broke through 

to the excavated soil surface forming gas vents (Figure 6.8e). 

   A 3D analysis gave generally similar results to those described above using the 2D 

model.  Hydrofracures were initiated on trench excavation down to 179 mASL (Figure 

6.9a) and continued to develop in a manner similar to that described for the 2D analysis 

until they reached the excavated surface causing gas venting (Figure 6.9b).  

   The similarity of the 2D and 3D results suggest that with a reduction of pore fluid bulk 

modulus due to gassy soil, an out of plane trench width greater than the 35 m modelled in 

the 3D analysis would not have a significant effect on the initiation of  hydrofracturing or 

the propagation mechanism. In these analyses, the low pore fluid bulk modulus 

associated with gassy soil resulted in a discontinuous/intermittent gas venting. This was 
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also the case for some of the observed venting incidents after which continuous venting 

as was observed.  However this approach appears to predict that venting would occur 

earlier than when it actually occurred (i.e. 179 mASL rather than 176 mASL). When a 

higher pore fluid bulk modulus value (≈ 10,000 kPa) was used, similar results were 

obtained but there was a better estimate of the depth at which hydrofracturing would 

occur (i.e. 176 mASL). Thus the simplified approach to modelling gassy soil by 

considering it as the layer of low pore fluid bulk modulus is conservative but perhaps too 

much so for modelling the venting observed at this site unless one is judicious in the 

selection of the pore fluid bulk modulus. 

6.6.2 Young’s modulus 

 Another modelling approach of gassy fine grained soil is proposed where the reduction 

in the soil-water stiffness is presented by reduction in Young’s modulus of the soil 

skeleton. Dittrich (2000) showed that gassy fine grained soil samples extracted from the 

St Clair site turned from stiff clay into spongy soft to very soft upon excavation (Rowe et 

al., 2002). Thus the adopted approach examines a potential gassy effect on the soil matrix 

(rather than on a single phase i.e. pore fluid phase). Generally, stiff layers provide a better 

media for hydrofractures’ propagation than softer layers. This can be attributed to the 

tendency of stiff material to concentrate stresses around crack tip and hence induces 

further crack propagation (Brenner and Gudmundsson, 2004).The softer the material, the 

more likely tensile stresses generated by hydrofractures will dissipate, and hence the 

layer can act as a hydrofracture barrier.  
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   To study the effect of Young’s modulus on hydrofracturing potential, the modelling 

was performed using different Young’s modulus values for the gassy clayey silt unit 

(Young’s modulus E’=3000 kPa (very soft); 12500, 15000 kPa (soft clay); 30000 kPa 

(medium)) to investigate whether reduction of Young’s modulus due to presence of gas 

would increase the potential for hydrofracture formation or lead the layer to act as 

hydrofracturing barrier.  The behaviour of a key point (denoted as #1) within the gassy 

clayey silt region, located at 167 mASL under the center of excavation, was examined 

during excavation for Young’s modulus value E’= 12,500 kPa (Figures 6.10 and 6.11).  

   The 2D and 3D analyses also were performed for the the different Young’s modulus 

values. After full excavation of Trench I, the propagation of the hydrofracture through the 

gassy clayey silt unit varied depending on the assigned Young’s modulus for the layer. 

When Young modulus (E’) was significantly reduced (< 15000 kPa), the hydrofracture 

could not propagate through the full thickness of the till (Figures 6.10, 6.11). Figure 6.12 

shows response of effective stress at Point #1 for different assumed Young’s modulus 

values for the gassy layer. For E’ ≥ 15,000 kPa, as hydrofractures reached Point #1 and 

the pore pressure significantly increased leading to a sudden reduction in effective stress 

(Figure 6.12). However for E’ < 15,000 kPa, hydrofracture did not reach Point #1 during 

the analysis and the effective stress remained in compression throughout the analysis. 

This implies that gassy clayey silt can act as a continuous barrier to hydrofracturing, 

provided the Young’s modulus is low enough (≤15,000 kPa in this case). Hence, unlike 

the effect of gas on pore fluid bulk modulus discussed earlier, the effect of gas in the 
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clayey silt on Young’s modulus does not increase the potential for hydrofracturing and in 

the extreme case (E’ < 15000 kPa) could reduce the potential. However in the case under 

consideration the reduction in Young’s modulus due to the presence of gas in the clayey 

silt was not sufficient to prevent hydrofracturing (hence it may be inferred that E’ ≥ 

15,000 kPa) since venting of water and gas did in fact occur.  

  Similarly results were obtained from both 2D and 3D analyses with the gassy layer 

acting as a barrier to hydrofracuring when the Young’s modulus value was less than 

15000 kPa for both cases. Thus it can be inferred that the gassy property of the soil 

(Young’s modulus effect) was solely responsible for hydrofractures inhibition regardless 

of the width of the excavation in excess of the 35m modelled in the 3D analysis. Thus in 

the analysis for similar excavations in gassy soil, it would be appropriate to examine the 

effect of uncertainty regarding  Young’s modulus and pore fluid bulk modulus of the 

gassy soil on the predicted response.  

 

6.7 Summary and Conclusion    

The effect of some key factors affecting the performance of an excavation in a deep 

deposit of gassy soil was examined. The risk of hydrofracturing was shown to depend on 

the excavation depth and the bedrock elevation. For the problem studied, it was found 

that a small local rise in bedrock elevation beneath one cell reduced the remaining 

overburden thickness to below the critical depth of 14.6 m between excavation surface 

and bedrock. The analyses reported herein suggest that had an overburden thickness of 
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greater than 14.6 m been maintained between the base of the excavation and the bedrock 

aquifer then hydrofatcuting and venting would not have occurred at the site examined. 

Alternatively if the 35 m long trenches have been restricted to a width of about 10 m 

(rather than 35 m actually used) the 3D effects may have been sufficient to have 

prevented hydrofracturing and the consequent venting of water and gas from the 

overburden aquifer into the base of the excavation.   

   There were no unusual vertical movements or evidence of basal heave. The stability 

calculations for the excavated trenches against basal heave showed that both trenches 

ranged from being marginally stable to marginally unstable (FS 1.0 - 0.91). While no 

obvious basal heave problem appeared onsite, the low factor of safety was an indicator of 

the potential for hydrofracturing. The subsequent venting that occurred might have 

caused a relief of the uplift pressure and thus not resulting in basal heave.  

   The minimum required overburden thickness required to overcome the hydrostatic 

uplift pressure exerted by the aquifer depended on the excavated trench dimensions. For a 

factor of safety of 1.3 and a typical trench size of 35 m x 35 m, a minimum of 17.5 m of 

overburden would be required between the base of the excavation and the bedrock 

aquifer even if the soil was not “gassy”. Complying with the minimum overburden 

thickness limit or limiting trench dimensions as need to ensure an adequate factor of 

safety against basal heave is predicted to have been sufficient to prevent hydrofracturing 

and subsequently venting.  
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   The presence of gas in bottom 6 m of the clayey silt deposit was modelled using two 

approaches: a) decrease the pore fluid bulk modulus; b) decrease the soil skeleton 

Young’s modulus. The analysis showed that an increase in pore fluid compressibility 

(pore fluid bulk modulus = 1,000 kPa) was conservative as it predicted hydrofracturing 

earlier than it actually occurred (i.e. 179 mASL rather than 176 mASL) and suggested 

that the expected venting would be of intermittent nature (which was the case for some 

venting at sometimes). The analysis would give a better estimate to what actually 

occurred (i.e. hydrofracturing when the excavation reached elevation 176 mASL) if the 

pore fluid bulk modulus was greater than 10,000 kPa.  

   Modelling gassy soil by decreasing the soil Young’s modulus below a threshold level 

(15000 kPa in this case) reduced the potential for hydrofracturing. Hence, it was 

concluded that gassy effect on the clayey silt does not necessarily mean an increase the 

hydrofracturing potential of the soil. This chapter suggested that the potential of 

hydrofracturing through the soil can be better estimated if the values of different 

parameters (Young’s modulus and pore fluid bulk modulus) are known.    

   Similar results were obtained with respect to gassy soil behaviour for both the 2D and 

3D analyses once the trench dimensions exceeded a threshold of between 10 and 20 m in 

this case. Hence for projects involving of deep excavations in gassy soil, it is important to 

carefully examine the effect of both hydrofracturing and gassy soil behaviour in any 

assessment of stability and likelihood of gas and water venting into the base of the 

excavation.  
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Table 6.1 Key parameters (Poisson’s ratio = 0.4 and Ko’ = 0.67 in all layers) 

Depth 

(m ASL)* 

γ  

(kN/m
3
) 

c'  

(kPa) 

Φ' 

(
o
) 

E’ (kPa) 

e0 

(-) 

 k 

(m/s) 

0-6 21.5 24 25 55,000 0.47  8x10
-8

 

6-14 21 16 27 55,000 0.49  8 x10
-10

 

14-16 20.5 24 24 55,000 0.56  2x10
-10

 

>16* 19.6 24 24 30,000 0.74  2x10
-10

 

36-38** 18.2 9 18 15,000 1.2  1x10
-8

 

Bedrock 23 40 40 200,000 0.25  1 x10
-5

 

* Above Sea Level; ** Where present 
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Figure 6.1 Plan view of 3D mesh of the excavation without fill (at the end of excavation) 

showing the locations of the cross sections examined (Section 1 and Section 2). 
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Figure 6.2 Cross section 1 of 3D model showing the final design excavation elevations for 

Trenches I and II of Cell 3. Several future figures will show results for the region inside the 

box denoted “Section 1-A”.  mASL= meter Above Sea Level. 
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Figure 6.3 Examination of the maximum excavation depth that can be reached before the 

initiation of hydrofractures for the case of Trench I (Section 1-A on Figure 6.2) at the 

location of the highest bedrock elevation (≈ 162.4 mASL):  (a) No hydrofractures when 

excavation was 177 mASL (b) hydrofractures initiated when excavation reached 176 mASL.   
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Figure 6.4 Examination of the effect of trench dimensions on the potential for initiation of  

hydrofractures for Trench I at the location of the highest bedrock elevation (≈ 162.4 

mASL), full trench excavation to 176 mASL,  fixed trench length of 35 m, and variable 

trench width in Section 1-A (Figure 6.2): a) No hydrofractures were initiated when width 

was limited to 10 m. b) Hydrofractures were initiated when excavation width was increased 

to 20 m and propagated upwards till reaching excavation surface. 
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Figure 6.5  Schematic section showing hydrostatic uplift pressure on the clayey soil layer 

below the base of an excavation. 
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Figure 6.6 Minimum thickness of soil between base of excavation and the interface aquifer 

required to counter the uplift pressure (factor of safety = 1) for different trench widths 

(length assumed to be 35m) and undrained soil shear strengths.  
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Figure 6.7 Schematic of soil-bubble structure (not to scale): (a) for coarse grained soil the 

bubbles are small relative to the particles and pore size, (b) For fine grained soil the bubbles 

are large relative to the particle and pore size. 
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Figure 6.8  Predicted hydrofracture path based on 2D analysis (Section 1-A on Figure 6.2); 

gassy clayey silt layer modelled with pore fluid bulk modulus= 1,000 kPa):  a) 

Hydrofracture is formed across gassy layer. b) Hydrofractures area expands. c) 

Hydrofracture moves upwards through the gassy layer and concentrates at the interface of 

the gassy layer with clayey silt. d) Hydrofracture propagates through clayey silt layer to the 

excavation surface.  
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Figure 6.9  Predicted hydrofracture path based on 3D analysis (results for Section 1-A on 

Figure 6.2); gassy clayey silt layer modelled with pore fluid bulk modulus= 1,000 kPa):  a) 

Hydrofractures formed across the gassy layer. b) Hydrofractures concentrate at the 

interface of the gassy layer with clayey silt layer and propagate upwards towards 

excavation proposed surface. 
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Figure 6.10 Hydrofracturing based on 2D analysis (Section 1-A on Figure 6.2) with a gassy 

layer with E=12,500 kPa. Here the gassy layer acts as hydrofracturing barrier and 

hydrofracture was damped in gassy layer before reaching Point #1. 
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Figure 6.11 Hydrofracturing based on 3D analysis (Section 1-A on Figure 6.2) with a gassy 

layer with E=12,500 kPa. Again, the gassy layer acts as hydrofracturing barrier and 

hydrofracture was damped in gassy layer before reaching Point #1. 

 

Figure 6.12 Effective stress at Point 1 calculated for different assumed Young’s modulus 

values for the gassy layer (E= 30000, 15000, 12500, 3000 kPa). 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and recommendations 

7.1  Summary and conclusions 

The thesis explores the potential effect of gassy soil on the performance of excavations in 

a gas bearing soil for a case of a landfill site southwestern Ontario that was excavated 

into a deep clayey deposit late in the 1990’s.  The excavation experienced a series of 

unanticipated problems during construction. The region where the landfill was 

constructed is known to overlie weathered shale bedrock that is a source of natural gas 

(Martini et al., 1998).  During the excavation, excessive lateral soil movements occurred.  

In addition, venting of gas and water was observed at several locations (denoted as Seeps 

A, B and C in the study herein) around and within excavated landfill trenches. Numerical 

analyses using conventional models and other modified models to account for different 

modes of soil behaviour were used to reach an understanding of the potential causes of 

the unanticipated events. This chapter presents a summary of the results and the 

conclusions and provides recommendations for future research.  

   Site stratigraphy was mainly comprised of 40 m of normally to lightly over 

consolidated glacial clayey silt till known as the Black Till deposited within the past 

13,500 years (Quigley and Ogunbadejo, 1976) overlying a weathered organic rich 

bedrock known as the Kettle Point Formation, an aquifer which was the source of gas 

(mainly methane). The Black Till and bedrock were separated at some locations with a 
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thin, weak, discontinuous sandy clayey silt layer (Basal Till). There were 0.5-2 m thick 

silty sand lenses within the Black Till, particularly at depths of 24-28 m below ground 

level.  

   A preliminary 2D and 3D coupled effective stress analyses using a conventional soil 

model was reported in Chapter 2. The study objective was to examine the validity of 

using conventional modelling in explaining the unanticipated site events and was also 

used to evaluate the effectiveness of 2D modelling analysis compared to a full 3D 

analysis.  

   The study concluded that 2D analysis modelling would over-predict deformations and 

under-predicts soil stability, and hence was not very effective and not the preferred 

methodology to model the problematic lateral deformation observed. The study indicated 

that a continuous layer of Basal Till under the studied area is unlikely as if would have 

reflected in significantly on soil response and movements that were not observed. The 

study did not fully capture the observed soil mechanism onsite, nor did it present a clear 

explanation of the unanticipated incidents of the excessive lateral soil movements or gas 

venting that occurred. Hence further studies of the potential causes of the movements and 

venting and further modelling after modification of the code to account for gassy soil 

behaviour was required. 

   Chapter 3 examined the effect of of gas lenses within the clayey till on the soil 

behaviour during excavation. The possibility of gas bubbles forming within the sand 

lenses prior to soil unloading was discussed. A diffusion analysis of chloride and 
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methane, from the bedrock upwards through the till, was conducted to develop a 

concentration profile through the soil. The potential of gas exsolution within the sand 

lenses due to change of chloride concentration in the pore fluid was explored. A 

modification of the finite element model was proposed to account for coarse grained 

“small bubble” gassy soil based on relative compressibility between the soil grains and 

pore fluid in order to model the behaviour of gassy sand lenses which were surrounded 

by relatively low permeability clayey till.  Two approaches were adopted to model gassy 

sand lenses during unloading by assuming gas exsolution took place prior to and during 

excavation.  

   The study suggested that sand lenses might have acted as a gas trap for methane during 

the gas migration from high concentrations at the shale bedrock upwards to the soil 

surface. The diffusion model showed that methane diffuses faster than chloride through 

the clayey till and hence would reach the sand lens first. Methane solubility within the 

pore fluid is inversely proportional to chloride concentration, and hence the study 

suggests that gas exsolution (salting out) might occur within the sand lens upon arrival of 

chloride.  

   The model showed that regardless of whether gas exsolution occured before or during 

excavation, the sand lens will behave in a partly drained manner during soil unloading, 

which eventually leads to sand liquefaction and initiation of fracturing around the lens. 

Many sand lenses within close proximity might act as one continuous unit spreading 

fractures over a larger region (than a single lens) on sand lenses’ liquefaction.  Hence the 
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results suggested sand lenses were a potential source in the venting incident experienced 

at the site. However due to the limited size of sand lenses and the observed volume of 

released gas (1-10 L/min), it is unlikely that sand lenses were solely responsible for the 

gas venting.  

   Accordingly, a forensic numerical analysis was undertaken to investigate other 

potential causes of gas venting. A 2D effective stress model was presented in chapter 4, 

simulated the excavation steps. The study modelled a cross section passing through two 

of the main gas seeps (Seeps A and B). An effective stress analysis showed local tensile 

stresses concentration at the interface between bedrock and the Black Till, which 

suggested the potential of hydrofractures originating from that zone. Accordingly, the 

model was modified using an effective media approach to account for hydrofracturing. 

The model simulated the excavation steps of trenches I and II in a cross section of Sub-

Cell 3 (area that experienced gas venting) taking into account the potential effect of the 

gassy sand lenses and the presence of a discontinuous weak Basal Till layer separating 

the bedrock from the Black Till. Site observations and data were used to verify the model 

results.  

   The model showed that excavation of trenches to the maximum designed depth would 

initiate hydrofractures within the Black Till originating at the bedrock interface. Those 

hydrofractures would propagate upwards through the clayey till until reaching the soil 

surface causing the observed gas and water venting. The study showed that the presence 

of gassy sand lenses created weak zones of relatively higher pore pressure than the 
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surrounding clayey till, which would attract the hydrofracturing path to pass through 

them and thus the presence of gassy lenses might determine the final location of venting 

seeps.  

   The study modelled the Basal Till presence at different locations and it was concluded 

that the presence of Basal Till might be responsible for the observed hydrofracturing 

propagating diagonally (45°) through the Black Till.  The 2D model generally described 

the expected mechanism of gas seeps formation. However, a more detailed 3D analysis of 

the landfill site using the modified code was required to validate the 2D results and to 

explore the potential reasons of the unanticipated excessive lateral soil movements.   

   Accordingly in chapter 5, a 3D effective stress analysis of a model that was modified to 

account for hydrofracturing and gassy soil behaviour was used to analyze a complex 3D 

geometry of the landfill covering an area of 670 m x 580 m x 44 m. The model accounted 

for the change in soil layers’ contours and simulated the onsite excavation and filling 

construction sequence with an objective of exploring the potential causes of lateral soil 

movement and gas and water venting incidents.  

   The lateral deflection observed onsite was basically within two elevations (177-179 

mASL and 173-175 mASL) which experienced sudden slippage causing the overall high 

deflection reading. The study concluded that the reason of lateral deflections was the 

presence of local gassy sand lenses within those elevations. Due to gassy soil behaviour, 

soil unloading during excavations resulted in sand lenses behaving in a partly drained 

manner and eventually liquefying causing excessive deformations. The calculated lateral 
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deformations were in good agreement with the observed deformations and were justified 

by the geotechnical investigations, which indicated a dense zone of sand lenses inclusions 

within the Black Till within those elevations.  

   The model showed that the reason for the gas and water venting taking place only 

within the vicinity of Sub-Cell 3 was due to the higher bedrock under its location. The 

bedrock high resulted in: a) gas produced by the shale bedrock to accumulate under that 

peak, b) less thickness of the clayey deposit which had an effect on hydrofractures 

generation and propagation as described later. The model showed that the reason for seep 

A is that the full excavation of Trench I to the depth of 176 mASL was enough to initiate 

hydrofracturing at the bedrock-Black Till interface. Hydrofractures propagated upwards 

through the clayey till towards the soil surface. Sand lenses within the Black Till 

saturated with gas, experienced gas exsolution during soil unloading, which consequently 

caused substantial reduction in effective stress while almost maintaining constant pore 

water pressure. Sand lenses with relatively higher pore pressure than surrounding clayey 

till formed weak zones that attracted the hydrofracturing path to pass through it on its 

way towards the soil surface. This scenario is supported by site reports that indicated 

sand traces within Seep A, and geochemistry reports that suggested a mixed source of 

venting water from both the aquifer and sand lenses. 

   The study indicated that gas venting emanating at Seep B was caused by the excavation 

of Trench II to 176 mASL, elevation which induced the initiation of hydrofractures at the 

bedrock-Black Till interface. Due to the relatively limited thickness of clayey till, 
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hydrofracutres succeeded to propagate through the Black Till reaching the excavation 

base. The study postulated that the local presence of the thin discontinuous Basal Till at 

different locations might determine the final venting location of Seep B.  

   The model indicated that filling the excavated trenches with waste was not enough to 

terminate all the initiated hydrofractures, however it caused a change in the 

hydrofracturing path and hence development of minor seeps around Trench I, such as 

Seep C. All seeps in the problematic area were terminated after covering the area with 5 

m of compacted clayey liner.   

   The study showed that the results obtained from the 3D analysis (Chapter 5) confirmed 

the estimates proposed by the 2D analysis (Chapter 4) for the potential causes of gas 

venting. Hence, it was postulated that the 2D analysis would have been sufficient to 

estimate the gas and water venting mechanism however that was probably as the study 

was judicious in selecting the cross section to be modelled. Nevertheless, 3D analysis 

would have been required to study the lateral deflections and out of plane seeps (Seep C). 

   While the 3D model presented an understanding of how the landfill excavations 

resulted in the observed excessive lateral soil movements and gas and water venting 

supported by the model modifications proposed by the earlier chapters, a more generic 

study was needed to link the results achieved to any excavation within normally 

consolidated to slightly over consolidated deposits over a gas source. Hence, chapter 6 

presented a parametric study on key design factors that should be accounted for to secure 

excavation integrity within such a soil deposit using this particular landfill incident as a 
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reference. The potential significance of excavation dimensions, depth, the factor of safety 

against hydrostatic uplift pressure and the effect of gas on the clayey till, on initiating 

potential problems (particularly hydrofractures) was evaluated. The study used the actual 

landfill site geometry, soil stratigraphy and properties as an example for excavations in 

gassy soils.  

   The analysis showed that the risk of hydrofracturing depends on the excavation depth 

and bedrock elevation. Hydrofractures might be avoided if enough overburden thickness 

separating the bedrock and base of excavation is maintained. Alternatively, limiting the 

excavation dimensions could inhibit the hydrofracturing potential due to the 3D effects. 

Uplift hydrostatic pressure is another factor that should be accounted for to minimize the 

hydrofracturing risk when designing an excavation over an aquifer. The study showed 

that the overburden thickness and trench dimensions should be designed according to 

those limitations.  

   The study postulated that for construction over a gas source, a diffusion analysis might 

be required to estimate the expected gas concentration distribution along the soil profile 

and hence the anticipated gassy effect on soil properties and upon unloading. Based on 

the diffusion analysis and site observations (Dittrich et al., 2010), the study suggested the 

deepest 6 m of the till (closest to the bedrock) would have gas concentration that may 

alter the soil’s mechanical behaviour if exsolution occurs during unloading and thus this 

area was assigned gassy soil properties in the analysis. The chapter proposed two 

approaches to model the potential effect of gas on the clayey till: a) reduction of pore 
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fluid bulk modulus b) decrease of soil skeleton Young’s modulus. Based on the estimated 

pore fluid bulk modulus value, the study postulated that increasing pore fluid 

compressibility was a conservative simulation of the problem as it predicted 

hydrofracture initiation earlier than it actually occurred and suggested that venting would 

be intermittent. While decreasing Young’s modulus of the soil skeleton below a threshold 

value (≈ 15,000 kPa for the problem studied herein) would inhibit the potential for 

hydrofracturing. Thus it was concluded that effect of gas on the clayey soil does not 

necessarily increase hydrofracturing potential. The study recommended measurement of 

the actual stiffness parameters within the gassy zone for better modelling estimates.   

   The study presented a simplified modification of the finite element code to 

approximately account for hydrofracturing growth (using an effective media approach) 

and gassy soil effect. The proposed model could be used as an indicator of potential 

problems arising from the presence of gassy units or to examine the hydrofracturing 

potential.  

 

7.2 Recommendations for future work 

This study presented an understanding of problems that might accompany excavations in 

gassy deposits. Through the course of the thesis, flexible modelling approaches were 

adopted in order to account for different factors suspected to affect the general soil 
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behaviour with reference to the landfill site incidents and onsite observations. The study 

proposes some recommendations for future work on the same topic: 

7.2.1 Modelling: 

• The study used an approach in undrained gassy soil modelling of coarse grained 

soil (small bubble) based on relative compressibility between pore fluid and soil grains 

which was inspired by Harris and Sobkowicz (1977); Dusseault (1979); Byrne and 

Jenzen (1984); Cheung (1985); Vaziri (1986) and Grozic et al. (2005). The model was 

verified by triaxial test results reported by Sobkowicz (1982) (Appendix B). More 

published experiments of different types of gassy soil are recommended to further 

validate the proposed gassy soil models.  

• The study would have benefited from a general model of fine grained gassy soil 

(large bubble) that accounts for the change in soil behaviour before and after gas 

exsolution due to unloading. Grozic et al. (2005) proposed a relatively simple model that 

can be exploited to account for the change in soil behaviour based on the stress level and 

gas exsolution. Modelling large bubbles in fine grained soil is a challenging problem as it 

is it might depend on many factors. Hence, more comprehensive gassy soil models 

representing the behaviour of normally to over consolidated gassy fine grained soil 

(Large bubble model) upon unloading are desirable.  

• Subjected to available computing powers, the study would recommend the use of 

a hydrofracturing model that is capable of coupling the fluid flow with deformations 
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while maintaining a hydrofracturing criterion (e.g. critical stress intensity factor). For 

optimum use of available computing power, the hydrofracturing model proposed by the 

study can be used as an initial estimate of the hydrofracturing path that can later be 

validated by the new hydrofracturing model.  

7.2.2 General recommendations: 

• The study touched an important aspect of gas transport through the intact clayey 

Black Till in dissolved form and its subsequent exsolution to gaseous form at the more 

permeable discontinuous sand lenses because the gas concentrations reach its solubility 

limit. While the gas in the problem herein is composed mainly of methane and carbon 

dioxide, a more detailed study on the elevations at which different gas mixtures and when 

the concentrations exceed the solubility limit of the fluid would be beneficial. This 

analysis would more precisely identify the elevations at which sand lenses, if present, 

would be more prone to containing gas pockets and hence expected to behave in a gassy 

soil manner on unloading.  

• Moreover, the study discussed the effect of the change in salts’ concentrations 

through the history of the deposit and its potential contribution to gas exsolution due to 

“salting out” (NaCl for this study). Further studies on the potential of gas exsolution in 

soil units that were subjected to change in salt concentrations would be recommended 

(e.g. in offshore deposits).  
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• It is recommended to continue studying excavations in deep deposits of gassy soil 

while acquiring more field data and soil parameters (e.g. shear strength and stiffness) 

throughout the full deposit depth before and after being subjected to unloading. The 

presence of The Kettle Point Formation gas generating bedrock in Canada (or Antrium 

shale in Michigan and Ohio shale in Ohio) is an example area where soil behaviour 

during excavations/constructions can be further studied. Gas diffusion analysis through 

the deposit should be conducted and the change in soil parameters based on gas 

concentration should be monitored.  
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Appendix A 

Sensitivity analysis 

 

The finite element software ABAQUS is used for the numerical analysis through the 

thesis. An elasto-plastic model following Mohr Coulomb failure criteria was adopted to 

conduct an effective stress analysis for the site. The constitutive model followed is an 

extension of the classical Mohr-Coulomb where the yield function includes isotropic 

hardening/softening and its flow potential has a hyperbolic shape in the meridional stress 

plane and has no corners in the deviatoric stress space. The elastic behaviour is linear and 

isotropic and the model followed a non associative flow rule with zero dilatency angle 

(ABAQUS, 2003). 

   ABAQUS adopts a porous medium approach to conduct an effective stress analysis 

where the medium is considered as a multiphase material. For a saturated soil, the soil is 

considered as a two phased material (liquid and solid grains) where the wetting liquid is 

considered to have very low, or no, compressibility (ABAQUS, 2003). 

   This section presents a sensitivity analysis that is conducted to examine the effect of 

different factors on the model results and to define the optimum mesh refinement to be 

used for 2D and 3D models. Soil properties used for model simulations based on the 

actual site profile (Figure 3.1 of Chapter 3). 
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A.1 Element size 

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to identify the optimum mesh refinement to be used 

for 2D and 3D models. An effective stress analysis of a symmetrical 24 m deep 

excavation was modelled in 2D plane strain, 3D of 1 m thick elements and 3D as 

indicated in Table A.2.  

   For 3D and 3D of 1 m thickness analyses, a 10 node modified quadrilateral tetrahedron 

element with four degrees of freedom (ux, uy, uz and pore pressure at the corner nodes) 

was used while an 8 node quadrilateral element with 3 degrees of freedom (ux, uy and 

pore pressure at the corner nodes) was used for the 2D analysis (Table A.2). A 

symmetrical cross section of the excavation was analyzed for different element sizes 

(average size of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 m for the 2D model and 4, 6 and 8 m for 3D model). 

   Soil elements were subjected to gravity loading, and excavation was modelled through 

a series of steps by deactivating the excavated elements. Rigid smooth lateral boundary 

conditions and rigid rough base conditions were assigned. Zero pore water pressure was 

assigned at soil free surface during excavation steps while hydrostatic boundary condition 

was assigned at lateral boundaries.   

   The analysis is concerned with the final soil reaction at different key points after the 

final step (excavation of 24 m). The study objective is to compare the results of different 

mesh refinement to examine the sensitivity of the analysis to element size. Twelve (12) 

key points were picked along the excavation surface, mid of Black Till layer, upper and 
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lower points of Basal Till layer where the final soil reaction was examined(Figures A.1-

A.6).  

   Figures A.7 and A.8 show the final lateral displacement and vertical stresses calculated 

at the key points for the 2D analysis for different mesh sizes. The stress and deflection 

patterns for different mesh sizes were almost identical (≈ 2.5%). Nevertheless, as element 

size exceeded 8 m, the difference in the final displacement became more obvious (≈7% at 

point I on Figure A.7). Hence, it is preferable to use an 8 m mesh (or finer) for 2D 

analysis.  

   Similar conclusion can be drawn for the 3D analysis as elements behaved in similar 

manner in vertical stresses and lateral displacements (Figure A.9 and A.10). However as 

mesh size reached 8 m, some discrepancy (≈ 10%) in the stresses and displacement 

results started to become obvious (especially in lateral displacement reading at point F 

≈5% (Figure A.9) and in vertical stresses at point G (Figure A.10). Hence it was deduced 

that for a 3D analysis, it would be preferable to use 8m mesh (or finer) for modelling the 

problem.  

   A comparison of the lateral displacements obtained with a 4 m mesh size was made for 

the: 2D plane strain, 3D and 3D of 1 m thickness analyses (Figure A.11). Figure A.11 

showed that the three cases gave similar deflection patterns with more conservative 

estimate for the 2D analysis. While the 3D analysis with 1 m thickness presented an 

approximation of the 2D conditions while using 3D elements, however 3D analysis gave 

the least conservative soil deflection pattern which might be more appropriate for the 
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landfill problem to be studied (≈ 7% difference in calculated displacement with 2D 

analysis).  

A.2 Element sensitivity for modelling hydrofracturing  

3D model was modified to account for hydrofracturing. An effective stress analysis of the 

site geometry was conducted to identify the optimum mesh refinement that can simulate 

the hydrofractures’ growth to be used for 3D models.  

   A 10 node modified quadrilateral tetrahedron element with four degrees of freedom (ux, 

uy, uz and pore pressure at the corner nodes) was used. Element size ranged from about 6 

m near the excavation (as suggested by section A.1), to 24 m at the boundaries.  

   The analysis showed that while fully excavating Trench I to the maximum allowable 

excavation elevation (176 mASL) would be enough to initiate hydrofractures at the Black 

Till interface with bedrock (Figure A.12), however , and due to the coarse mesh size of 6 

m in average, the model would diverge not allowing hydrofractures to propagate to 

higher elevations. 

   The analysis was conducted for an element size of 3 m near the excavation to 24 m at 

the boundaries. The analysis showed that decreasing the element size to 3 m was 

sufficient for the model to simulate the hydrofractures’ growth through the soil depth 

without causing model divergence (Figure A.13).  Accordingly, the sensitivity analysis 

recommended a minimum element size of 3 m to be used for analyses that include 

hydrofracturing.  
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A.2 Lateral boundary limit 

Lateral boundary constraints might interfere with the results of the analysis if not placed 

far enough from the excavation geometry. Hence, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to 

investigate minimum distance required between the excavation crest and the lateral 

boundaries.  3D effective stress analyses of a 24 deep excavation were conducted using 

different ratios of L/D (via: 1.5, 3, 5 where L= distance between excavation crest and 

lateral boundary, D= excavation depth). The excavation analysis was performed by 

following a series of steps involving the excavation of an initial plateau to 186 mASL, a 

secondary plateau to 182 mASL and continuing until reaching the full excavation depth 

176 mASL. The effect of the L/D ration on the displacement contours was examined 

(Figures A.12, A.13 and A.14). Figure A.14 shows negligible soil displacements at the 

lateral boundaries after soil excavation to its final depth. Hence, the analysis suggested 

that for lateral boundaries to exert negligible effects on the solution, a minimum distance 

of 5 times the excavation depth would be required when positioning the lateral 

boundaries from excavation crest (Figure A.14). This finding is in consent with Small’s 

(1977) recommendations for lateral boundary locations.   

A.3 Effect of adjacent cell and screening berm 

The area to be modeled is surrounded by different geometries that might affect the 

general system mechanism. The studied excavated zone is bounded with an adjacent cell 

(Cell 17) that is filled with waste about 60 m from the south end of the cell studied (Cell 
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18, Figure A.15). Furthermore, an approximately m high screening berm had been 

constructed about 50 m to the north of Cell 18 (Figure A.15).  

   For the sake of model optimization, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to study the 

effects of the screening berm, and adjacent excavated cell presence on the analysis. A 2D 

plane strain, effective stress preliminary analysis of the excavation was conducted with 

and without taking into account the presence of the adjacent cell and screening berm 

(Figures A.16-A.19).  Comparing lateral deformations of the excavated slope of Cell 18 

for the two cases examined (i.e., with and without the presence of the adjacent Cell 17 

filled with waste), Figures A.16 and A.17 showed almost similar soil movements (key 

points A,B and C experienced similar lateral deflections in the two in the two analyses 

≈0-0.02%).   

   Similarly no significant variations in vertical effective stress contours were recorded 

within Cell 18 when the excavation was analyzed with and without the presence of 

screening berm (Figures A.18 and A.19). Accordingly, it was concluded that the presence 

of the adjacent cell and screening berm would not have significant effect on the analysis 

results and hence their presence can be neglected. 

A.4    2D model 

An 8-noded element with biquadratic displacement function, bilinear pore pressure and 

reduced integration was used for the 2D modeling. The element has three degrees of 

freedom (ux, uy, and pore pressure at the corners). Section A.1 indicated the validity of 

using element of sizes smaller than 8 m to analyze the problem. Accordingly the study 
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used elements of average size 4 m near the boundaries and average size of 2 m around the 

excavation area (the available computational resources were sufficient to use elements’ 

size smaller than 8 m).  

   The initial stress conditions in the key elevations in the Black Till corresponded to Ko 

conditions for a normally consolidated soil. These stresses were established in the model 

by subjecting to soil to gravity forces under conditions of zero lateral strain.  The 

subsequent excavation was modelled through a series of steps by deactivation and 

reactivation of elements to simulate the construction sequence on site. Accordingly, the 

model geometry changed with time to follow the variations in site contours.  The stresses 

at the end of any one step were in initial stresses for the next step in the analysis.  

    The base boundary was taken to be rough and rigid while the lateral boundaries were 

taken to be smooth and rigid. The initial ground surface and the subsequent surfaces 

exposed by the excavation were assigned zero pore water pressure throughout the 

excavation. Hydrostatic pore water pressures were specified at the far field lateral 

boundaries. A zero flux boundary was specified at the model base at a depth of 6 m 

below the upper fractured bedrock aquifer. 

    The effective shear strength parameters were selected based on field and laboratory 

data. The properties adopted in the analyses are summarized in Table A.2. The soil 

stiffness and hydraulic conductivity parameters (Table A.3) were selected based on 

Dittrich (2000) who studied slope movement during excavation at a nearby railway 

cutting in the same geological units. Based on Dittrich’s (2000) study, Ko’ average value 
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of 0.67 was used through the till and was introduced to the model in the geostatic initial 

conditions.  

 

A.5    3D model 

A 10-noded modified quadratic tetrahedron element and reduced integration was used for 

the 3D modelling. These elements had 4 degrees of freedom (ux, uy, uz and pore pressure 

at the corner nodes). Section A.1 indicated the validity of using element of sizes smaller 

than 6 m to analyze the problem. Accordingly the study used elements of average size 24 

m near the boundaries and average size of 6 m around the excavation area.  

   The excavation was modelled through a series of steps simulating the onsite excavation 

and filling construction sequence. Gravity forces were applied in the initial step. 

Excavation and filling steps were conducted by means of deactivating and re-activating 

elements. The geometry was changed with time to follow the change in soil contours at 

the site during excavation and filling. Bedrock contours varied depending on the location 

in accordance with the geological evidence, with the highest point (162.4 mASL) below 

Sub-Cell 3. 

   The initial pore pressure conditions were hydrostatic. The boundary conditions included 

zero pore pressure along the soil surface and any surface exposed by the excavation. 

Hydrostatic boundary conditions were assigned at the remote lateral boundaries. The base 

displacement boundary was taken to be rough and rigid, while remote lateral boundaries 

were smooth and rigid.  Prior to the excavation of Sub-Cell 3, the simulation considered 
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the full excavation and filling of Sub-Cell 1 and full excavation and the time relevant 

filling of Sub-Cell 2 to establish the appropriate stress conditions at the time of 

excavation of Sub-Cell 3. 

   The effective strength parameters were assigned to the different soil units based on field 

and laboratory test results (Table A.2) while soil stiffness and hydraulic conductivity 

parameters were selected based on data obtained by Dittrich (2000) at a nearby site in the 

same soil deposit (Table A.3). Based on Dittrich’s (2000) study, Ko’ average value of 

0.67 was used through the till and was introduced to the model in the geostatic initial 

conditions.   
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Table A.1 Elements used in the model 

 

Table A.2 Unit weight and shear strength parameters (based on unpublished reports) 

Depth Layer γ (kN/m
3
) c' (kPa) Φ'(

o
) 

200-194 St Joseph Till 1 21.5 24 25 

194-186 St Joseph Till 2 21 16 27 

186-184 Black Till 1 20.5 24 24 

184-162 Black Till 2 19.6 24 24 

162-164 Basal Till (where present) 18.2 9 18 

<162 Bedrock 23 40 40 
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Table A.3 Additional soil properties adopted (ν = 0.4 and and Ko’ = 0.67 in all layers) 

Layer E'(kPa) e0(-) k (m/s) 

St Joseph Till 1 55,000 0.47 8.3 x10
-8

 

St Joseph Till 2 55,000 0.49 8.3 x10
-10

 

Black Till 1 55,000 0.56 2.4x10
-10

 

Black  Till 2 30,000 0.74 2.4x10
-10

 

Basal Till (where present) 15,000 1.2 1.0x10
-8

 

Bedrock 200,000 0.25 1.0 x10
-5

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.1 Symmetrical cross section of the excavation 2D model. 
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Figure A.2 2D model mesh showing the key points where soil reaction is monitored   

 

Figure A.3 Symmetrical cross section of the excavation 3D model showing the key points 

where soil reaction is monitored   
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Figure A.4 3D model mesh 

 

Figure A.5 Symmetrical cross section of the excavation 3D model of 1 m thickness. 
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Figure A.6 3D model with 1 m thickness mesh showing the key points where soil reaction is 

monitored   
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 Figure A.7 2D model lateral displacement in key points for different element sizes 

 

Figure A.8 2D model vertical effective stress in key points for different element sizes 
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Figure A.9 3D model lateral displacement in key points for different element sizes 
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Figure A.10 3D model vertical effective stress in key points for different element sizes 
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Figure A.11 Comparison between lateral displacements calculated by the three models: 3D, 

2D, 3D of 1 m thickness for an element of 4 m size. 

 

Figure A.12 Development of hydrofracturing under Trench I of Sub-Cell 3 for average 

element size of 6 m.  
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Figure A.13 Development of hydrofracturing under Trench I of Sub-Cell 3 for average 

element size of 3 m. 
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Figure A.14 Soil resultant displacement for lateral boundaries 40 m away from excavation 

crest (L/D=1.5) 
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Figure A.15 Soil resultant displacement for lateral boundaries 72 m away from excavation 

crest (L/D=3) 
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Figure A.16 Soil resultant displacement for lateral boundaries 120 m away from excavation 

crest (L/D=5) 
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Figure A.17 2D model section of excavation of Cell 18 examining the effect of presence of 

adjacent cell (Cell 17) and the screening berm. Several future figures will show results for 

the region inside the boxes denoted “Section A” and “Section B”. 

 

 

Figure A.18  Lateral displacement contours of the 2D model without the presence adjacent 

cell (Cell 17) filled with waste (Section A on Figure A.17). 
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Figure A.19 Lateral displacement contours of the 2D model with the presence adjacent cell 

(Cell 17) filled with waste (Section A on Figure A.17). 

 

 

Figure A.20 Vertical effective stresses contours of the 2D model without the presence 

loading exerted by the screening berm loading (Section A on Figure A.17). 
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Figure A.21 Vertical effective stresses contours of the 2D model with loading exerted by the 

screening berm (Section A on Figure A.17). 
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Appendix B 

Supplementary material to Chapter 3 

Chapter 3 discusses the potential of gas exsolution within sand lenses and the subsequent 

effect on sand lenses behaviour during soil unloading. The appendix presents extra 

information about analyses that were conducted to verify and support the used models. 

 

B.1 Gas exsolution prior to unloading due to change in salt concentration (salting 

out) 

Methane solubility in water is affected by the change of its salinity for constant pressure, 

temperature and fugacity (gas tendency to escape from fluid) (Stoessel and Byrne, 1982). 

For sodium chloride solutions, methane solubility in the aqueous solution is inversely 

proportional to the salt concentration. For constant pressure and temperature, methane 

solubility in distilled water can be reduced to as low as one third of its original value if 

NaCl concentration is increased to 4 g/L (Figure B.1).   

   Chapter 3 suggested that one of the proposed scenarios of gas exsolution within the 

sand lenses prior to soil unloading is due to the change of NaCl concentration in the pore 

fluid. As the study indicated, NaCl concentration in the pore fluid varied through the till 

due to upward diffusion from relatively high concentration at the bedrock/aquifer 

(chloride 103–508 mg/L, sodium 145–429 mg/L) to lower concentrations near the ground 

surface (chloride 4.3–23.9 mg/L, sodium 29.9–61.8 mg/L). A diffusion analysis for 

methane and chloride was conducted and suggested that due to the higher diffusion 
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coefficient of methane than chloride in the till, methane gas would be expected to reach 

sand lenses first through the fluid network and increase in concentration. However as 

diffused chloride (and sodium) would reach the sand lens in succeeding time to methane, 

the increase in salt concentration would decrease methane solubility in water and hence 

lead to gas exsolution within the sand lens “salting out”.  

   Based on the diffusion analysis (Chapter 3), chloride and methane expected 

concentration with time depends on the sand lens elevation. However for a sand lens of 2 

m thickness at 176 m ASL (≈14 m above the aquifer), the expected chloride 

concentration after 13,500 years would be c/co≈0.32 (where c is concentration, co is the 

initial concentration at the aquifer). Accordingly, for chloride concentration of 500 mg/L 

at the aquifer, calculated chloride concentration within the sand lens would be ≈ 150 

mg/L (Figure 3.5). For constant pressure (in the range of 350 psia or less) and 

temperature of 25 °C, change in NaCl concentration in the pore fluid from zero (distilled 

water) to 150 mg/L would cause a change in methane solubility of ≈ 0.00112 g/L (Figure 

B.1). As a crude guide, for a sand lens of 10m x10m x 2m dimensions and porosity of 0.3 

(i.e. ≈ 60 m
3
 of pore fluid) the expected exsoluted gas volume would be 67.2 gram ( ≈ 4.2 

mol of methane and volume of ≈100 L (1 mol of gas occupies 22.4 L (Avogadro's Law ).  

The implications of gas exsolution within the sand lens are major as the presence of gas 

bubbles even in small amounts can have a significant effect on the soil behaviour (Bubble 

fraction (amount of gas present in water space) of 0.5% can cause up to 95% reduction in 

the soil undrained bulk modulus (Brandes, 1999)).   
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B.2 Gas exsolution during unloading  

As indicated in Chapter 3, the study uses the relative compressibility approach between 

solid grains and the pore fluid to introduce the gassy behaviour of coarse grained soil 

during undrained unloading. The study assumes gas to be in the form of occluded bubbles 

within the pore fluid and presented gassy soil as a two phase material of: a) 

incompressible solid grains, b) relatively compressible pore fluid phase (with occluded 

gas bubbles). The study uses classic gas laws to calculate the pore fluid phase expected 

compressibility during the analysis.  

Gas laws 

A summary of gas laws that were implemented in the finite element (FE) analysis 

program Abaqus (Appendix D) are presented herein: 

Boyle’s law  

For constant temperature  

 

1

abs

V
P



                                                                                                                  (B.1)  

where V is the volume, Pabs is the absolute pressure 

Henry’s law  

For constant temperature and when volume is measured at a confining pressure P 

Vdg =H*V (solvent) 
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where Vdg is the volume of dissolved gas, V (solvent) is the volume of solvent, H is 

Henry’s constant that varies for different gas/solvent combinations (H=0.02 g/L for 

air/water; H=0.86 g/L for CO2/water; H=0.25 g/L for methane/bitumen; H≈0.034 g/L for 

methane/water)  

Based on classic gas laws (Boyle’s law and Henry’s law) and assuming H is independent 

of pressure, the following compressibility relations are derived: 

Compressibility of pure fluid 

1
* l

l

l

dV

V dP
  

                                                                                                           (B.2) 

where βl   is liquid compressibility,  Vl   is liquid volume,  dVl   is change in liquid volume, 

dP is change in absolute pressure. 

 Compressibility of gas 

1
*

g

g

g

dV

V dP
  

                                                                                                           (B.3) 

where βg   is gas compressibility,

 

Vg  is gas volume,  dVg   is change in gas volume; dP is 

change in absolute pressure. 

Compressibility of partly miscible gas/liquid mixture  
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P
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where βf   is pore fluid compressibility, βl   is liquid compressibility, S= degree of 

saturation, Hg/l = Henry’s solubility constant for the gas/liquid mixture, Patm = is absolute 

atmospheric pressure  

S*e= const.                                                                                                                     (B.5) 

Hence 

ef=Si*ei/Sf .                                                                                                                     (B.6) 

where e=void ratio, ew=is the liquid void ratio, eg=is the gas void ratio where e=eg+ew 

and the subscripts i and f denote initial and final states respectively.  

 

B.3 Triaxial test model 

Sobkowicz (1982) presented a study of the undrained behaviour of gassy sediments. The 

study included performance of laboratory triaxial tests on samples of Ottawa sand 

supercharged with dissolved CO2 in the pore fluid. Sobkowicz (1982) studied the 

equilibrium pore water pressure on undrained unloading and of gassy soil sample and 

used the results to examine the predicatively of a proposed gassy soil model by Harris 

and Sobkowicz (1977). The numerical and experimental results reported by Sobkwoicz 

(1982) are used to verify the finite element gassy model proposed in the study herein 

(Chapter 3).  

   A finite element effective stress, axi-symmetrical analysis of a soil cylinder simulating 

isotropic unloading triaxial test is performed. The analysis uses a finite element code 

modified to account for gassy soil behaviour (Appendix D) and adopts an elasto-plastic 
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model following Mohr Coulomb failure criteria. The analysis uses axi-symmetrical, eight 

noded elements with biquadratic displacement and bilinear pore pressure. The axi-

symmetric soil cylinder element is subjected to radial stress (confining stress) and axial 

stress (deviatoric stress) during the analysis with a smooth base condition (Figure B.2). 

As given by Sobkwicz (1982) and Cheung (1985), soil parameters of dense Ottawa sand 

and initial conditions are set as φ’ = 42°, eo=0.4767, So = 0.9975, βl = 4.7 x 10
-7 

kPa
-1

 

(where φ’ is friction angle, and subscript o indicates initial state). 

   The model is subjected to isotropic unloading by reduction of the applied total stresses 

with increments of approximately 100 kPa following similar stress steps as indicated by 

Sobkowicz (1982) (Table B.1). For every unloading step, the equilibrium pore pressure is 

calculated after stress redistribution between soil grains and pore fluid based on their 

relative compressibility. A comparison between calculated pore pressure response in the 

model with Sobkowicz’s (1982) observed (from experiment) and calculated (from 

Sobkowicz’s numerical model (1982)) (Table B.1) is shown in Figure 3.3 (Chapter 3) 

together with the conventional undrained response of soil with an incompressible pore 

fluid.  
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Figure B.1 Methane saturations and solubility for NaCl solution at 25 oC for 350 PSIA 

pressure (modified from Stoessell, 1982) 
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Figure B.2 Axi-symmetrical analysis of undrained isotropic unloading triaxial test 

 

Table B.1 Experimental and theoretical results of undrained isotropic unloading triaxial 

test by Sobkowicz (1982) 

Experimental Sobkowicz (1982)  Numerical Sobkowicz (1982)  

Numerical Sobkowicz 

modified(1982) 

 (kPa) u(kPa)  (kPa) u(kPa)  (kPa) u(kPa) 

1403.3 652.3 1403.31 652.34 1403.31 614.3 

1322.4 600.4 1303.31 651.51 1303.31 557.5 

1220.5 551.2 1203.31 650.56 1203.31 514.8 

1112.1 506.8 1103.31 649.42 1103.31 512.5 

978.2 509.6 1003.31 648 1003.31 511.2 

883.6 507.4 903.31 646.14 903.31 509 

766.4 505.7 803.31 643.43 803.31 506.3 

654.9 489.4 703.31 638.29 703.31 502 

559 481.1 653.31 631 653.31 455 
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Appendix C 

Sample input files 

C.1 Sample input file for 3D excavation and filling with waste material 

*Heading 
** Job name: A1 Model name: Model-1 
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO 
** 
** PARTS 
** 
*Part, name=Part-1 
*End Part 
**   
** 
** ASSEMBLY 
** 
*Assembly, name=Assembly 
** Creating a copy of elements that will be reactivated as waste when filling 
*elcopy, oldset=cell1, Newset=cell1w, element shift=100000, shift node=0 
*elcopy, oldset=cell2-1, Newset=cell2-1w, element shift=100000, shift node=0 
*elcopy, oldset=cell2-2, Newset=cell2-2w, element shift=100000, shift node=0 
*elcopy, oldset=s313, Newset=s313w, element shift=100000, shift node=0 
*elcopy, oldset=s314, Newset=s314w, element shift=100000, shift node=0 
*elcopy, oldset=s313-186, Newset=s313-186w, element shift=100000, shift node=0  
*elcopy, oldset=s313-184, Newset=s313-184w, element shift=100000, shift node=0  
*Ncopy, changenumber=0,oldset=cell1, Newset=cell1w, shift 
*Ncopy, changenumber=0, oldset=cell2-1, newset=cell2-1w, shift 
*Ncopy, changenumber=0, oldset=cell2-2, newset=cell2-2w, shift 
*Ncopy, changenumber=0, oldset=s313, newset=s313w, shift 
*Ncopy, changenumber=0, oldset=s314, newset=s314w, shift 
*Ncopy, changenumber=0, oldset=s313-186, newset=s313-186w, shift 
*Ncopy, changenumber=0, oldset=s313-184, newset=s313-184w, shift 
** Section: shale till 2 
*Solid Section, elset=_I1, material="shale till2" 
1., 
*Solid Section, elset=cell1w, material="waste" 
1., 
*Solid Section, elset=cell2-1w, material="waste" 
1., 
*Solid Section, elset=cell2-2w, material="waste" 
1., 
*Solid Section, elset=s313w, material="waste" 
1., 
*Solid Section, elset=s314w, material="waste" 
1., 
*Solid Section, elset=s313-186w, material="waste" 
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1., 
*Solid Section, elset=s313-184w, material="waste" 
1., 
*End Instance 
** MATERIALS 
**  
*Material, name="Bed rock" 
*Density 
2.14, 
*Elastic 
200000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. 
 0.864, 0.25 
*Mohr Coulomb 
40.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
475.,0. 
*Material, name="Black Till 1" 
*Density 
 1.7, 
*Elastic 
55000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. 
 2e-05, 0.56 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Material, name="Black Till 2" 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. 
 2.1e-05, 0.74 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Material, name="st joseph 1" 
*Density 
 1.86, 
*Elastic 
55000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. 
 0.0072, 0.47 
*Mohr Coulomb 
25.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Material, name="st joseph2" 
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*Density 
 1.8, 
*Elastic 
55000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. 
 7.2e-05, 0.49 
*Mohr Coulomb 
27.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
16.,0. 
*Material, name="waste" 
*Density 
 1.2, 
*Elastic 
15000., 0.3 
*Permeability, specific=10. 
 0.0864,1. 
*Mohr Coulomb 
30.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
20.,0. 
*Material, name=weak1 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. 
0.086, 0.43 
*Mohr Coulomb 
30.,10. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
0.1,0. 
*Material, name=weak2 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. 
0.086, 0.43 
*Mohr Coulomb 
30.,10. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
0.1,0. 
*Material, name=weaktill 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. 
 2.1e-05, 0.74 
*Mohr Coulomb 
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24,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*initial conditions, type=stress, Geostatic 
all,0,44,-440,0,0.7 
part-1-1.cell1w,0,44,-308,0,0.7 
part-1-1.cell2-1w,0,44,-308,0,0.7 
part-1-1.cell2-2w,0,44,-308,0,0.7 
part-1-1.s313w,0,44,-308,0,0.7 
part-1-1.s313-186w,0,44,-308,0,0.7 
part-1-1.s313-184w,0,44,-308,0,0.7 
part-1-1.s314w,0,44,-308,0,0.7 
*initial conditions, type=pore pressure 
all,0,44,440,0 
part-1-1.cell1w,0,44,0,0 
part-1-1.cell2-1w,0,44,0,0 
part-1-1.cell2-2w,0,44,0,0 
part-1-1.s313w,0,44,0,0 
part-1-1.s313-186w,0,44,0,0 
part-1-1.s313-184w,0,44,0,0 
part-1-1.s314w,0,44,0,0 
*initial conditions, type=ratio 
joseph1,0.47,44,0.47,0 
joseph2,0.49,44,0.49,0 
till1,0.56,44,0.56,0 
till2,0.74,44,0.74,0 
rock,0.25,44,0.25,0 
weak2,0.43,44,0.43,0 
weak1,0.43,44,0.43,0 
part-1-1.cell1w,1,44,1,0 
part-1-1.cell2-1w,1,44,1,0 
part-1-1.cell2-2w,1,44,1,0 
part-1-1.s313w,1,44,1,0 
part-1-1.s313-186w,1,44,1,0 
part-1-1.s313-184w,1,44,1,0 
part-1-1.s314w,1,44,1,0 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-1 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet643, 1, 1 
** Name: BC-2 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet644, 2, 2 
** Name: BC-3 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet663, 1, 1 
_PickedSet663, 2, 2 
_PickedSet663, 3, 3 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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**  
** STEP: Geostatic 
**  
*Step, name=Geostatic, nlgeom=YES 
*Geostatic 
**Deactivating filling waste elements 
*model change, type=element, remove 
part-1-1.cell1w, part-1-1.cell2-1w, part-1-1.cell2-2w, part-1-1.s313w , part-1-1.s313-186w, part-1-
1.s314w, part-1-1.s313-184w 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-11 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet646_PP_, 8, 8, 440. 
** Name: BC-12 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, user 
_PickedSet647_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: BC-6 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet664_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** LOADS 
**  
** Name: Load-1   Type: Gravity 
*Dload 
_PickedSet671, GRAV, 9.81, 0., 0., -1. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, PCAV, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, MFL, MFLT, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
*Contact Output 
PFL,  
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: June30 
**  
*Step, name=June30, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=100000 
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*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
30., 30., , , 
*model change, type=element, remove 
s200 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: june30-1 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet649_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: june30-2 
**  
*Step, name=june30-2, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=1000000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=1e+07, creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
10., 30., 1e-10, 30.,  
*model change, type=element, remove 
cell1, 
*model change, type=element, add 
part-1-1.cell1w 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: june30-3 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet650_PP_, 8, 8 
*Dload 
part-1-1.cell1w, GRAV, 9.81, 0., 0., -1. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
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** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: june30-3 
**  
*Step, name=june30-3, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=100000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
4e-7, 30., 1e-10, 30.,  
*model change, type=element, remove 
 cell2, cell3-1 
*model change, type=element, add 
 part-1-1.cell2-1w 
*Dload 
part-1-1.cell2-1w, GRAV, 9.81, 0., 0., -1. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: cons1 
**  
*Step, name=cons1, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=100000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=1e+08, creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
5., 15., 1e-10, 15.,  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
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**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: july15 
**  
*Step, name=july15, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=10000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
5., 15., 1e-10, 15.,  
*model change, type=element, remove 
s313 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: july15-1 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet651_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: BC-15 Type: Pore pressure 
** Name: BC-16 Type: Pore pressure 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
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** STEP: july30 
**  
*Step, name=july30, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=100000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=10000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
5., 15., 1e-10, 15.,  
*model change, type=element, remove 
s314, cell3-2 
*model change, type=element, add 
 part-1-1.cell2-2w 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-1 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet643, 1, 1 
** Name: BC-11 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet646_PP_, 8, 8, 440. 
** Name: BC-12 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW, user 
_PickedSet647_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: BC-2 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet644, 2, 2 
** Name: BC-3 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet663, 1, 1 
_PickedSet663, 2, 2 
_PickedSet663, 3, 3 
** Name: BC-6 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet664_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: july15-1 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
** Name: july30-1 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet652_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: june30-1 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet649_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: june30-3 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet650_PP_, 8, 8 
*Dload 
part-1-1.cell2-2w, GRAV, 9.81, 0., 0., -1. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
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**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: Aug19 
**  
*Step, name=Aug19, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=100000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=10000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
20., 20., 1e-10, 20.,  
*model change, type=element,add 
s314,  part-1-1.s313w, s313-184 
**  
*Dload 
s314, GRAV, 9.81, 0., 0., -1. 
part-1-1.s313w,GRAV, 9.81, 0., 0., -1. 
s313-184,GRAV, 9.81, 0., 0., -1. 
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: sept7 
**  
*Step, name=sept7, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=100000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=10000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
19., 19., 1e-10, 19.,  
*model change, type=element,remove 
s307-186 
**  
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** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: sept7 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet653_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: sep15 
**  
*Step, name=sep15, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=100000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=10000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
8., 8., 1e-10, 8.,  
*model change, type=element, remove 
s307 
*model change, type=element, add 
part-1-1.s313-186w 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: sept15-2 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet654_PP_, 8, 8 
*Dload 
part-1-1.s313-186w, GRAV, 9.81, 0., 0., -1. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
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*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: sept28 
**  
*Step, name=sept28, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=100000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=10000. 
13., 13., 1e-10, 13.,  
*model change, type=element,add 
x 
**  
*Dload 
x, GRAV, 9.81, 0., 0., -1. 
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: oct21 
**  
*Step, name=oct21, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
1e-05, 1e-05, 1e-10, 1e-05,  
*model change, type=element,remove 
x 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
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*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: oct22 
**  
*Step, name=oct22, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=100000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=10000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
24., 24., 1e-10, 24.,  
*model change, type=element,add 
s307 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-1 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet643, 1, 1 
** Name: BC-11 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet646_PP_, 8, 8, 440. 
** Name: BC-12 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW, user 
_PickedSet647_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: BC-2 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet644, 2, 2 
** Name: BC-3 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet663, 1, 1 
_PickedSet663, 2, 2 
_PickedSet663, 3, 3 
** Name: BC-6 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet664_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: july30-1 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet652_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: june30-1 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet649_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: june30-3 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet650_PP_, 8, 8 
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** Name: sept15-2 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
** Name: sept7 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet653_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
*Dload 
s307, GRAV, 9.81, 0., 0., -1. 
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CFF, COORD, POR, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FLUVR, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEQC, PS, S, SAT, VOIDR 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
 

C.2 Sample input file of gassy sand lenses (experiencing gas exsolution during unloading) 

 
** MATERIALS 
*Material, name=s41 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=s51 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
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*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=s61 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=s81 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=s6 
*Density 
 1.63, 
*Elastic 
20000., 0.4 
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*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
0.86, 0.43,,1 
86, 0.43,,2 
*Porous Bulk Moduli 
0.,   1e+12,      0. 
0.,      1.,      1. 
0., 212.553, 212.553 
0., 318.671, 318.671 
0., 424.683, 424.683 
0., 1955.09, 1955.09 
0., 2110.26, 2110.26 
0., 2317.15, 2317.15 
0., 2606.79, 2606.79 
0., 2717.72, 2717.72 
0., 2721.66, 2721.66 
0., 2725.62, 2725.62 
0., 2729.59, 2729.59 
0.,  2737.6,  2737.6 
0., 2757.91, 2757.91 
0., 2799.88, 2799.88 
0., 2843.77, 2843.77 
0.,  2889.7,  2889.7 
0., 2937.81, 2937.81 
0., 2988.27, 2988.27 
0., 3041.25, 3041.25 
0., 3765.36, 3765.36 
0., 5213.58, 5213.58 
0.,  25000.,  25000. 
0.,  50000.,  50000. 
0., 100000., 100000. 
0.,   1e+06,   1e+06 
0.,   2e+06,   2e+06 
*Mohr Coulomb 
30.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
0.1,0. 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=sand 
*Density 
 1.63, 
*Elastic 
20000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
0.86, 0.43,,1 
86, 0.43,,2 
*Porous Bulk Moduli 
0.,   1e+12,      0. 
0.,      1.,      1. 
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0., 212.553, 212.553 
0., 318.671, 318.671 
0., 424.683, 424.683 
0., 1955.09, 1955.09 
0., 2110.26, 2110.26 
0., 2317.15, 2317.15 
0., 2606.79, 2606.79 
0., 2717.72, 2717.72 
0., 2721.66, 2721.66 
0., 2725.62, 2725.62 
0., 2729.59, 2729.59 
0.,  2737.6,  2737.6 
0., 2757.91, 2757.91 
0., 2799.88, 2799.88 
0., 2843.77, 2843.77 
0.,  2889.7,  2889.7 
0., 2937.81, 2937.81 
0., 2988.27, 2988.27 
0., 3041.25, 3041.25 
0., 3765.36, 3765.36 
0., 5213.58, 5213.58 
0.,  25000.,  25000. 
0.,  50000.,  50000. 
0., 100000., 100000. 
0.,   1e+06,   1e+06 
0.,   2e+06,   2e+06 
*Mohr Coulomb 
30.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
0.1,0. 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*User Defined Field 
*Material, name=s2 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
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      3, 
*Material, name=s3 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=s4 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=s5 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
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      3, 
*Material, name=s7 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=s9 
*Density 
 1.72, 
*Elastic 
55000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=s8 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
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      3, 
*Material, name=s10 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=s11 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=s1 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
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      3, 
*Material, name=rock 
*Density 
 2.14, 
*Elastic 
200000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. 
 0.86, 0.25 
*Mohr Coulomb 
40.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
475.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=s71 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name="st joseph1" 
*Density 
 1.86, 
*User Defined Field 
*Elastic 
55000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
0.0072, 0.47,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
25.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
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*Material, name="st joseph2" 
*Density 
 1.8, 
*Elastic 
55000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
7.2e-06, 0.49,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
27.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
16.,0. 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*User Defined Field 
*Material, name=till1 
*Density 
 1.72, 
*Elastic 
55000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.73,,1 
86, 0.73,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*Material, name=till2 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
2e-05, 0.74,,1 
86, 0.74,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Depvar 
      4, 
*User Output Variables 
      3, 
*User Defined Field 
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*initial conditions, type=stress, Geostatic 
all,0,40,-400,0,0.7 
*initial conditions, type=pore pressure 
all,0,40,400,0 
*initial conditions, type=temperature 
all, 1000000 
*initial conditions, type=solution 
sand,1.,1.,1.,1. 
*initial conditions, type=field, variable=1 
all, 1. 
*initial conditions, type=ratio 
joseph1,0.47,40,0.47,0 
joseph2,0.49,40,0.49,0 
till2,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s1,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s10,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s11,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s2,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s3,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s4,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s5,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s9,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s7,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s8,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s6,0.43,50,0.43,0 
s41,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s51,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s61,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s71,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s81,0.74,50,0.74,0 
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-1 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet23, 2, 2 
** Name: BC-2 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet24, 1, 1 
** Name: BC-3 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet33_PP_, 8, 8 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: Step-1 
**  
*Step, name=Step-1, nlgeom=YES 
*Geostatic 
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
**  
** LOADS 
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**  
** Name: Load-1   Type: Gravity 
*Dload 
all, GRAV, 9.81, 0., -1. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: x1 
**  
*Step, name=x1, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=1000., creep=none 
10., 10., 0.0001, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
*model change, type=element, remove 
x1 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-4 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet34_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
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*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: xx1 
**  
*Step, name=xx1, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
50000., 500000., 1e-09, 500000.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
**  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** STEP: x2 
**  
*Step, name=x2, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=1000., creep=none 
10., 10., 0.0001, 10.,  
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*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
*model change, type=element, remove 
x2 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-5 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet35_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: xx2 
**  
*Step, name=xx2, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
10., 10., 1e-09, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
**  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
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CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** STEP: x3 
**  
*Step, name=x3, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=1000., creep=none 
10., 10., 0.0001, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
*model change, type=element, remove 
x3 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-6 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet36_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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**  
** STEP: xx3 
**  
*Step, name=xx3, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
10., 10., 1e-09, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
**  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** STEP: x4 
**  
*Step, name=x4, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=1000., creep=none 
10., 10., 0.0001, 10., 
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
*model change, type=element, remove 
x4  
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-8 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet38_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
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** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: xx4 
**  
*Step, name=xx4, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
10., 10., 1e-09, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
**  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** -------- 
** STEP: x5 
**  
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*Step, name=x5, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=1000., creep=none 
10., 10., 0.0001, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
*model change, type=element, remove 
x5 
** Name: BC-9 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet39_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: xx5 
**  
*Step, name=xx5, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
10., 10., 1e-09, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
**  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
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CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** STEP: x6 
**  
*Step, name=x6, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=1000., creep=none 
10., 10., 0.0001, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
*model change, type=element, remove 
x6 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-10 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet40_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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**  
** STEP: xx6 
*Step, name=xx6, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
10., 10., 1e-09, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
**  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** -------- 
** STEP: x7 
**  
*Step, name=x7, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none 
10., 10., 0.0001, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
*model change, type=element, remove 
x7 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-11 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet41_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
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** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: xx7 
**  
*Step, name=xx7, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
10., 10., 1e-09, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
**  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** STEP: x8 
**  
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*Step, name=x8, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=1000., creep=none 
10., 10., 0.0001, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
*model change, type=element, remove 
x8 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-12 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet42_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** STEP: xx8 
**  
*Step, name=xx8, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
10., 10., 1e-09,10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
**  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
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*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** -------- 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: x9 
**  
*Step, name=x9, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=1000., creep=none 
10., 10., 0.0001, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
*model change, type=element, remove 
x9 
**  
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-13 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet43_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
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*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
** STEP: xx9 
**  
*Step, name=xx9, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
10., 10., 1e-09, 10.,  
*TEMPERATURE, USER 
sand 
**  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, POR, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
FV, PS, S, SAT, UVARM, VOIDR, VS, TEMP,SDV, UVARM 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, ,UVARM4, SDV1, SDV2, SDV3, SDV4 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*EL FILE, FREQ=1 
VOIDR, POR, UVARM,SP 
*End Step 
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C.3 Sample input file for 2D model with hydrofracturing criterion 

 
** MATERIALS 
**  
*Material, name=joseph1 
*Density 
 1.86, 
*Elastic 
55000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
 0.0072, 0.47,,1 
    86, 0.47,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
25.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Material, name=joseph2 
*Density 
 1.86, 
*Elastic 
55000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
 7.2e-05, 0.49,,1 
    86, 0.49,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
25.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*User Defined Field 
*Material, name=m6 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
 2e-05, 0.73,,1 
    86, 0.73,,2 
*User Defined Field 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Material, name=m2 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
 2e-05, 0.73,,1 
    86, 0.73,,2 
*User Defined Field 
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*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Material, name=m1 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
10000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
 0.086, 1.2,,1 
    86, 1.2,,2 
*User Defined Field 
*Mohr Coulomb 
20.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
12.,0. 
*Material, name=rock 
*Density 
 2.14, 
*Elastic 
200000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. 
 0.864, 0.25 
*Mohr Coulomb 
40.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
475.,0. 
*Material, name=s 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
 2e-05, 0.73,,1 
    86, 0.73,,2 
*User Defined Field 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Material, name=s1 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
 2e-05, 0.73,,1 
    86, 0.73,,2 
*User Defined Field 
*Mohr Coulomb 
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24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Material, name=s2 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
 2e-05, 0.73,,1 
    86, 0.73,,2 
*User Defined Field 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Material, name=till1 
*Density 
 1.72, 
*Elastic 
55000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
 2e-05, 0.56,,1 
    86, 0.56,,2 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*Material, name=till2 
*Density 
 1.56, 
*Elastic 
30000., 0.4 
*Permeability, specific=10. , dependencies=1 
 2e-05, 0.73,,1 
    86, 0.73,,2 
*User Defined Field 
*Mohr Coulomb 
24.,0. 
*Mohr Coulomb Hardening 
24.,0. 
*initial conditions, type=stress, Geostatic 
all,0,44,-440,0,0.7 
*initial conditions, type=pore pressure 
all,0,44,440,0 
*initial conditions, type=field, variable=1 
all, 1 
*initial conditions, type=ratio 
joseph1,0.47,50,0.47,0 
joseph2,0.49,50,0.49,0 
till1,0.56,50,0.56,0 
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till2,0.74,50,0.74,0 
rock,0.25,50,0.25,0 
s1,0.74,50,0.74, 
s2,0.74,50,0.74,0 
s,0.74,50,0.74,0 
m6,0.74,50,0.74,0 
m1,1.2,50,1.2,0 
m2,0.74,50,0.74,0 
**weak,0.73,50,0.73,0 
**sand,0.43,50,0.43,0 
**weak,1.2,50,1.2,0 
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-2 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet706, 1, 1 
** Name: BC-3 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet536, 1, 1 
_PickedSet536, 2, 2 
_PickedSet536, 3, 3 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: Geostatic 
**  
*Step, name=Geostatic, nlgeom=YES 
*Geostatic 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-12 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet464_PP_, 8, 8, 440. 
** Name: Line Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, user 
_PickedSet707_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: s200 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet538_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** LOADS 
**  
** Name: Load-1   Type: Gravity 
*Dload 
all, GRAV, 9.86084, 0., -0.994845 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
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**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, NT, POR, RF, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FV, IE, LE, MFL, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, PEQC, PS, RD, S, SAT, TEMP, VOIDR, VS  
*Output, history, frequency=0 
*EL print,FREQ=0 
*node print,FREQ=0 
*ELFILE,FREQ=1 
SP, IE, 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: apr1 
**  
*Step, name=apr1, nlgeom=YES, inc=10000 
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, creep=none 
10., 30., , , 
*model change, type=element, remove 
s200 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: s194 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet539_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, NT, POR, RF, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FV, IE, LE, MFL, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, PEQC, PS, RD, S, SAT, TEMP, VOIDR, VS   
*Output, history, frequency=0 
*ELFILE,FREQ=1 
SP, IE, 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: may1 
**  
*Step, name=may1, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000  
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
30., 30., 1e-15, 30., 
**  
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** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, NT, POR, RF, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FV, IE, LE, MFL, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, PEQC, PS, RD, S, SAT, TEMP, VOIDR, VS  
*Output, history, frequency=0 
*ELFILE,FREQ=1 
SP, IE, 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: june1 
**  
*Step, name=june1, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000  
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
30., 30., 3e-30, 30.,  
*model change, type=element, remove 
s182-3, s186-3, s186-2 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-9 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet542_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet626_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: BC-17 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet627_PP_, 8, 8 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet544_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: cons3 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet604_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, NT, POR, RF, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
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CFAILURE, FV, IE, LE, MFL, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, PEQC, PS, RD, S, SAT, TEMP, VOIDR, VS  
*Output, history, frequency=0 
*ELFILE,FREQ=1 
SP, IE, 
*End Step 
**  
** STEP: Aug19 
**  
*Step, name=Aug19, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000  
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
20., 20., 1e-10, 20.,  
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-2 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet706, 1, 1 
** Name: BC-3 Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet536, 1, 1 
_PickedSet536, 2, 2 
_PickedSet536, 3, 3 
** Name: BC-8 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet544_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: BC-9 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet542_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: BC-12 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet464_PP_, 8, 8, 440. 
** Name: BC-14 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
** Name: BC-17 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet627_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: Line Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW, user 
_PickedSet707_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: cons3 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
** Name: s194 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet539_PP_, 8, 8 
** Name: s200 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary, op=NEW 
_PickedSet538_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
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**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, NT, POR, RF, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FV, IE, LE, MFL, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, PEQC, PS, RD, S, SAT, TEMP, VOIDR, VS  
*Output, history, frequency=0 
*ELFILE,FREQ=1 
SP, IE, 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: sept7 
**  
*Step, name=sept7, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000  
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
19., 19., 1e-10, 19.,  
*model change, type=element,remove 
s182-2 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-11 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet545_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, NT, POR, RF, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FV, IE, LE, MFL, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, PEQC, PS, RD, S, SAT, TEMP, VOIDR, VS  
*Output, history, frequency=0 
*ELFILE,FREQ=1 
SP, IE, 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: sept15 
**  
*Step, name=sept15, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=300  
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
8., 8., 8e-05, 8.,  
*model change, type=element,remove 
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s307 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-13 Type: Pore pressure 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet546_PP_, 8, 8 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, NT, POR, RF, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FV, IE, LE, MFL, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, PEQC, PS, RD, S, SAT, TEMP, VOIDR, VS  
*Output, history, frequency=0 
*ELFILE,FREQ=1 
SP, IE, 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: sept15-2 
**  
*Step, name=sept15-2, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000  
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
0.1, 0.1, 1e-06, 0.1,  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, NT, POR, RF, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FV, IE, LE, MFL, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, PEQC, PS, RD, S, SAT, TEMP, VOIDR, VS  
*Output, history, frequency=0 
*ELFILE,FREQ=1 
SP, IE, 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: sept28 
**  
*Step, name=sept28, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000  
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*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
13., 13., 1.3e-06, 13.,  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, NT, POR, RF, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FV, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, PEQC, PS, RD, S, SAT, TEMP, VOIDR, VS 
*Output, history, frequency=0 
*ELFILE,FREQ=1 
SP, IE, 
*End Step 
** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  
** STEP: oct21 
**  
*Step, name=oct21, nlgeom=YES, amplitude=RAMP, inc=10000  
*Soils, consolidation, end=PERIOD, utol=100000., creep=none, stabilize=0.0002 
0.001, 0.001, 1e-10, 0.001,  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, CFF, NT, POR, RF, RVF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
CFAILURE, FV, IE, LE, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, PEQC, PS, RD, S, SAT, TEMP, VOIDR, VS 
*Output, history, frequency=0 
*ELFILE,FREQ=1 
SP, IE, 
*End Step 
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Appendix D 

User defined subroutines 

D.1 User defined subroutine for lateral boundary conditions 

A subroutine to assign hydrostatic pore pressure and free flow at lateral boundaries of the 

model: 

       SUBROUTINE DISP(U,KSTEP,KINC,TIME,NODE,NOEL,JDOF,COORDS) 

C 

      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 

C 

      DIMENSION U(3),TIME(2),COORDS(3) 

      IF(COORDS(1).LE. 1)  THEN 

C        THE FUNCTION IS DISPLACEMENT FOR NODE 2 

 

         U(1)=400.d0-COORDS(3)*10.d0 

 

      ELSEIF (COORDS(1).GE. 498) THEN 

 

        U(1)=400.d0-COORDS(3)*10.d0 

 

      ENDIF 

       

 IF(COORDS(2).LE. 1)  THEN 

C        THE FUNCTION IS DISPLACEMENT FOR NODE 2 

 

         U(1)=400.d0-COORDS(3)*10.d0 

 

      ELSEIF (COORDS(2).GE. 398) THEN 

 

        U(1)=400.d0-COORDS(3)*10.d0 

 

      ENDIF 

      RETURN 

    END 
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D.2 User defined subroutines for hydrofracturing 

A subroutine to account for hydrofracturing initiation and propagation in the model: 

      SUBROUTINE USDFLD(FIELD,STATEV,PNEWDT,DIRECT,T,CELENT,TIME,DTIME, 

     1 CMNAME,ORNAME,NFIELD,NSTATV,NOEL,NPT,LAYER,KSPT,KSTEP,KINC, 

     2 NDI,nshr,coord,jmac,jmtyp,matlayo,laccflg) 

C 

      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 

C 

C MATERIAL AND STRENGTH PARAMETERS 

C 

      CHARACTER*80 CMNAME,ORNAME 

      CHARACTER*8  FLGRAY(15) 

      DIMENSION FIELD(NFIELD),STATEV(NSTATV),DIRECT(3,3),T(3,3),TIME(2), 

     *  coord(*),jmac(*),jmtyp(*) 

      DIMENSION ARRAY(15),JARRAY(15) 

C 

C 

      CALL GETVRM('SP',ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,jrcd, 

     $     jmac, jmtyp, matlayo, laccflg) 

      SP = ARRAY(3) 

C 

C 

      IF (SP.GT.0) THEN 

         FIELD(1) = 2.d0 

    ELSE 

    FIELD(1) =1.d0 

      ENDIF 

      RETURN 

      END 

C 

      SUBROUTINE URDFIL(LSTOP,LOVRWRT,KSTEP,KINC,DTIME,TIME) 

C 

      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 

C 

      DIMENSION ARRAY(513),JRRAY(NPRECD,513),TIME(2) 

      EQUIVALENCE (ARRAY(1),JRRAY(1,1)) 

C 

C FIND CURRENT INCREMENT. 

C 

      CALL POSFIL(KSTEP,KINC,ARRAY,JRCD) 

      DO K1=1,999999 

         CALL DBFILE(0,ARRAY,JRCD) 

         IF (JRCD .NE. 0) GO TO 110 
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         KEY=JRRAY(1,2) 

C 

C RECORD  

C 

      END DO 

 110  CONTINUE 

C 

      RETURN 

      END 

 

D.3 User defined subroutines for Gassy soil behaviour 

A subroutine to account for gassy soil behaviour based on relative compressibility 

between soil grains and pore fluid : 

**XVOID= void ratio , XSAT=saturation, XPOR= pore pressure, Bf= fluid compressibility, 

**PS=principal effective stress, TS= total stress, Hs= Henry’s solubility 

     SUBROUTINE UTEMP(TEMP,NSECPT,KSTEP,KINC,TIME,NODE,COORDS) 

C  

      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC'      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 

C 

      DIMENSION TEMP(NSECPT),COORDS(3),TIME(2) 

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: XVOIDR   

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: XSAT  

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: XPOR  

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: Bf 

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: PS 

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: TS 

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: XCONST 

 COMMON /TEMP/XVOIDR,XSAT,XPOR,Bf,PS,TS 

 IF (BF(NODE) .eq. 0.D0) THEN 

     TEMP(1)=1E6 

 ELSE  

  TEMP(1)=abs(1/Bf(NODE))  

 ENDIF     

      RETURN 

      END 

      SUBROUTINE UVARM(UVAR,DIRECT,T,TIME,DTIME,CMNAME,ORNAME, 

     1                 NUVARM,NOEL,NPT,NLAYER,NSPT,KSTEP,KINC, 

     2                 NDI,NSHR,COORD,JMAC,JMATYP,MATLAYO, LACCFLG) 

C 
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      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 

C 

      CHARACTER*80 CMNAME,ORNAME 

      DIMENSION UVAR(*),TIME(2),DIRECT(3,3),T(3,3),COORD(*), 

     $     JMAC(*),JMATYP(*)  

C     USER DEFINED DIMENSION STATEMENTS 

      CHARACTER*3 FLGRAY(15) 

      DIMENSION ARRAY(15),JARRAY(15) 

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: XSAT  

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: XPOR  

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: XCONST  

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: XVOIDR 

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: TS 

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: PS 

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: Bf 

 parameter (Bw=4.7e-7) 

 parameter (Hs=0.86) 

 COMMON /TEMP/XVOIDR,XSAT,XPOR,Bf,PS,TS 

C 

C     The dimensions of the variables ARRAY and JARRAY 

C     must be set equal to or greater than 15 

C 

 CALL GETVRM('SP',ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,JRCD, 

     $     JMAC,JMATYP,MATLAYO, LACCFLG) 

 UVAR(5)=ARRAY(1) 

 PS(1)=ARRAY(1) 

 CALL GETVRM('VOIDR',ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,JRCD, 

     $     JMAC,JMATYP,MATLAYO, LACCFLG) 

      XVOIDR(1)=ARRAY(1) 

 UVAR(1)=ARRAY(1) 

 CALL GETVRM('POR',ARRAY,JARRAY,FLGRAY,JRCD, 

     $     JMAC,JMATYP,MATLAYO, LACCFLG) 

 UVAR(3)=ARRAY(1) 

 XPOR(1)=ARRAY(1) 

 TS(1)=XPOR(1)-PS(1) 

C SETTING SAT*VOIDR CONST. VALUE 

      XCONST(1) = 0.43 

C     SETTING DEGREE OF SATURATION AFTER EXSOLUTION 

 IF (XCONST(1) .GE. XVOIDR(1)) THEN 

 XCONST(1) = XVOIDR(1) 

 END IF 

C     SETTING SATURATION VALUE 

 XSAT(1)=XCONST(1)/XVOIDR(1) 

 IF (XSAT(1) .GE. 1.D0) THEN 
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 XSAT(1)=1.D0 

 END IF 

 UVAR(2)=XSAT(1) 

 UVAR(4)=((1-UVAR(2)+Hs*UVAR(2) 

     $  )/(UVAR(3)/100)+UVAR(2)*Bw) 

 UVAR(6)=TS(1) 

 UVAR(7)=TS(1)+XPOR(1) 

 RETURN 

      END 

      SUBROUTINE URDFIL(LSTOP,LOVRWRT,KSTEP,KINC,DTIME,TIME) 

C 

      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 

C 

      DIMENSION ARRAY(513),JRRAY(NPRECD,513),TIME(2) 

      EQUIVALENCE (ARRAY(1),JRRAY(1,1)) 

 PARAMETER (nsize=100000) 

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: XVOIDR   

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: XSAT  

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: XPOR  

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: Bf 

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: PS 

 REAL, DIMENSION(100000) :: TS 

 COMMON /TEMP/XVOIDR,XSAT,XPOR,Bf,PS,TS 

 n=0 

C 

C FIND CURRENT INCREMENT. 

C 

 CALL POSFIL(KSTEP,KINC,ARRAY,JRCD) 

      DO K1=1,999999 

         CALL DBFILE(0,ARRAY,JRCD) 

         IF (JRCD .NE. 0) GO TO 110 

         KEY=JRRAY(1,2) 

C 

C RECORD  

C 

      IF (KEY .EQ. 87) THEN 

 n=n+1 

 XVOIDR(n)=ARRAY(3) 

 XSAT(n)=ARRAY(4) 

 XPOR(n)=ARRAY(5) 

 Bf(n)=ARRAY(6) 

 PS(n)=ARRAY(7) 

 TS(n)=ARRAY(8) 

 END IF 
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 enddo 

 110  continue 

C 

      LOVRWRT=1   

      RETURN 

      END 
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Appendix E 

Figures showing pore pressure response (Supplementary material to 

Chapter 4) 

 

Excavation of Trench I to 179 mASL elevation resulted in a reduction of the total stresses 

and pore pressure beneath the excavation (as would be expected) (Figure E.1a).  The 

effective stresses were influenced by the high water pressures in the aquifer below the 

clay layer.  Full excavation of the Trench I to 176 mASL, with almost constant pore 

pressure in the aquifer reduced the effective stresses at the Black Till interface with the 

bedrock to zero value (tension) and hence hydrofractures were initiated at the interface 

with bedrock and then propagated through the Black Till upwards giving a pore pressure 

distribution as shown in Figure E.1b 
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Figure E.1 Pore pressure response within Black Till after excavation of Trench I down to a) 

182 mASL b) 176 mASL after hydrofractures propagation towards soil surface (stresses in 

kPa).   
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Appendix F  

Figures showing 3D mesh (supplementary material to Chapter 5) 

F.1 Model results showing the 3D mesh 

 

 

Figure F.1 Cross section showing zone of zero effective stress after full excavation of Trench 

I. (Figure 5.7) 
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Figure F.2 Development of hydrofracturing at Section 1-A (Figure F.1) after full excavation 

of Trench I assuming the presence of gassy sand lenses around the southern edge of Sub-

Cell 3: (a) Hydrofracture initiation at the Black Till interface with bedrock and around 

gassy sand lenses; (b) Hydrofracture propagation in Black Till attracted towards gassy sand 

lens; (c) Hydrofracture from the bedrock intersect with gassy sand lenses; (d) Venting at 

Seep A. (Figure 5.8) 
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Figure F.3 Development of hydrofracturing at Section 1-B (Figure F.1) after full excavation 

of Trench II:  (a) Hydrofracture initiation at the Black Till interface with the bedrock; (b) 

Hydrofracture spread at interface between the Black Till and bedrock and propagation 

upwards within the Black Till. (c) Predicted venting (hydrofractures reach base of 

excavation) towards center of Trench II. (Figure 5.9) 
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Figure F.4 Development of hydrofracturing at Section 1-B (Figure F.1) for the case with a 

discontinuous Basal Till layer (below the edge of the Trench) after full excavation of Trench 

II:  (a) Hydrofracture initiation at Basal Till interface with the bedrock; (b) Hydrofracture 

spread at interface with bedrock and propagation upwards within the Black Till. (c) 

Predicted venting (hydrofractures reach base of excavation) near Seep BS;  (d) Predicted 

venting extends to location of Seep BS and at Seep BN.(Figure 5.10) 
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Figure F.5 Hydrofractures around Trench I after re-loading the trench which causes minor 

venting at Seep C: Section 2 on Figure 5.5. (Figure 5.11) 
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Appendix G 

Figures showing 3D mesh (supplementary material to Chapter 6) 

G.1 Model results showing the 3D mesh 

 

Figure G.1 Cross section 1 of 3D model showing the final designed excavation elevations of 

Trenches I and II of Cell 3. Several future figures will show results for the region inside the 

box denoted “Section 1-A”. (Figure 6.2) 
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Figure G.2 Examination of the maximum excavation depth that can be reached before the 

initiation of hydrofractures for the case of Trench I at location of highest bedrock elevation 

(≈162.4 mASL):  (a) No hydrofractures when excavation was 177 mASL (b) hydrofractures 

initiated when excavation reached 176 mASL.  (Section 1-A on Figure G.1) (Figure 6.3) 
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Figure G.3 Examination of the effect of trench dimensions on the potential of on the 

potential for initiation of  hydrofractures for Trench I at the location of the highest bedrock 

elevation (≈162.4 mASL). For full trench excavation to 176 mASL,  fixed trench length of 35 

m and variable width: Section 1-A on Figure G.1. a) No hydrofractures were initiated when 

width was limited to 10 m. b) Hydrofractures were initiated when excavation width was 

increased to 20 m. (Figure 6.4) 
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Figure G.4 2D predicted hydrofracture’s path (Gassy clayey silt layer modelled with Bulk 

Modulus= 1,000 kPa): 2D model of Section 1-A on Figure G.1. a) Hydrofracture is formed 

across gassy layer. b) Hydrofractures area expands. c) Hydrofractures moves upwards 

through the gassy layer and concentrates at the interface of the gassy layer with clayey silt. 

d) Hydrofracture propagates through clayey silt layer towards excavation proposed surface. 

(Figure 6.8) 
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Figure G.5 3D Hydrofracturing  model (gassy clayey silt layer modelled of pore fluid bulk 

Modulus = 1,000 kPa): Section 1-A on Figure G.1. a) Hydrofractures are formed across the 

gassy layer. b) Hydrofractures concentrate at the interface of the gassy layer with clayey silt 

layer and propagate upwards towards excavation proposed surface. (Figure 6.9) 
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Figure G.6 2D hydrofracturing model (gassy layer modelled with E=12,500 kPa). Gassy 

layer acts as hydrofracturing barrier and hydrofracture damped in gassy layer before 

reaching Point #1: 2D model of Section 1-A on Figure G.1. (Figure 6.10) 
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Figure G.7 hydrofracturing model (gassy layer modelled with E=12,500 kPa). Gassy layer 

acts as hydrofracturing barrier and hydrofracture damped in gassy layer before reaching 

Point #1: Section 1-A on Figure G.1. (Figure 6.11) 
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Appendix H 

Supplementary material to Chapter 6   

 

H.1 Uplift hydrostatic pressure 

The thesis checked the factor of safety of the excavation against uplift hydrostatic 

pressure exerted by the aquifer on the base of the Black Till layer (Chapter 6). The study 

used a simply design calculations based on basic stress equilibrium. The soil weight of 

the remaining thickness of the Black Till from the base of the excavation to the interface 

aquifer/bedrock and the shear resistance along the perimeter of the excavation through 

the Black Till remaining depth to the aquifer/bedrock increase the excavation stability 

against the uplift hydrostatic pressure exerted by the interface aquifer on the base of the 

Black Till (Figure H.1). Accordingly, the factor of safety against uplift pressure can be 

calculated as:  

( ) (2 ( ) )
. .

( )

uwxLxd S x L w d
F S

P wxL

  


                                                                             (H.1)

 

where P = pore pressure exerted by the interface aquifer, L= excavation length, w= 

excavation width, d= remaining depth of Black Till between base of the excavation to the 

bedrock/interface aquifer , Su= undrained shear strength of the Black Till, γ = Soil unit 

weight, F.S. = factor of safety against uplift hydrostatic pressure. 

   Results of the minimum thickness of soil between base of excavation and the interface 

aquifer required to counter the uplift pressure (for factor of safety = 1) for different trench 
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widths (length assumed to be 35m) and undrained soil shear strengths are summarized in 

Table H.1.  

 

H.2 Introducing gassy soil behaviour by increasing hydraulic conductivity 

Sobkowicz and Morgenstern (1984) introduced the general behaviour of gassy sediments 

(basically small bubbles within coarse grained soil) during unloading as ∆u = zero (∆u 

=excess pore water pressure. However, Dittrich et al. (2010) used a similar approach 

while modelling large bubble gassy soil (in fine grained soil) by assigning an artificially 

high hydraulic conductivity (three orders of magnitude higher than clayey silt) value to 

the gassy unit and hence excess pore water pressure rapidly dissipates during analysis. 

The analysis was able to capture the general gassy soil behaviour and accurately 

calculated soil deformations when compared with field observations (Dittrich et al., 

2010). For the problem examined herein, the same approach is adopted to represent the 

gassy sediments for the lowest 6 m of clayey silt (referred to below as gassy clayey silt).  

   A 2D analysis showed that during excavation to 182 mASL, the interface between 

clayey silt and gassy clayey silt layers was subjected to tensile stresses (Figure H.2a). The 

zone under tension expanded both ways: upwards in the clayey silt, and downwards 

through the gassy clayey silt towards the bed rock. Hydrofractures were initiated at the 

gassy clayey silt interface with the bedrock. Eventually as the clayey silt interface was 

subjected to tension, hydrofractures propagated through the regions under tension 

forming a continuous fracture from bed rock up till excavation surface (Figure H.2b). 3D 
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model resulted in a similar mechanism of hydrofractures formation through the full 

thickness of the gassy clayey silt layer when excavation depth reached 182 mASL 

elevations (Figure H.3). 

   Increasing the hydraulic conductivity approach to model the gassy layer results can 

quite well be concluded as it shifted the interface of bedrock with clayey silt up to the 

boundary between clayey silt and the gassy clayey silt. In both cases, hydrofracturing was 

not initiated until overburden depth was 14 m, which was sufficient for effective stresses 

to be reduced to tensile values as pore pressure almost sustained its value. The model 

suggested that gassy zone will increase the potential of hydrofracturing in earlier steps, 

however the suggested crack propagation mechanism implies gas venting will not occur 

until the crack connects downwards to the bed rock.  

 

H.3 References 

Dittrich, J.P., Rowe, R.K., Becker, D.E., Lo, K.Y., 2010. Influence of ex-solved gases on 

slope performance at the Sarnia approach cut to the St. Clair Tunnel. Canadian 

Geotechnical Journal, 47 (9), 971-984. 

Sobkowicz, J.C. and Morgenstern, N.R., 1984. The undrained equilibrium behaviour of 

gassy sediments. Canadian Geotechnical Journal, 21: 439–448. 
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Table H.1 Minimum thickness of soil between base of excavation and the interface aquifer 

required to counter the uplift pressure (factor of safety = 1) for different trench widths 

(length assumed to be 35m) and undrained soil shear strengths. 

Shear strength (kPa) Length (m) Width (m)  Depth (m) 

80 35 17.5 12.00686106 

80 35 35 13.91650099 

80 35 70 15.1187905 

84 35 17.5 11.76470588 

84 35 35 13.69863014 

84 35 70 14.92537313 

100 35 17.5 10.88646967 

100 35 35 12.89134438 

100 35 70 14.19878296 

 

 

Figure H.1 Schematic section showing hydrostatic uplift pressure on the clayey soil layer 

below the base of an excavation (Figure 6.5).  
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Figure H.2 2D predicted hydrofracture’s path (Gassy clayey silt layer modelled by 

increasing the hydraulic conductivity): 2D model of Section 1-A on Figure 6.2 a) Tension 

initiation at gassy clayey silt-clayey silt interface. b) Tension spreads through gassy layer 

leading to development of hydrofractures when reaching the gassy clayey silt-bedrock 

interface that propagates through the clayey silt layer. 
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Figure H.3 3D hydrofracturing model for gassy clayey silt (gassy clayey silt modelled by 

increasing the hydraulic conductivity): Section 1-A on Figure 6.2. Hydrofractures spread 

through the full thickness of the gassy layer when excavation reached 182 mASL elevations. 
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Appendix I 

Preliminary 3D analysis of the excavation  

 

A preliminary 2D and 3D analyses of the problem is conducted using conventional soil 

laws to examine the model predictability and compare results to onsite geotechnical 

reports (Figures I.1 and I.2). 

   The finite element software ABAQUS was used to examine the problem. An elasto-

plastic model following Mohr Coulomb failure criteria was adopted to conduct an 

effective stress analysis for the site. For the sake of model optimization, a sensitivity 

analysis was conducted to study the effects of the screening berm, and neighbor 

excavated cell presence on the model. It was concluded that they don’t have significant 

effect on the 3D model behaviour and hence their presence can be neglected (Appendix 

A). Another analysis was conducted to check how far lateral boundaries should be from 

the excavation crest so as not to affect the results. The analysis suggested the minimum 

distance to be 5 times the excavation depth (Appendix A).  A sensitivity analysis was 

conducted using 2D mesh, 3D mesh and 3D mesh with 1 m thick elements (to 

approximate the 2D effects) to define the optimum mesh refinement size. An 8-noded 

element with biquadratic displacement and bilinear pore pressure were used for the 2D 

model. The average element size was 2 m. The modelling showed that for the 3D 

analysis, ten-noded modified quadratic tetrahedron elements with pore pressures. These 

elements had 4 degrees of freedom (ux, uy, uz and pore pressure at the corner nodes). 
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Element size ranged from about 6 m near the excavation, to 60 m at the boundaries as 

shown in Figure I.3. 

   The excavation was modelled to simulate the construction steps at the site. 

Accordingly, the model geometry was changed to follow the variations in site contours 

between June 30th to Oct 22nd (the period through which the unanticipated soil 

behaviour occurred) (Figure I.4-I.19). Bed rock elevation was varied to following the site 

contours reaching a peak elevation (162.4m) under Sub-Cell 3. Excavation and filling 

procedure was modelled by deactivation and reactivation of elements. Rowe and 

Mabrouk (2007) suggested that the discontinuous Basel Till layer is not likely to be 

present in the affected zone and accordingly it was excluded from this model. 

    The base boundary was taken to be rough, rigid while lateral boundaries were taken to 

be smooth and rigid. Exposed surfaces were had an assigned zero pore water pressure 

throughout the excavation steps. Hydrostatic pore water pressure was specified at the far 

field lateral boundaries. A zero flux boundary was specified at the model base. A 

viscosity parameter was added to the model in the slope deflection failure step to give the 

excavation more stability and track the slope movement when weak layers are about to 

fail. 

 

I.1 Heave 

Onsite reports indicated that heave gauges were placed in holes 1 m deeper than the final 

expected excavation depth, at 50 m horizontal intervals. The maximum heave reading 

was approximately 95 mm observed at heave gauge B9923 in trench 307 (Figure I.20). 
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The maximum vertical displacement in the 3D model also was recorded at mid of trench 

307 (Trench II) and it was about 88 mm, which agrees well with the observed value. 

Figure I.20 shows the observed and calculated heave progression at trenches 313-314 

(Trench I). The calculated vertical displacement follows a similar pattern to that of the 

heave gauge (HG9926 on Figure I.2) predicting a final heave close to the observed value. 

Comparisons between observed and calculated heave readings at different locations- 

showed a great deal of consistency (Figure I.20). Analyses were also performed using a 

2D model of the key cross-section (Figure I.1) and the calculated heave at mid of 

trenches 313-314 (Trench I) (Figure I.1), as shown on Figure I.20, were generally similar 

to those from the 3D analysis although they did  takes off at the end after full excavation 

of the trench. Hence it’s concluded 2D model would overestimate final heave and 

generally strains. 

 

I.2 Pore pressure 

For the FE model at point P9923 under mid span of trench 307 (Trench II), pore pressure 

in Black Till decreased instantly with the reduction in total stress (Figure I.21). However, 

with time, pore pressure dissipated in a slow rate. There was a difference in the range of 

5-10 m between FE and piezometer readings.  Piezometer’s readings showed milder pore 

pressure response with total stress reduction than the FE model. That could be related to 

the fact that FE model applies unloading during shorter time spans, or that the actual 

hydraulic conductivity of the shale till is higher than the assumed value at that location. 

Another hypothesis could be due to soil saturation with gas that has affected its response. 
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Further investigation of gassy soil response is required. FE results at 9925 location 

showed similar discrepancy with the piezometers readings in the range of 5-10 m (Figure 

I.22).  

 

I.3 Principal Stresses 

The bed rock layer is weathered and of relatively high hydraulic conductivity compared 

to the overlaying till, thus it can maintain high pore pressures despite the change in total 

stress due to excavation. As a consequence, the reduction in total stress at the interface 

between shale till and fractured bed rock combined with the high pore pressures could 

result in the initiation of hydro-fractures and propagation of tension cracks in the Black 

Till layer at locations where the tensile stresses are greater than its tensile strength. This 

is one of the hypotheses as to how gas vents originated.  

   In both the 2D and 3D analyses, it was predicted that the minimum principal stress 

would go to tension close to the corner of trench 313 when it is first excavated during 

step-July15 (Figure I.23).The tension zone expanded further when the rest of trench 313-

314 (Trench I) was excavated (Figure I.24). The tensile zone was eliminated when the 

trenches were filled (19 Aug) (Figure I.25). The start of the tension crack could be 

enough to initiate the sequence of events that led to gas and water venting. Figure H.26 

showed minimum principal stress for key points connecting between the base of the 

excavation (at the trench corner) down to the bedrock-Black Till interface. The figure 

showed tensile stresses up to ≈ 80 kPa at base of the till during excavation by July-30
th

. 

The tensile zone did not extend all the way to the base of the excavaton and hence does 
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not appear, on its own, to explain the venting observed in the base of the excavation how 

it may have been a key trigger. Further investigation of this issue is required. 

 

I.4 conclusion 

Unanticipated slope movements accompanied by gas venting at some locations were 

observed at Lambton facility landfill near Sarnia. 2D and 3D FE coupled effective stress 

analyses using Abaqus software were performed to simulate the excavation and filling 

procedure. Heave response was captured with close level of consistency. There was a 

potential of hydro-fracturing initiation at the interface between bedrock and shale till 

(Black Till) which will be further investigated in another model. The model didn’t 

capture the exact pore pressure response which suggested the need of use of 

unconventional soil model. For this problem, 2D model would serve as a good tool to 

estimate stress responses and the general slope pattern. However, it might overestimate 

displacements and slope deflections. The conventional soil analysis adopted by the model 

gave poor estimate to pore pressure response and didn’t explain the mechanism that 

might have lead to the evolution of gas vents and upward water flow through the thick 

Black Till aquitard. Further studies are needed to address this issue. 
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Figure I.1 Soil Profile and the proposed cross section of the excavation without fill (by 

October 22nd) 

 

Figure I.2 Plan view of 3D model plan showing the locations of key trenches in Sub-Cells 2 

and 3 (without fill) 
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Figure I.3 3D mesh 

 

Figure I.4 Excavation and filling conditions on June 30th 
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Figure I.5 3D model July 15th 
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Figure I.6 3D model July 15th 
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Figure I.7 2D model July 15th 
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Figure I.8 3D model July 30th 
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Figure I.9 2D model July 30th 
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Figure I.10 model Aug 19th 
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Figure I.11 2D model Aug 19th 
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Figure I.12 3D model Sept 7th 
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Figure I.13 2D model Sept 7th 
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Figure I.14 3D model Sept 15th 
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Figure I.15 2D model Sept 15th 
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Figure I.16 3D model Sept 28th 
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Figure I.17 2D model Sept 28th 
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Figure I.18 3D model Oct 22nd 
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Figure I.19 2D model Oct 22nd 

 

Figure I.20 Calculated and observed heave in trench 313-314 (Trench I), (HG9826 on 

Figure I.2) 
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Figure I.21 Pore pressure response (at P9923 on Figure I.2) 

 

 

Figure I.22 Pore pressure response (at P9925 on Figure I.2) 
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Figure I.23 Step-July 15 (x and y view) 

 

Figure I.24 Step-July 30 (x and y view) 

 

 

Figure I.25 Step-Aug 19 (x and y view) 
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Figure I.26 3D model Minor Principal Stress with elevation under trench 313 (Trench I) 

corner  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


